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Foreword
Published in conjunction with the Twenty-first General Report on the Activities of the
European Communities(1987), this is the 13th report on the agricultural situation in
the Community. It was completed on 2 November 1987 and adöpted by the Commis-
sion of the European Communities on 20 November 1987.
Like the previous leports, it has two parts. The first covers the main events in the
world of Community agriculture in 1987: the economic and political context, the
economic situation for farmers and consumers, the Community's external relations as
far as they concern agriculture, developments in policy on agricultural structures, the
financing of the common agricultural policy, änd ihe harmonization of national
agricultural legislation within the Community framework.
A special chapter at the beginning of the report discusses the topical issue of aids to
farm incomes.
The second part of the report is a sizeable statistical annex providing in a single
grouping all the main statistics needed for a proper understanding of the various
aspects of Community agriculture: the agricultural economy, the ecönomic situation
of farms, agricultural prices, consumption of food producti, the community's trade
in agricultural products, financial aspects of the common agricultural policyi agricul-
tural struetures in the Community, and the market for the Community's agricultural
products.
This annex is an update with the same presentation of the tables as in the 1986 report.
All the tables cover the Community of Twelve and its Member States. The figuräs on
Spain and Portugal have been substantially improved but there are still soÄe gaps.
Thus, for some tables, it has still not been possible to give the relevant informäti,on
for the new Member States or, by the same token, for the community as a whole.
The statistics are based mainly on data supplied by the Statistical Office of the Euro-
pean Communities (Eurostat); the Directorate-General for Agriculture has updated
some of the figures and has also used this material as a basis for certain additional
calculations.
4 FOREWORD
Some of the subjects in this report have been dealt with elsewhere in separate studies
written by the Commission's staff. For detailed information on one or more particular
aspects of Community agriculture, the reader will find in this report references to
various documents available from the Commission's staff or which can be obtained
from the Office for Official Publications of the European Communities or from the
Statistical Office of the European Communities.
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I - The agricultural year
1. At institutional level, the main event of 1987 was the entry into force of the Single
European Act, a major step towards the achievement of the large single market to be
completed by L992.
2. In agriculture, and more specifically in the context of the agricultural policy, the
readjustment and restructuring process which has been under way for several years
continued, and a number of new measures - mainly affecting production of cereals,
milk and beeflveal - were implemented.
In its latest proposals, the Commission pressed for the use of stabilizers whereby
efforts to achieve market equilibrium can be strengthened and extended to all product
groups justifying their use. Substantial adjustments were also made in the area of
policy on agricultural structures. Further action must be taken in this respect through
socio-structural schemes, which will allow for granting support to farmers who are
economically uncompetitive.
3. Despite inclement weather impairing quality in some regions, the year was, on
the whole, a good one for agricultural production; however excess supply on internal
markets, slackening world demand for food products, and the decline of the dollar
meant that real farmgate prices were lower, so that the overall profitability of the
industrv suffered.





The Commission sent the Council a series of proposals for measures to reinforce the
milk quota system and to relate the intervention system more closely to market
realities.
The Council extended the validity of the Regulation of 30 May 1986 on the conditions
governing imports of agricultural products originating in third countries following the
accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power-station.



















As part of the Community's efforts to promote the dissemination of knowledge and
research findings, a symposium was held in Brussels on the subject of the use of
cereals in animal feed. The participants reviewed recent research in matters relating
to plant productivity and livestock farming.
Parliament adopted a resolution on the need for a world conference on food and
three resolutions on the famine in Mozambique and the despatch of emergency food
aid to that country.
The Council approved the ad referendum agreement on citrus fruit and pasta con-
cluded with the United States in August.
The Council adopted two regulations on the protection of the Community's forests
against atmospheric pollution (acid rain) and fire.
The Council reached political agreement on the Commission's principal proposals for
reforming the market organizations for milk and beef/veal.
In view of the particularly severe winter weather the Council and the Commission
adopted several regulations providing for the free distribution of certain foodstuffs.
The measures were applicable until 31 March 1987 .
The Commission adopted the communication 'The Single Act - a new frontier for
Europe'.
The Commission sent its farm price proposals and related measures for L987/88 to
the Council. It proposed that the common prices applied in 1986187 be reduced or
left unchanged.
The Council reached broad agreement on measures to improve the situation in the
milk sector and some of the proposed socio-structural measures.
The Council adopted - on a Commission proposal - the consolidated version of the
Basic Regulation on wine. There had been many amendments to it since L979.
The 30th anniversary of the signing of the Rome Treaties setting up the EEC and
Euratom was celebrated in Rome"
The Commission published an updated list of US trade measures constituting barriers
to Community exports.
Parliament adopted a resolution on ways and means of improving the financing and
control of EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure.
The Economic and Social Committee adopted an opinion on the farm price proposals
and certain related measures for L987188.
Turkey made an official application to join the European Communities.
Mrs Brundtland, the Norwegian Prime Minister, paid an official visit to the Commis-
sion to form an opinion on the latest integration measures taken in the Community
and the possibility of Norwegian cooperation.
The OECD countries published a resolution on agricultural policy emphasizing the
cardinal importance of reversing the recent trend towards restrictive trade practices,
especially those of a bilateral and discriminatory nature.












An Irish referendum endorses the ratification of the Single Act.
Entry into force of the Single Act.
The Central Council of the Bundesbank decided to modify the application of currency
law in matters falling within its remit and to authorize private use of the ECU on the
same footing as foreign currencies.
Recognition de facto or de jure of the ECU by all the Member States.
Meeting in Brussels of the European Council of 12 Heads of State or Government.
Attention was devoted principally to the Commission Communication - 'The Single
Act - a new frontier for Europe'.
Immediately after the European Council the farm prices for 1987/88 and related
measures - concerning agrimonetary aspects as well as market rules - were adopted
by the Council.
The Council amended the general Regulation on the financing of EAGGF Guarantee
expenditure.
The Commission adopted a Communication to the Council on budget discipline, a
draft decision on Community resources, a review of action taken to control the
agricultural markets and the outlook for the common agricultural policy, and a pro-
posal for a regulation on the reform of the structural Funds.
The Ministers for Economic Affairs and Finance of the Twelve endorse the agreement
reached by the Committee of the Governors of the Central Banks on an improvement
in the operation of the EMS.
The Commission adopts proposals for the use of stabilizers for the control of the
agricultural markets. It releases a report on sugar, on the operation of the milk quota
system and a report on the sheep- and goatmeat market organization It proposes
that the milk quota scheme be renewed for two years and that the various measures
applying to sheep- and goatmeat should be harmonized by uniform regulations.
Buying in of common and durum wheat, barley and rye starts.
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l l - Direct aids to incomes
Overall approach under the arrangements for adapting the GAP
4. In the early part of the year, the Commission laid before the Council proposals
for the introduction in the Community:l
(i) of a Community system of aids to farm incomes,
(ii) of regulations setting up a framework system for national aids for farm incomes,
(iii) of incentives to farmers to leave the land.
These proposals fit into the general framework of the adjustments being made to the
CAP, whiöh, while complying fully with the principles and fundamental objectives of
the policy, are designed to adapt the methods used to the changed circumstances of
agriculture in Europe2 and of the world market.
The proposals were the outcome of thorough and protracted policy study within the
Commission and, as was to be expected, and indeed desired, prompted wide debate
within the other Community authorities3 and among the farmers' and other private
organizations concerned. The purpose of this article, which outlines the overall
approach adopted for the measures planned and shows how they fit into the range of
schemes already being operated at Community level, is to facilitate such discussion
and avoid misunderstandings as to the motivation underlying, and the objectives of,
the initiative being taken in this field by the Commission.
1 COM(87) 166 finaU3,3 June 1987.
2 Cf.'TwentyyearsofEuropeanagriculture',TheAgriculturalSituationintheComrnunity, 1_986Report. 
-3 Parliament ädopted its ofinion on the three proposals on 29 October 1987 (Doc. PE A2,L62J-87).and
the Economic and SoaalCommittee adopted its own opinion on 15 July 1987 (Doc. CES 583/87)'
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The general context
5. A striking feature of farming in the Community is the very wide diversity of
structures and natural conditions of production, with, as a result, a very broad span
of incomes. Another factor which varies widely from country to country is the import-
ance of agriculture in the national economy, be it in terms of production or as a source
of employment. These differences, already unmistakable when measured by national
averages, are found to be formidable when measured in terms of differences between
the regions; and the accession of new members in recent years has only served to
aggravate the phenomenon.
6. The motley pattern of farming over this wide area, the differing degrees of integ-
ration of the policies at Community level, and an institutional set-up which has for
many years meant - in effect - that if decisions are to be taken at all they must be
unanimous, are factors which have combined to produce general arrangements for
agriculture fraught with internal inconsistencies and weakened by mechanisms and
schemes tailored to the needs of individual countries only. Examples are legion: in
the aftermath of currency realignments there are gaps between the institutional prices
which, as between certain Member States, are now running at about 40"/".Pice levels
under certain market organizations are differentiated to accommodate peculiar fea-
tures of certain regions, and even of certain countries; this is the case, for example,
for wine (more than 50% difference for red wines and more than 120% for white
wines as between German and Luxembourg table wines and the table wines of other
countries) or tobacco. For other products, the price is 'topped up' by aids restricted
to certain areas (durum wheat). Each market organization has a national component,
though of varying importance (sugar, national production quotas or authorization to
pay national aids; beeflveal, premiums which allow for various special Community
circumstances; sheepmeat, arrangements differentiated according to Member States;
milk, national production quotas and exemptions under the co-responsibility levy,
etc.). Again, treatment varies as regards production practices authorized or prohibited
(wine chaptalization restricted to certain regions, etc.), and veterinary or plant-health
regulations.
7. The sheer variety of farming in Europe and the wide differences in the strength
of its structure constitute a factor exerting considerable pressure at the time of the
annual price review as well. Thus, the need to accommodate the problems small,
ill-equipped farms have to contend with - relatively inefficient but a majority of the
total - meant, from the very outset, that prices must be fixed at levels offering hand-
some windfall profits to farms which are well-structured, large, well-located and well-
equipped; these are fewer in number but account for the bulk of Community produc-
tion.
8. The fact that the member countries are allowed, to some extent, to adjust the
basic rules in the market organizations to their own needs, combined with the high
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EEC prices, has severely inhibited the
natural consequence of the integration
boosted the expansion of output.
structural change which should have been a
process. At the same time, high prices have
However, this was not always seen as a crucial problem while the Community was
still producing very much less of most items than it was consuming and during a period
in which mounting demand both within the Community and on world markets ensured
easy disposal at relatively low cost to the Community budget.
g. The deterioration in the general economic context and the development of new
technology, notably bio-technology, have helped to bring about a radical change in
the situation. Production growth now consistently outpaces growth of demand, so that
structural surpluses have built up in the Community as indeed in most of the indus-
trialized countries. The deterioration in the situation and its implications for the Com-
munity as a whole are well illustrated by the figures for EAGGF Guarantee spending,
which show an increase in real terms of more than I22Yo since 1975, although the
Community's overall gross domestic product has shown a real gain of only 23o/" and
agricultural production has increased in volume by only aboü22Yo.
Paradoxically, over the same period, the overall net value-added of the agricultural
sector, expressed in real terms, has actually declined, because the build-up of surpluses
has tended to force down farmgate prices. As a result, the actual assistance farmers
have really received from the budget transfers made and from productivity gains has
been less than proportional to the increase in these two factor$. A growing share of
the resources allocated to agriculture no longer actually reaches the farmer, being, in
fact, passed on to Community consumers and processors, where they are used for aids
intended to facilitate disposal on the internal market, or to non-member importing
countries, where the funds are paid out in the form of export refunds.
The combined effect of this twofold phenomenon is that public funds spent on agricul-
ture through the Community and national budgets have soared to a level which, even
without social security transfers, now practically matches the net income of the sector
itself.
10. Far-reaching changes in the Community and in the international context have
compelled the Community to reconsider its overall approach to agriculture. Thus, as
regards the markets, the common agricultural policy has been revised, in recent years,
to comply with three new guidelines:
(i) a rigorous policy as regards pricing;
(ii) adapting the intervention mechanisms to force them back to their original func-
tion as 'safety nets' designed to temper the impact on production of short-term
fluctuations:
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(iii) an increase in the responsibility farmers must share with the authorities for dis-
posing of output ('co-responsibility').
Progress along these lines will be strengthened at a later stage by the extension of
budgetary stabilizers to all the EEC market organizations.
11. The result has been heavy downward pressure on prices and therefore on far-
mers' incomes. In a market economy, it would, indeed, be impossible to elicit adjust-
ments in production without encroaching on incomes at least temporarily. With time,
the recovery of better equilibrium between supply and demand, structural improve-
ments and better organization of the farms should enable the equilibria now tem-
porarily jeopardized to be restored. However, this adjustment process is a much more
formidable proposition for small, financially weak farms located in regions where
farming has a more important general economic role, notably as regards employment.
12. It may therefore generate difficulties which are a good deal more severe for some
farmers than for others, depending on the structure of the farm and the socio-eco-
nomic situation of the farmer, and, in territorial terms, on the relative share in final
production of the products hit hardest by the adjustments, on the importance of the
agricultural sector in the economy, on the degree of concentration of weaker farms,
and on the general economic environment in which the farms are operating. This
context, involving political difficulties, aggravates the pressure on the agricultural
policy. With a view to tempering the impact on their own countries of the tough action
taken, at a time when market conditions cancel out or sharply reduce the margin of
discussion available in terms of increases in common prices, the national authorities
are often in favour of a solution which would permit:
(i) eliciting national, and even regional, differentiation in Community decisions
concerning prices and the markets;
(ii) protecting positions already won as regards production and the budget by means
of consolidation and allocation between countries of rights to produce (e.g.
national production quotas, etc.);
(iii) or, where the advantages resulting from these possibilities are deemed to be
insufficient, the granting of national aids.
13. This is a framework in which the unity of the conmon agricultural policy is under
threat; the aim is to achieve a consensus. sufficient to achieve at the same time control
over tendencies which, allowed to develop, would alter substantially and irreversibly
the very nature of the common agricultural policy. This task is all the more difficult
in that it will not be sufficient simply to avoid further diversion from the course set,
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as certain contradictions and inconsistencies inherited from the past must also be
accommodated.
Thus, alongside the action taken to improve the situation on the markets, it has proved
necessary, if some of the measures proposed are not to cause undue hardship, to
provide direct compensation (buying back of milk quotas, beeflveal premiums, etc.),
and, in certain cases, to make appropriate adjustments to ease the more urgent prob-
lems some types of farmer or certain regions have to contend with (aids to small
cereals farmers, enhanced aid for small olive oil producers, increase in the durum
wheat aid. concessions to the needs of certain countries in the definition of the rnilk
quotas, etc.).
14. However. it is clear that there is a limit to the number of concessions of this kind
that can be made under a policy which must remain a common policy and which, as
such, seeks optimum allocation of resources on the basis of the comparative advan-
tages enjoyed by each country and each region. [n this connection,
(i) further extension of national production quotas, or, worse, their generalization
to the entire agricultural sector would bring to nothing the effects of freedom of
movement and would leave the concept of financial solidarity entirely without
justification;
(i0 'modulation' in measures relating to the prices and the markets, if systematic or
taken beyond certain limits, would also have the effect of hampering the integra-
tion process;
(iii) as for national aids, there is evidence that in recent years the appropriations
committed have increased to some extent, at least in certain Member States.
With EAGGF Guarantee expenditure soaring, the Member States'own subsidies
have, relatively speaking, declined over time. But the fact that certain Member
States are intervening more at a time when an effort is being made to control
expenditure at Community level is, none the less, disturbing, particularly when,
under cover of an operation which is supposed to have a social character, the
Member State is operating blanket schemes for all farmers and, even more,
where intervention is related to the use of certain production facilities or inputs
and therefore has the effect of stimulating intensification of farming.
15. The conclusion is that the authorities should now have, under the CAP, an
additional instrument for income support, so that they can offer a response by a
Community scheme to a political and socio-economic need which is very generally
acknowledged and so that they can provide a framework for, and therefore keep
under better control, national schemes which are being started up in this field.
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The establishment of Gommunity arrangements
16. The first point is that it must be made clear how the new instrument fits in with
the various Community arrangements already existing. In this connection, its very
close links with, and the way it complements, the new guidelines adopted for the
policy on prices and markets must be emphasized. The new instrument is designed to
underpin the drive to enhance the effectiveness of the CAP in the pursuit of objectives
defined at Community level. It must shield certain types of farmer against the
impoverishment and hardship which current adjustments could well force on them. It
could thus permit a speed-up in the adjustment process while at the same time ensuring
a fairer share-out of sacrifices.
The new instrument is also complementary in character and, as such, is not designed
to compete with those being uied to faciiitate structural change in agriculture and
ensure the harmonious development of the less-favoured areas. Its function, which is
fundamentally a Short-term orie, is to provide a response to the -or" pr"rring prob-
lems with regard to incomes. It cannot tackle underlying problems. It will ensure
support of income during a period of adjustment which will be a particularly difficult
one for those farmers who are, in terms of the size, structure, localion and equipment
of their farms, the weakest. Nor will it duplicate the permanent schemes designed to
remunerate farmers for the seryices they render society as a whole as regards protec-
tion of the environment or regional development, by ensuring that the fabric of society
and economic activity is maintained to at least a minimum level in certain regions
threatened with depopulation.
17. In this context, in so far as the aim is to provide a framework for national
initiatives and to make arrangements for co-financing some of these schemes, the
scope of this action must be defined on the basis of requirements as perceived at local
level. It is also important, since the scheme concerns incomes, that inadequacies as
regards infrastructure in certain countries or in certain regions should not constitute
an obstacle preventing potential beneficiaries, who would be eligible, from using the
facilities offered. It is therefore appropriate that there should be the necessary flexi-
bility so that the Member States may enjoy, as to detailed procedures, some freedom
of action, once the level not to be exceeded has been strictlv defined.
Such relative liberty must not, however, leave doubts as to the fact that the target is
and must be low-income farms. And there must be no doubt that the aid is related to
the farmer's income and not the activity of his enterprise; thus it would be quite wrong
to link the amount paid either directly or indirectly to production levels, prices or
inputs and facilities used.
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Potential beneficiaries
18. As regards potential beneficiaries of the measur€s proposed, it will be important
to bear in äind tiie political context justifying the action planned and - especial$ for
action involving Community co-financing - ihe way this is-related to other schemes
already operati"ng. These pioposals dovelail into the overall approach .9,,:*.i1,:l:
Commission's Cömmunicätion on the implementation of the Single Act (COM(ö-/)
100 final), and the prospect of an increase in the Community's own resources and the
doubling of the structural Funds thus forms part of their context.
The sintermediate' fams
Ig. The aim of the Community scheme for aids to farm incomes is to facilitate the
transition for 'main-occupation; farms forced into precarious circumstances by the
drive to restore equilibriurn on the markets, but which ootentially can fend for them-
selves. The farms concerned are, thus, holdings which, though they may not have
ample structures or major capital assets, are still genuine agricultural enterprises,
pö"ü managed, with a -o-ent r- of their own. They constitute the particular
'tutg"t 
oi conueitional schemes designed to improve agricultural structures. They are
theiefore enterprises undergoing change whose owner is either young or has a suc-
cessor and whiöh should remain in the agricultural sector and maintain or improve
their competitiveness.
20. The increasing number of national aid schemes launched in recent years for this
type of farmer, in farticular to lighten their debt burden, show that the safeguarding
of tu.-. that may be described ai 'intermediate' constitutes a political prigrity which
is very generally acknowledged in the community. A temporary, declining, .aid to
income could well solve the cäsh problems traditionally besetting such farms until such
time as the efforts to adapt the ?arm yield improved profitability lor the enterprise'
These are problems aggrävated at thä present time by the situation as regards the
markets and by the resulting policy revision.
21. The case for mobilization of Community funds to provide a response to this need
would therefore seem irrefutable. In this field, a particular need is to ensure, by
proper co-financing, the possibility of balanced intervention throughout 
-the Com-
i"""ity territory, rJgardleis of the iunds available in the budgets of the various coun-
tries. AccorOi"-gty cö-financing from Community funds will vary very considerably on
the basis of the-ability of the various Member States to contribute.
22. Since the aim is to grant an income
be borne in mind is that the perception
supplement, another consideration that must
of the state of distress of the individuäl will
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vary very widely in relation with his local economic environment; where the scope of
a given scheme ranges over a territory as extensive and diversified as that of the
I2-country Community, this truth is particularly evident. For this reason, it is proposed
that the potential beneficiary and the maximum amount of aid should be defined by
reference to a regional indicator, where appropriate adjusted by a national indicator.
23. Lastly, as already emphasized, the scheme is designed for entrepreneurs who
are fully occupied in farming. Accordingly, it makes sense to exclude part-time farms;
those working mostly in, and drawing most of their income from, work in services or
industry obviously have much less to fear from the present difficulties on the agricul-
tural markets. Also, as confirmed by the figures available, the part-time farmer gen-
erally adopts a less professional approach to the management of his farm and thus
obtains less satisfactory results in terms of income. The payment of aids to this type
of farmer would therefore constitute a windfall accrual that could not possibly be
justified; such an extension would, in political terms, be strongly criticized by those
who have committed all their resources and energy to farming.
'Social problem'farms
24. The establishment of a framework for national aid schemes for farm incomes
concerns a much more heterogeneous class of beneficiary whose characteristics may
vary widely from one country or region to another. Even if, generally speaking, these
are farms which, in terms of structures and socio-economic characteristics. will never
be able to fend for themselves, either in the medium or in the long terrn, they do
employ a large number of individuals and, for this reason, sometimes do much to
maintain local socio-economic equilibria.
25. These are beneficiaries in the lowest income class. and the Member States should
be free, if they so desire, to open the scheme, at this level, to part-time farms as well:
where incomes are running below certain levels, even the modest accruals from
'sideline' farming are indispensable if destitution is to be avoided. Also, in some
strongly urbanized regions, support for farmers of this type may be the only way of
safeguarding the minimum of farming deemed indispensable to prevent irreversible
deterioration of socio-economic equilibria and of the environment.
26. The beneficiaries vary very widely in character, and it would not be appropriate,
at any rate at this stage, to set up a highly structured scheme, involving Community
co-financing. The Commission has therefore proposed an arrangement for providing
a framework for national aids designed to offer scope for action to the Member States
while setting very strict limits in the definition of potential beneficiaries and as to aid
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amounts which may be paid. As Community budget funds are necessarily limited, a
more effective way of eipressing financial solidarity with this class of farmer in the
least rich regions of the Öommunity would be to use other Community facilities, in
particular thä European Regional Development Fund and the Social Fund: the right
way to eliminate grädually a situation in which so many farmers are kept out of the-
mainstream of the economy is to create alternative jobs or additional sources of
income, rather than to pay subsidies in the form of income aids. Failing this, the
farmers concerned could well languish on the touchline of the Community economy
for the rest of their lives.
Elderty farmers
27. The introduction of a Community scheme to encourage farmers to leave the land
is designed to assist elderly farmers, in particular those running marginal farms or
those f,aving no successor: these are a class of farmers less well-eqrripped_ or less
motivated tlian others to tackle a process of adjustment likely to bear fruit only in the
medium term. The scheme planneä would ensure for this type of farmer an alternative
in the form of a 'pre-pensiön' while, at the same time, contributing indirectly to the
effort to restore oideito the markets, or, alternatively, to the structural improvement
of other farms.
Under one of the alternatives offered in the proposal, the 'pre-pension' may becom-
bined, given supplementary financial compensation, with non-agricultural use of land
releaseä when ihe farmer goes. Here, the scheme is in line with market concerns and
could also contribute, particularly where the land is redeployed for forestry, to.the
conservation and imprövement of the environment. Under the second alternative,
land released can be used for consolidating other farms which, in this way, could well
reach thresholds at which they could fend for themselves.
28. The'pre-pension'scheme, with its two alternatives, involves a contribution from
the Community budget. The rate of contribution would be the same throughout the
Community foi the 'pre-pension'with non-agricultural use of the land: the restoration
of order on the agricultulal markets and the protection of the environment are Com-
munity prioritieJvalid for the entire territory. Also, any contribution to restoring
order on the markets benefits all European farmers. On the other hand, as regards
restructuring, Community co-financing will be varied with a view to concentrating
funds in thJpoorest regions, in which structural problems are most acute. These are
the regions in which istimulus to structural change can be seen as a Community
priorit!, in that it is indispensable if progress is to be made towards greater Community
cohesion.
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lncome aids, control of production, cohesion
Control of production
29. T\e question does arise as to whether there is a real case for granting aids to
income at a time when the Community is being compelled to cut back support to
farmers in order to control mounting production. In this connection, it must be
stressed that the aids will go only to some Community farmers, i.e. to farmers who
are weakest as regards their structures and farm economies and, for this reason, will
cover only a relatively small part of Community production. Also, the aids planned
have nothing at all to do with prices, production or production factors used on the
farm. This is therefore assistance, which, in contrast with across-the-board support of
the market, is not geared to output. This support also differs from that granted through
schemes designed to improve struciures in so far as the latter take their effect, gener-
ally, through the factors of production.
30. The coherence of Community action in this field cannot be assessed at single
points in respect of individual farms; it must be seen overall in terms of the agricultural
sector taken as a whole. As a component, politically necessary, of the process of
rationalizing the CAP, this scheme will have a beneficial effect as regards the control
of production if the final result which could be achieved is, overall, more substantial
and effective thanks to its contribution. Experience in recent years has shown beyond
doubt that social considerations have prövided an alibi often exploited by those
opposing any serious effort to cut back on the indiscriminate support now granted
under the CAP.
31. Lastly, it is certainly significant that in the position adopted, within the OECD,
by all the member countries, with a view to restoring order on the world markets, the
introduction of direct income aids has not been seen as inconsistent with the acknow-
ledged need to reduce the level of support accorded to agriculture. Another significant
fact is that in the negotiating position submitted to GATT by the United States, which
is a radical submission calling for the complete elimination of support to agriculture
by the end of the century, direct aids to income are listed among the measures
explicitly allowed because of their 'neutrality' as regards production.
Cohesion
32. Some observers seem to take the view that direct aids to incomes could run
counter to the effort that is now being made to strengthen cohesion between the
countries and regions of the Community. This feeling is largely due to the fact that,
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as the aim is to provide compensation in the form of aids to income during the
transitional period, the income before the scheme starts has to be referred to. As has
already been pointed out, the perception of the state of distress varies very widely
depending on the local economic environment of the beneficiary.
A different approach, fot example the granting of flat-rate compensation throughout
the Community, would be monstrously wasteful. If the amount were aligned on the
top, many beneficiaries would be over-compensated. If the aid were aligned on the
bottom, the desired political impact would not be achieved, at least in part of the
Community, and for this reason, would contribute less in terms of stimulating the
process of reorganizing the CAP.
33. Thus, in this case, the scheme proposed should not be isolated from the general
context into which it will be fitted. Seen overall, the rationalization drive now under
way - covering not only the common agricultural policy, but also the structural Funds
- ii in line, in more than one respect, with the objective of cohesion. In particular:
(i) because compensation measures, notably aids, restricted to the weaker farms
correspond tö the reduction in the indiscriminate, blanket support provi4ed by
the märket, benefiting most of all the large, well-equipped, well-located, '"ffi
cient' farms. As most of the farms which are weak in economic and structural
terms are clustered in certain areas, this adjustment is more equitable not only
in respect of individual but also in territorial terms;
(ü) because the Community's budgetary contribution will be very strongly 'mod-
ulated', as regards the Community scheme for aids to income and the 'pre-pen-
sion' linked to restructuring, and because the eligible amounts will be the same
for the entire Community, the 'modulation' in co-financing being essentially
based on the wealth and therefore the ability of each region to contribute in
budgetary terms at national level;
(iii) because of the increase in appropriations under the structural funds and the
focusing of these funds on the regions which most need their aid.
34. It would also be a grave mistake to rely on an instrument such as income aids to
narrow the disparities between the regions. This would cost too much in budget
appropriations änd would not make economic sense. Cohesion must not be seen solely
in lerms of budgetary transfers: such transfers would be useless if their purpose was
merely to perpetuate weak structures and keep the beneficiaries on the touchline of
societv in terms of social and economic status.
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Gonclusion
35. Direct aids to incomes, in the form outlined in the Commission's proposals,
break new ground in the area covered by the common agricultural policy. The icheme
will differ from the various existing schemes, even those with similar goals, essentially
in the lack of any direct proportionate relationship between official disbursements and
actual agricultural production or the inputs liable to boost output (prices, means of
production). This key feature is also reflected, in terms of the budget, by flows which,
at individual and territorial level, differ from those deriving from traditional instru-
ments, notably from market instruments, but also to some extent, from those designed
to improve structures. This specific nature constitutes the main advantage of the new
scheme now that Community agriculture must be adapted to the new conditions on
Communitv and world markets.
l l l  r The agricultural outlook
The economic situation in the Community and prospectst
36. The most recent forecast by the Commission dates from September. It was
assumed that the dollar would decline slowly to DM L.70by the end of 1988, that oil
prices would increase moderately to USD L8 per barrel and that world trade would
grow by 4%. As a result economic growth (GDP in volume terms) was forecast to
iemain moderate in 1988 at approximately 2"/", with growth in Italy, Spain, Portugal
and the United Kingdom exceäding the Community average and growth in the Federal
Republic of Germany and France remaining sluggish. A slight increase in employment
wai not expected to result in a decline of the average unemployment rate (1988:
tL.7"/o).
In view of the turmoil on the stock markets and the weakening ofthe dollar, the
September forecasts will have to be revised altogether. By first appreciation it seems
plausible that the stock market fall will amount to a slowdown of growth in L988 by
I"/o in the United States. Such a slowdown in US growth in combination with the
depreciation of the dollar would already imply as a 'mechanic' effect a slowdown of
growth in Europe by 0.5%.
However, forecasts must wait until stability returns to the markets, so that plausible
hypotheses about the dollar and interest rates can be made. If the dollar or the stock
markets should weaken further, growth prospects for L988 will deteriorate even more
than mentioned above. Moreover, it is at present unclear how substantial the negative
consequences will be as regards the behaviour of European investors and consumers.
Much will depend on a credible policy response.
1 This text has been based on information available on 12 November 1987 .
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The current situation in agriculture
General
37. As noted in the previous chapter, the growth of the general economy of the
Community lost momentum in 1987, to an extent which is particularly pronounced
when compared with the forecasts - still relatively optimistic - made in the autumn
of L986. The slowdown was due to two main factors: a deterioration in the interna-
tional environment, notably because of the sharp decline of the dollar against the
ECU, and the sluggish growth of world trade, especially as regards the Community's
export markets. This general situation formed the background to agriculture in the
Community.
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The downward movement in the rate of inflation continued in L987, particularly in
those Member States where it had been highest. However, the effects of falling oil
prices in 1985 and 1986 were less pronounced in 1987, and, in fact, practically disap-
peared altogether. The price of crude, which 'bottomed out' in July L986 (at about 1.0
USD/barrel), staged a recovery and held to about USD 18 from April onwards.
38. In general, farmers continued to benefit, especially in the early part of the year,
from declining prices from certain inputs (notably fuels, fertilizers and animal feeds),
as in recent years, and from a slower decline, and even in certain cases relative
stability, in farmgate prices. For the second year running, the pressure of input prices
on farmgate prices eased a little, or, at least, the improvements of 1,986 were consoli-
dated. In addition, output of nearly all products either matched that for 1986 or
substantially exceeded it. First indications for L987 show that in most Member States,
the development of incomes has not been unfavourable. However, it must not be
forgotten that the slowdown of inflation in the prices of inputs itself slowed in the
second haH of the year because fuel prices were rising again and because the prices
of imported animal feeds also regained lost ground.
39. As regards the weather, contrasts were sharper than usual in 1987, with a very
cold winter and an exceptionally hot summer in the Mediterranean areas. In the centre
and north of Europe, June, July and August saw periods of cold and heavy rain
alternating with sharp periods of hot weather which, in terms of quality and also in
terms of quantity, left the estimates made in the spring looking somewhat optimistic.
This was particularly true for winter cereals, the harvest forecasts for which had to be
revised downwards at the end of the summer, though not below, and, indeed in some
cases, rather above, the figures for 1986. This was largely due to sterility of the ears
of grain, and poor development of seeds and germination observed on harvest. As a
result, the breadmaking quality of the common wheat and rye suffered severely,
especially in the North. None the less, a number of production records were broken,
in particular for durum wheat, rape, sunflower, soya, feed peas and field beans,
mainly because larger areas were sown. The potato harvest was also substantial. Wine
is one of the few products which was probably a little lower in 1987 than in 1986 due
to a net reduction in quality wines, but an increase in table wines. However, as the
weather was right or nearly right in many wine-growing areas, quality should be quite
good, or, in some cases exceptional.
40. Conditions on the markets in 1-987 and the main measures adopted by the Com-
munity during the year are described in detail in the next section.t What should be
I See point 49.
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stressed here is the close link between developments in Community farming and the
structural disequilibria on the Community markets and the world markets. Because
of this link, the agricultural sector must be reorganized in a way enabling the surpluses
that had built up on the markets to be cleared and the creation of new ones to be
prevented or at least slowed down. This has been the Community's policy in recent
years, implemented through a far-reaching reform of the CAP the main objective of
which is to restore to the market its crucial role as a guide to production. At the same
time an ambitious programme for running down stocks of certain products (mainly
milk) has been put in hand.
41. In view of this, current developements as regards agriculture should not be
assessed only in the light of their direct and contingent effects on the present situation.
The Community's medium- and long-term objectives as regards production and re-
organization of the market situation must also be borne in mind.
Farmgate prices
42. In general, farmgate prices again declined, not only in real terms, but in many
cases in nominal terms as well. There were a number of reasons why prices fell and
went on falling in 1987: in the first place, as noted above, what have now become
stuctural surpluses of most items tended to depress quotations; secondly, the same
must be said for the action taken in 1986 and 1987, in connection with the price
decisions and decisions on the reform of certain market organizations (cereals, beefl
veal, etc.), to improve market equilibrium (by a more restrictive pricing policy, by
qualified intervention rules and by increased co-responsibility for farmers); thirdly,
the volume of production, often very large in both years, combined with sometimes
quite poor-quality harvests, also tended to weaken the prices of certain products.
43. The prices of pigmeat, beef and fresh fruit came down furthest. On the other
hand, milk prices and the prices of calves remained firm. Cereal prices were generally
a little lower than in 1986, except for maize, the prices of which staged a recovery
after falling in L986.
Tentative estimates made in October L987 suggest that farmgate prices, expressed in
nominal terms, declined in most Member States except the United Kingdom, Ireland
and Greece (there are no figures available for Spain and Portugal). Expressed in real
terms, however, farmgate prices fell in almost all the Member States, especially France
(by 3.8%), Germany (by 4.5%),Italy (by 6.7y"), Belgium (by 5.7%), Denmark (by
7.8y"), and Greece (by 5.0%). The downward movement was slower in the Nether-
lands (by 2.2V"), and in the United Kingdom (by L.9%). But in Ireland, farmgate
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prices showed a real increase of 2.0Yo. In general, prices fell more for livestock prod-
ucts, mainly pigmeat and beeflveal than for crop products. For livestock products
taken as a whole, the decline in farmgate prices in real terms was particularly marked
in Germany (by 5.0%), Italy (by 7.3%), Belgium (by 6.8%) and Denmark (by 9.0V.).
For the 10 countries, farmgate prices declined in real terms by 4.5"/".
Input prices
44. The decline in the prices of farmers' inputs, in particular of certain items more
directly sensitive to world prices (fuels, animal feeds and fertilizers), again proved
helpful to farmers in L987 . Estimates made in October 1987 suggest that the prices of
inputs declined by 4.7% on average for the L0 countries, in real terms. The reductions
were heaviest for fertilizers (-8.4% in nominal terms) , fuels (-4.7o/" in nominal terms) ,
and animal feeds (-1.9%). The price reductions for inputs, expressed in real terms,
were sharpest in Germany (5.1%), France (4.L%),Italy (5.0%), the Netherlands
(8.0%), Belgium (6.8%),Ireland (6.7%), Denmark (7.4%) and Greece (6.0%). If
changes in farmgate prices are compared with changes in input prices, it is seen that
the 'input-cost/farmgate-price squeeze' eased a little as compared with 1986 in Ger-
many (by +0.6V"), France (by +0.3%), the Netherlands (by +5.8%), Belgium (by
+I.I%) and especially Ireland (by +93%). But the squeeze tightened in the United
Kingdom (by -0.3%), Denmark (by -0.a%) and especially in Italy @y a%). There
was virtually no change in Greece.
However, this movement in production costs lost a good deal of momentum in the
second half of the year. In a number of Member States, indeed, the downward trend
in certain input prices that started more than two years ago actually gave way to an
upward movement about the middle of the year. This was true, in particular, for
energy prices in Germany, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Ireland.
As regards feed, two examples are soya cake, import prices of which increased by
nearly L5% from March to June 1987, and manioc, the prices of which rose by much
the same margin from April to September. None the less, a comparison of average
input prices for 1987 (as noted above) with those for 1986 reveals substantial reduc-
tions for most of the Member States not onlv for fuels and feeds but also for fertilizers
and, in some cases, for seed.
Consumption: volurne and prices
45. In all the developed economies, the rate at which the consumption of food has
been increasing is declining. This phenomenon, familiar to economists for more than
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a century, has grown more marked in the last 15 years in the Community as consump-
tion has steadily got closer to the notional level of physiological 'saturation' peculiar
to each individual, although many factors may influence levels and changes in food
consumption for society as a whole. It is significant, in this connection, that within
the Community hurnan consumption per inhabitant of cereals and potatoes has been
declining since the early 1950s while consumption per inhabitant of meat has increased
by 1.2% per year since 1973, down from 2.5Yo per year from L958 to 1973.
Slackening consumption growth combined with a faster rate of increase in the volume
of agricultural and food production, over recent years, not only in the Community
but also in most of the leading producing countries, have led to the creation and
formidable increases in agricultural surpluses at world level, disposal of which is
extremely difficult, if it is feasible at all, on the markets as they now are.
46. For the Community two figures are noteworthy in this connection: on the one
hand, there was an increase in the volume of final production of agriculture of about
2V" per year from 1977 to 1985; on the other hand, the rate of increase in the final
consumption of households of food, beverages and tobacco over the same period
averaged only I.27" per year. This means that overall, for this period, the increase in
internal consumption accounted only partially for the increase in agricultural produc-
tion. Although some of the surplus was sold on external markets and some was used
for purposes other than human consumption (e.g. industrial uses, feed, etc.), much
of the food produced necessarily built up into surpluses weighing heavily on the
Community budget.
47. Consumer prices for food have in recent years kept very close to the general
consumer price index. The rate of increase has declined appreciably, matching the
general movement for consumer items. A major contribution to the slowdown in food
prices has come from the restrictive policy as regards prices implemented by the
Community under the CAP. Leaving aside the impact on prices of other market
reorganization measures (farmers' co-responsibility, qualified intervention, tougher
qualitative criteria, etc.), the restrictive pricing policy has, by itself, meant a reduction
in real terms in the prices guaranteed to the farmers: the 'institutional'prices increased
in nominal terms but the security offered by guaranteed prices has been attenuated
by modifications in the conditions of intervention buying and by other institutional
measures. For 1984-86, overall inflation was about 15%, while the increase in'institu-
tional' prices was only 7%.It is true that production prices and especially consumer
prices have increased more than the 'institutional' prices. This is, however, no reflec-
tion on the contribution of the CAP to curbing inflation and slowing the upward
movement in the cost of food, in particular, but shows clearly that other factors,
alongside farmers' guaranteed prices, may influence the levels and changes in the
consumer prices of food (market situation, 'stickiness' of prices at the marketing
stage, inefficient distribution channels, etc.). None the less, sooner or later,
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diminished farmgate-price support is bound to reduce, or slow down increases in, the
prices in the shops.
48. European consumers often complain that agricultural products cost too much in
the Community, when compared with world markets. For many items, this cannot be
denied, and it is a result of policy choices made in the past with a view to the achieve-
ment of the objectives of Article 39 of the Treaty, but it would be a mistake to imagine
that the Community could have obtained supplies covering all its food needs at the
prices obtaining on world markets without these prices themselves being forced up by
such a sharp increase in demand.
And it should also be remembered that in some non-member countries, where most
farmgate prices are close to world market prices, the cost of food to the consumer is,
on average, comparable with or even higher than in the Community, although farm
support expenditure is not always lower than in the Community. As Table F shows,
food prices taken as a whole, in terms of purchasing power parities and compared
with the Community average, are higher in Austria (by 11.8%), Canada (by 15.5%),
the United States (by 24.0o/o), and Japan (by 55.6%). On the other hand, they are
lower in Australia (by M.7%). Within the Community, the housewife's food basket
costs less in the Mediterranean countries, especially as regards fruit and vegetables.
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4.8 0.8 l .  I
5.9 0.6 2.4
0.9  - r . l  0 .2
r .6 -5.1 4.0
0.6 - 5.2 4.0
2.4 - 4.4 3.8
r0.7 9.3 r0.2
n.a. n.a. n.a.
0.9 - 0.8 0.8
3.4 5.9 5.1
1.9 -2.7 2.2
0.3 - 0.6 0.6
2.2 -3.4 3.0
n.a. n.a. n.a.
2.6 0.3 l . l
n.a. n.a. n.a.
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TABLE B
Detlated index of farmgate prices for agricultural products (alt products)
(base 1980 - 100)
(Yo)







































































































Changes in (nominal) prices of inputs in 1986 and 1987
Total intermediate consumPtion I


























7 .6 6.1 -28.4
16.8  15 .2  l5 . l
n.a. n.a. n.a.
2.2 2.5 -  18.5
4.7 2.A -  18.1
1.0 0.3 -23.8
3.4 3.4 -20.3
9 .8  8 .9  -  3 l . l
n.a. n.a. n.a.
1.0 0.9 -  16.8
r .2 I  .9 4.7
5 .1  6 .3  5 .1
3 .6  6 .1  7  .9
4.4 6.9 3.9
10.0  I  1 .8  1 .0
n.a. n.a. n.a.
l .  t  2 .1  3 .9
3.9 1.5 0.4
0.3 0.1 8.2
4.9 5.5 - 10.4





l Intermediate consumption: feed, seed, fertilizers, plant health products and overheads.
z Estimate.
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TABLE D
Deflated fndex of input prices r
Total intermediate consumption
(base 1980 - 100)
@







































































































Comparison between .institutional' prices, farmgate prices
and consumer prices of agricultural products and food
1980-86 (EUR 10)
So&f€J.' Eurostat and DG VI. .
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T:ABLE F
Fmd consumer prices in the Comnunity compared with prices in other OECD countries - 1985
EUR 12 = llX)
Prices ar_e highel in the north öf Europe, especially in Denmark. Food prices are also
below the Cornmünity average in the United Kingdom,.the Netherlands and Luxem-
bourg.
Markets for agricultural products
49. Adaptation of the comm'on agricultural policy has been a dominant feature of
the introductory remarks in annual reports of recent jesrs; In 1987, this adaptation
process again warrants such treatment in the report.
In 1987 major adaptations have involved numerous sectors. Consequently in this
chapter, which reviews the main developments in various markets over the past year,
reference is also made in the product specific sections, to the adaptations made and
to the impact they have had on particular markets.
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In this introduction it is helpful to recall the circumstances which have made these
adaptations necessary, if not to say inescapable. There are essentially two fundamental
reascins both of which reflect the marked evolution of conditions of Community
agriculture in recent years.
First, the problem of surpluses: when the common market provisions were introduced,
the adoption of a policy allowing for restructuring and the extension'of agricultural
production was widely recognized to be in the Community interest. This feature was
theiefore reflected in the various legislative provisions. Policy makers, when setting
up the bulk of the CAP provisions were much more concerned with food shortages
than with sürpluses, but the mechanisms established have led progressively to an
imbalance'of the markets and the accumulation of stocks..
Second, the problem of budget costs: the budget cost of suppcirting the different
market organizations was once relatively modest. In addition the Community, until
recently, was endowed with sufficient'own resources' to more than meet in full all
expenditure rqquirqments flowing.from Community legislation in the agricultural as
well as other sectors. The situation is now radically different.
50. In addition to these basic, internal reasons for making adjustments in the CAP,
there are several subsidiary, but not unimportant, factors which militate in favour of
adapting the policy to respond to new realities. For example, overra number of years
it has become increasingly evident that the income support function the CAP provides
to farmers is often poor value for money. Thus, over time, increasirig levels of budget
expenditure are needed to secure an overall level of income to the agricultural com-
munity. For each ECU of income in the agricultural sector, increasing levels of budget
expenditure are being used. To a certain extent this development reflects the fact.that
a significant and growing part of the budget cost was being disbursed for actions of
no direct benefit to producers, in particular those associa.ted with the financing of
massive inierventionitocks. It also-reflects the growing level of self-sufficiency oi all
major agricultural products subject to CAP provisions. This'latter development has
lead to an increasingpart of production requiring support from the budget and not
simply from consumer expenditure.
51. Rising self-sufficiency within the Community has inevitably affected trading pat-
terns and has increased the reliance of the Community on exports to dispose of
surpluses for a number of products. In many other parts of the world output has also
tended to rise more rapidly than effective demand. Thus this increasing reliance has
occurred at a time when international prices have been under pressure. The conse-
quences of these developments, both in economic as well as political termq, were
highlighted when international trade prices for various goods fell to levels that were
not remunerative even for the most efficient producers anywhere in the world. In
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addition to the income problems these conditions cause for producers in various parts
of the'world, such low prices contributed to increased budgeJ costs of suppor-t both
within the Community and in many other countries. In the case of the Community,
the gap between its internal prices and those in international trade - a gäp tha.t is of
fundamental importance to the budget cost of the CAP - widened, even though in
many instances the level of the former measured in ECU, as well as in national
currency terms, were either stable or even falling.
52. Developments in international relations have a bearing on policy adaptation. At
the hub of the current multilateral trading system, the GATT, as well as in other
international fora in which the Community plays an active role, such as the OECD,
increasing recognition is being accorded to the riegative effects on the economies of
manycountriesofvariousagriculturalsupportprovisions.
It must also be recognized that with the accession of Spain and Portugal, the agricul-
tural dimension of the Community has in many respects changed significantly. Thus
although for numerous products transitional measures continue to apply in these two
new Memb-e( States, Community policy makers are faqed with the need to recognize
that what may have been appropriate in a Community of '1.0'is not.necessarily in the
best interests of a Commünity of 'I2'. The CAP adjustment process gives due weight
to this consideration.
53. A most notable feature of the adjustment process which was prominent in 1987
was the change'in conditions concerning intervention buying. Important decisions in
tbis context were applicable for the first time in the dairy and beef sectors and in'those
of cereals and öilseeds. Their market impact tb date are described in the relevant
product sections in this chapter. The impaci of various other measures is also recorded.
It must none tfue less be noted that despite the adjustments made in past years, as well
as those of more recent date, adequate solutions in most sectors to the underlyrng
problems of market imbalance and of budget cost have still not been fully realized.
Data in the remainder of this chapter as well as in the statistical section often demon-
strate that the underlying trends in consumption and of production are not yet signi-
ficantly different from those recoided in the more distant past. Fortunately this is not
invariably the case but it helps demonstrate the need for further policy adjustments
that are now in hand, and the benefits that successful change can bring.
Cereals
.:B'
54. Adverse weather conditiofu had
1987 both in terms of quality and,yield.
\
a depressing effect on the overall harvest for
Thus with exceptionally wet conditions during
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the harvest period in many of the northern parts of the Community cereal growing
regions, total production was some L53 million tonnes. This figure conträsts sharply
with the estimates made until July of around a 167 million tonnes. Had this forecast
not begn undermined by 10 days ör so of wet weather at a critical perio.d of the year,
the Community would have been faced with an even more difficult situation.
Although in the southern parts of the Community cereal growing and harvesting
conditions favoured the production of high-quality produce, the balance within the
Community between quantities of high-qualitywheats andthose of feed qualitymoved
significantly towards the latter,.Prices for better quality wheats were therefore firm
whereas low quality produce was sold at a heavy discount. The price gap between the
best qualities and stockfeed reached around 20ECU a tonne, ene of the widest gaps
ever recorded.
Prices on international markets were generally low. This situation reflects the high
level of stocks in exporting.countries and the very competitive.nattrre of sales in
certain markets targeted by the United States for stibsidized sales. None the less för
the firsf time since 1.980/8L world stocks of wheat are likely to be lower than they were
in the previous year. Thii should have a positive impact cjn market prices. However
wcirld stocks of cereals in genelal are high in relation to international.ly traddd quan-
tities. For example the total world stock of wheitt, of around a 155 million tonnes at
the end of 1987/88, is approaching double the volume of internatio:ral.trade (of around
95'million.tonnes). The development of the world rirarket for wheat will also be
influenced by the, aq yet, unqertain needs of thg:main importers especially the USSR
and China which are rdported to have suffered pioduction problems this year. The
situation is further comBlicated by uncertainty over the export possibilities eif some
qrajor suppliers including the Community and Australia.
55. Community cereal stocks, in intervention, increased from L3.9 million tonnes in
1985/86 to 18.1 million tonnes in 1986/87, but fell 6 L4:2 million tonnes in 1987/88.
In mid-1987 the.Council intröduced specific neasures for the import of maize and
sorghum from third. countrids into Spain. These measures were taken in order to
implement the EC/US agreement negotiated to take account of various trading condi-
tions flowing from Spanish accession to the Community. This.agreement provides for
up to 2.3 million tonnes of maize and sorghum to be imported under special conditions
each year from 1987 to 1990, although this quantity will be decreased by the amounts
of additional imports of cereal substitute products.
Milk
56. Significant progress was again made
achieved mainly through modifications in
-  . . . ä
ir
towards restoring market balance. This was
the quota system and intervention rules.
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In December 1986 the Council agreed to reduce the milk quotas by 8.5% from 1987
to 1989 and to adjust the system of penalties. In fact, this reform should result in a
lowering of production of 9.5"Ä. It also decided a more attractive Community cessa-
tion scheme for milk producers and (in March 1987) introduced limitationis on inter-
vention purchases of butter and of skimmed-milk powder.
Between 1983 (the year immediately before the introduction of the quota system) and
the end of 1.986, the dairy cow herd had contracted by so-me 8%o to 23.9 million head.
Ry the end of 1988 the reduction in the size of the cow herd is expected to reach a
total of 4.5 million head. Community milk deliveries in 1987 are anticipated to fall by
some 5.3% ( equivalentto 5.7 million tonnes).
Consumption of dairy products in the Community continues to increase in line with
its long-term treird of around 0.5% annually. There are none the less major differences
between various produbt groups and regions of the Community
57. A special two-year stock disposal programme designed to dispose of 1 million
tonnes of butter was introduced in 1987 along with a novel financing arrangement for
its estimated Cost of 3 200 million ECU. ThiJ disposalprogramme öoncerns butter in
iriterveniion stocks, the level of which fell from a peak gf over 1..3 million tonnes to





action in favour of consumers.
By the middle of 1987 the objectives:of the disposal programme were well on target
for special exports and for animal feed although uptake for industrial use and concen-
trated butter l4gged well behind targeted quantities.
58. The Commission, following the Council decision, exercised its authority to sus-
pend intervention lrytog of butter once quantities offered exceeded 180 000 tonnes
as from 1 March 1987. This quantity was reached in June. Permanent intervention
was therefore suspended, as from 29 June. Thereafter a tender system for buying
butter into intervention was operated. Early results of the new tender system have
been very positive. For example, during August L987 7 000 tonnes of butter were
physically taken over into intervention compared to 69 000 tonnes in the sarne month
last year.
Offers of skimmed-mift po*aäi-puUfic intervention decreased very sharply in the
first half of 1987 (32 000 tonnes January to June, compared to 392 000 tonnes in the
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sameperiodof 1986). Consequentlythethresholdof 100 000tonnessetbytheCouncil
to temporarily suspend such purchases was not reached during the summer period.
Intervention being automatically suspended from 1 September to l March, the result
is that skimmed-milk powder intervention in 1987 is limited to at most 55 000 tonnes,
a quantity that is less than one tenth of the amount purchased in 1986.
Beef
59. Late in 1986 the Council decided to make several significant changes in the beef
market organization. These changes included, in particular, a major weakening of the
intervention support system so that intervention purchase prices are now about L5%
lower thah a year ago.
Supplemeitary slaughterings,.resulting from the reduction of milk quotas, amounted
to Sorre 400 000 cows and heifers during the first half of 1987. These slaugfhterings
caused a marked increase in beef supplies but had a smaller impact than was the case





Market imbalance in the sector has improved due to cut-backs in production (part of
which is a räsult of cyclical developments),-and strong consumption levels, encouraged
by low market prices.
Intervention purchases none the löss remain at a very high level and although likely
to be below the record reac*red last year, overall stock levels are building up'By
September the-y were in excess of 700 000 tonnes.
60. The market continues to be under stress in the table wine sector. The quality
wine sector remains essentially self supporting whereas it is with table wines where
major market problems continue to exist.
The problems in the table wine sector reflect changes especially in consumption but
also in production. The output of these wines has tended to stabilize recently. Con-
Although exports in 1987 are likely to be lower than the record levels reached in
the fall in exports since last year is due"to reductions in the demand for frozen
from intervention. Exports from the market in 1987 are expected to be greater
in 1986.
Wine
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sumer preferences are however moving away from table wines especially in the rnajor
producer and consuming countries. Thus although wine consumption is increasing
steadily in various of the non-producing countries this development is from a relatively
small base and mainly for quality wines. The net impact of these factors is for table
wine consumption within the Community to decrease rapidly and for the surplus to
increase.
61 . The L986187 marketing year was fortunately not adversely affected by extraneous
factors which had such a disruptive effect earlier, in particular the fraudulent adulter-
ation of wine-. It was the first market year that the common provisions were applied
in full in Spain.
Production in 1986/87 was around L99 million hectolitres of which l-33 million were
table wine.
Certain of the measures approved by the Council in December 1984 designed to
restore balance in the table wine sector had a modest but useful impact during this
marketing year and helped to stabilize prices. In particular the obligalory distillation
of 'surplus table wines involved a quantity of around 22.8 million hectolitres (equiva-
lent tö 17"/" of production). In addition, more restrictive limits were applied to the
volumes destined for more expensive distillation.
62. The strucfural mpasures deeided in 1985 for voluntary uprooting of vines proved
to be of very limited use. The Commission therefore continues to press.foi a Council
decision to limit replanting rights.
A proposal was made to set up a specialized gropp of inspectors who would be \harged
with the task of ensuring the uniform application of Comrmrnity provisionE. The
Commission considers that these controls'should considelably help to improve the
sound functioning of the market organization. The Council undertbok to decide on
this matter before the end of 1987.
Sugar
63. The dominant feature of over-supply on the world market which began in the
1980s; persisted in 1,987. World prices for sugar have remained very low. Indeed, at
around 5.8 US cents a pound (the price in September 1987) they were around half the
cost of production of the most efficient producing country. The average rate of export
refunds reached a new record high of M.7 F,CU /100 kg.
The outlook for the near future is still not good. Although there is currently an
approximate balance in international-supply and demand there is little scope for
//
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optimism due to high international stock levels. No significant improvement in mar-
kets is likely before the level of these has been sigqificantly reduced.
The 1986187 marketing year
o sugarbeet was very similar to that in the previous year, whereas64. The area sown t
yield of sugar per hectare was well above the average of the last five seasons. One
important effect of this development is that FC (of 't2') sugar output is around half
a million tonnes greater than in the previous year
million tonnes.Sugar consumption within the Community was stable at 10 750
Community exports of sugar again reached a high level of 4.4 million tonnes (in
1985/86 it was 4.2 million tonnes). Much of the increase is due to larger exports of 'C'
sugar which this year are expected to be 1".34 million tonnes, as opposed to 1.2 million
tonnes the previous year.
In order to ensure complete self finance in this sector a special levy was applied at a
rate equivalent to, on avlrage, about 3.2o/o of theintervention price. The total receipts
from this levy amount to 227 million ECU. This sum is to be paid by the processors
before the end of 1987.
The 1987188 marketing year
65. Cold weather conditions significantly affected sugar production in the Com-
munity in L987. Consequently although the surface sown to sugarbeet was only 3.4%
lower than in the previous year, sugar production in the 1987/88 season is expected
to be at least 10% less than in the previous year.
Community consumption of sugar, in the expectation of a larger utilization in the
industrial sector, is expected to remain stable at L0 750 million tonnes.
Proposals were made by the Commission to continue to ensure self finance on an
annual basis.
Flesh ftuit and vegetables
66 . In a Community of 'L0' production of fruit and vegetables represen ts about !2o/o
of final agricultural output. With the accession of Spain and Portugal this proportion
will increase as in Spain alone these products constitute some 20o/o of that country's
final agricultural output.
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Intervention stocks in the Cornmunity
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TABLE
A synopsis of the state of Community
G
commodity markets (EUR 12)
(million tonnes)'
Production Domestic use I Intervention
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Marketing year 1986187
67. 
.Totaloutput of fresh fruit in the Community (of 
'L0') increas edby I0% over the
prevrous year.
Despite the large increase in production, market prices were generally satisfactory
except for apples, mandarins and lemons
Intervention activity was greater this year than in the previous one for apples, citrus,
peaches and tomatoes. For other intervention products there was little change
between the two seasons, but it was less prominent this year both for peaches and
apricots.
In 1986, intra-Community trade for fresh vegetables increased by 7% in relation to
1985 whereas extra-Cornmunity trade increased by 8.6"/" .Imports frorn third countries
increased by about 4.1"Ä.T\e export of fresh fruit to third countries decreased by
nearly 57o. whereas imports increased by 8%. Intra-Community trade in fresh fruit
fell by 5%.
As regards processed products, production in 1986 for goods receiving production aid
was about 28Yo below the 1985 level (which in turn was ZLY" below the quantity in
1984). A major part of these reductions involved tomatoes where in 1985/86 Com-
munity self sufficiency reached over 180%.
Between 1984 and 1986 intra-Community trade in processed fruit and vegetables
increased by aboutTo/o per year. Imports fröm third coüntries were generally stäble.
Marketing year 1987188
68. Production development of fresh fruit and vegetables is expected to be very
different according to product. A reduction in output ofpeaches, pears and apples is
anticipated, but an increase in production of tomatoes, apricots and nectarines.
As regards prices. the basic, as well as buying-in levels were, in ECU terms, frozen at
the level of the previous year except for sweet oranges, lemons, apricots, mandarins
and peaches where reductions were made of between 2.5o/o and 57".
As regards processed products the minimum prices payable to producers were either
maintained (in FCU terms) at the IgMlST levels or were reduced by between3.So/o
and 8%.
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Oilseeds :
69. Although this sector represents only some 2o/o of.Community agricultural pro-
duction it is one where output has expanded rapidly (some tenfold over the last
drcade). The budget cost of support in this sector risks becoming the most important
of any market orgänization. '-
Community production of oilbeeds is concentrated on three products; oilseed rape,
sunflower seed and soya beans. In 1987 oilseed rape production is expected to reach
6.l milliontonnes, that of sunflower seed 3.5 million tonnes and soyabeans l.4million
tonnes. The output of these three products in the Community therefore is expected
to be around 10:5 miltion tonnes, an increase of around 357" on 1986. This quantity
contrasts with combined threshold amounts of.7 .5 million tonnes.
' :
Because the Conimuirity support system for oilseeds is based on deficiency payments
the budget cost of support is intimately linked to the volume of Community outpu!.
Because-of the low leväl of Community import tai.iffs on these pro.ducts, which canrrot
be readily modified due to GATT bindings, the unit cost of deficiency payments is
also markedly affected by price conditions on world markets. Prices on these markets
in recent times has fallen to low levels.
70. The combination of these factors explains the explosion in budget costs. In order
to moderate these costs, support prices were reduced this year by L0% (in ECU
terms). Further reductions are in prospect in subsequen( years if output continues to
rise and especially once agreement is reached in the Council on the Commission's
'stabilizing mechanism' pröposal. This proposal includes the application of a charge
on allvegetable and fish oils consurned.on the Community market irrespective o{
origin. In addition, it is proposed to progressively remove the limits of potential price
reductions in the event of output increases. Revenue from this mechanism would help
to limit the net budget burden this sector places upon the budget. The removal of the
, limit on possible price reductions.acts in a si-milar direction.
Farm incomes
Farm incomes in the Menber States
. . .
71.. Ttre agricultural economic accounts give an overvlew for the Cornmunity and
individual countries of the macroeconomic results of the branch of activity 'products
of agriculture and huntingi. 'Fa{m' income isspecified as the figures;give1 refer to the
net ialue.added of agricultural activity of farmers. They do not include income from
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Level of income per person in the
Member States
individual
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Figure 3
other sources (welfare transfers, income from capital, external remuneration for wotk,
etc.) and, for this reason, there is no attempt here to present a picture of the actual
material well-being of farming households.
72. In Figure 3 farm income is measured by the index of net value-added per person.
The respective situations of the Member States are determined by a number of factors:
(i) Climate and soil vary widely in the Community, and this is conducive to some
degree of regional specialization. Exceptional phenomena are masked in Figure
3, as it refers to a five-year average.
(ii) Quantities (Table 3. 1.6 of the statistical annex) times prices (Table 3.1..7) deter-
mine the value of final production. Although single EEC prices are fixed by the
Council each year, it should not be forgotten that the prices actually received by
farmers are influenced by conditions on the Community market. Also, the use
ofgreen rates for the conversion ofprices expressed in ECU into prices expressed
in national currencies, with the continuing use of monetary compensatory
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(iii) Inputs are bought or, -urk"t, which are not subject to EEC market organizations
of the type governing agricultural products. Consumption of inputs has a direct
impact on income. It differs fromlVlember State to Member State both in com-
position (Table 3.1.3 of the statistical annex) and as regards price changes (Table
3 .1 .8 ) .
(iv) Capital tied up in buildings and equipment is also relevant to incomes, through
depreciation. This is a fact of varying importance in the Member States. It takes
up about one-third of gross value-added in the Federal Republic of Germany,
but only 5%" in Greece.
(v) A further factor showing differences arises in connection with the process of
adjusting net value-added of the sector to an indicator per person (or AWU -
annual work unit). In the Community of Twelve, surveys of structures suggest
that the number of persons working fuil or part-time on farms is about 19 million.
Two-thirds of these are concentrated in four Mediterranean States in which
income per person is below the Community average.
A review of these contrasts shows how complex must be any effort with regard to farm
incomes and highlights the need to maintain the drive to narrow down the differences.
Trends in 1987
73. Atthe time of writing, there are no data on farm incomes for 1987. Only esti-
mates are available in terms of changes vß-ä-vß preceding years. The income indicator
used is net value-added per annual work unit on commercial farms.
Medium-tenn trends
74. Overall, farm income measured as net value-added at factor cost related to the
work unit of the 'European agriculture' branch has tended very much to mark time
in reallerms over the last 10 years (see Figure 4).
But apparent stability of income masks far-reaching changes in agriculture over these
yeani:
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t At factor cost in real terms, adjusted on the basis of the GDP deflator.
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75. In the first place, total net value-added of the agriculturalsector in-real terms
declined from 1975 to 1986 (see Table H). It is also noteworthy that the relative
importance of agriculture in the economy declined (5.2"/o of qDP,in 1973-to 3"/j.\
1985), although actual agricultural output steadily increased. Total net value-added
declirted despite an improvement in the productivity of inputs, reflecting more rational
use of fertilizers, plant health protection production products, cattle-feed; etc. The
key to the deterioration remains the relationship between the cost of inputs an_d
farmgate prices, the former increasing more rapidly than the latter. However, 1986
saw än improvement in this field, and for the first time for 15 years the-cost.of
consumptiön of inputs decliired. While its volurne grew slightly (by 0.8%), the price
index diopped by 3o/" in real terms. This was because of redugtigls i1{i9'n1c91.9t
main itemJ- animal feed (about 40Y" of. inputs, the prices of which fell b5r 2.4"/"),
fertilizers (15% of inputs, declining by 44% in price) and, in particular, energy (12%
of inputs, declining by a full 22"/" in price).
TABLE TI
Factors in the overall development of farm incomes per lrcrson
(EUR 10)
76. Secondly, there was a steady decline in both the number of farms and the number
of farmers aoä fur- *orkers, resulting in a relatively stable ratio: overall income from
farming declined, but it was spread over ferrer recipients.
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However, over past y.ears, there have been more marked trends over the Mernbel
States, with sha.ry annual variations in certain cases. Over a long'period, three.groups
are discernible:
(i) stagnation of income (Italy) or major fluctuations revealing no trendto improve-
ment (Ireland),
(ü) slow and persistent decline (France), or with short-term variations (Germany,
United Kingdom),
(iii) incomes showing definite improvement (Denmark, Greece, Spain, Luxembourg)
or less marked improvement (Belgium, the Netherlands).
Non-farm incomes
77. As indicated above, the analysis concerns the earnings of farmers from farming:
cropping, livestock husbandry, and any processing on the farrn and sale of products
obtained. It would seem that a steadily incrdasing proportiön of farmers' incomes
accrues from non-farming work. The latest surveys of farm structures show that for
1.4 million of the 6.2 million farmers in the Community of Ten, farming is only a
sideline. Part-time farming is a major activity in Germany and Greece (40%), of
lesser importance in the United Kingdom and France (20%), and marginal in Luxem-
bourg and the Netherlands (15%), As would be expected, it tends to be commonest
on small farms and for permanent crops (fruit, wine, olives), where normal cropping
methods allow or demand the concentration of work on particular times of the year.
Outside work also influences farmers' operational decisions as regards farming itself,
since the more their income derives from non-farm sources, the less sensitive they are
to agricultural policy decisions and to the uncertainties of developments in agriculture.
nFarm income formatio
78. The situation of commercial farms is studied on the basis of figures produced by
the EEC farm accountancy data network,l under which the use of individual data
makes it possible to classify farms by production system, size, etc.
1 For a short description of the FADN, see p. T/45 of thg statistical annex to this report.
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The figures available con@rn the Community of Ten for 1984 and 1985, supplemented
by estimates for 1986 and figurgs from the Spanish and Portuguese accountancy net-
works;
Figure.S gives the definitions and relationships of the various factors in the operating
accounts of each farm involved in calculations of income. It will be noted that the
indicators used are in line with concepts used in macroeconomics; it is also a source
of satisfaction to note that the two approaches provide mutually consistent and com-
plementary figures.
79. Average gross production is close to 50 000 ECU per farm per year, with 457o
accounted for by crop production and 52Y" by livestock production, the discrepancy
being due to miscellaneous revenue or on-farm consumption.-The average conceals
wide contrasts: only 29o/o of the farms monitored lie above the average, but they
&ount for äbout ffio/o of the final production. If we refer to a unit no smaller tfurn
that of the region, rve'find that the highest average turnover in ECU is 17 times that
of the lowest.
M. For the average farm, three-quarters of the revenue from sales will be swallowed
up in costs. Two-thirds of these are inputs, thus accounting for half of turnover. The
structure of costs varies a good deal depending on type of production (Table I):
(i) Variable costs (not including labour) dominate in livestock farming, where feed
is the main= item. Here, the'extreme case is that of 'off-land' farming of pigs and
poultry, where feed accounts for 73.7Yo of all costs;
(ii) Variable costs are lower for the production of the main cropsllike cereals: 40%
: of all costs. This means that financial flexibility is limited: al0o/o decline in prices
or quantities.would force down income ay iSW if the farmer were unable to
adjust structure costs.(reduction in paid labour, disinvestment, reduction in fuel
and power consumption, etc.);
(üi) In horticulture and permanent crops, including wine-growing, fixed costs exceed
variable costs. For both horticulture and permanent crops the main cost item is
paid labour
81. Depreciation accounts for äbout !4o/o ofall costs, but there are wide variations
around this average. The various rates of depreciation for the different types of
agricultural equipment average out at a duratioh of use of about eight years.
82. Gross production minus costs and depreciatiron leaves the farm net value-added
(FNVA), shich is about 18 300 ECU for 1984 and 17 4N ECU for 1985, on average
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per farm at Community level. Around this average, the 'scatter' is very Wide. The
distribution of farm.incoqres is illustrated in Figure 6, which shows farms by country,
according to,income (farm net value-added pei annual work unit) earned in 1984.
(D In Genhany'andinFrance, asubstantialnumberof farms (aboü2}Y" of cömmer-
cial units) generate less than 4 000 ECU per person per year, but there are also
{.nany farms enjoying handsome incomes. The dispersion is wide, as it is for other
Member States, with variations: United Kingdom (this is the country with the
Tost high-earning falms), Ireland (here incomes below the Community averagedominate).
(ii) In the Mediterranean countries (Italy and Greece), there is a high percentage of
low-income farms. High earnings are exceptional.
(üi) Where the general level is high (Belgium, the Netherlands and Denmark), the
farms are concentrated in the most efficient classes. But it would be a mistake
to generalize:'here, too, there are farms eaining very little or even in serious
difficulty. This accentuates the disparities.
83. Wages are highest in the United Kingdom, where paid workers match in number
the family workforce. Wages must be deducted from the FNVA, with rents and
interest and financial charges paid, to leave the income of the farmer and his family,
which is about 12 000 ECU per farm per year on average for the Community as a
whole.
Here the disparities are not as wide as for the FNVA, but the top-end regions still
enjöy incomes five times higher than those of the 'poorest' regions.
84. . The income of the farmer and his family remunerates the capital committed
personally (land, buildings, equipment, etc., owned by the family) and family labour.
This iirdicator is close to that of net accruals left available for consumption or saving,
but differs from it in that it excludes income of non-farm origin (wages, pensions,
rents, etc.) and certain outgoings (social security contributions, reimbursements of
loans, new investment, etc.). The income of the farmer and his family per person
(excluding persons paidwages) was about 8 200 ECU per person for 19M and Z 800
ECU per person for 1985.
Situation according to type of farming
85. For brevity, the information given derives from a grouping of the types of
farming as used in the Community'typology'.
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Source; FADN, 1984/85 results.
t Farm net value-added per annual work unit.'
Figure 6
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Real net value-added per AWU (EUR l Ol
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The figures are taken from farm accounts collected for years previous to 1985 (the
latter'is.still provisional). 1986 has been estimated on the baiis of other statistical
observations: changes in prices and quantities of agricultural products, in the prices
of inputs (fertilizers, pesticides, etc.), etc. In this way, Figure 7 shows changes in the
FNVA/AWU, in real terms,:to eliminate th9 effect of inflation over time,
86. This shows, once again, the relative stability of this indicator, the amplitude of
which varies around the average of about 5o/". at Conimunity level. However, it is
immediately clear, that incomes vary widely by type of farming: the leaders are the
grain-growers, horticultufists and 'off-land' livestock farms, followed by dairy farms.
Wine-growers and mixed farmers are overall near the average, while other permanent
erops (fruit, including citrus fruit, olives) and livestock farming for meat are below
th6 average
1984 saw a bumper grain harvest, and the grain-growers enjoyed maximum incomes.
In subsequent years, the market situation and the growth of surplus stocks encroached
on incomes, which fell sha-rply.
Incomes from highly intensive farming, such as
very unstable, as the prices of these products
growing also tends to vary fairly widely.
Other farm enterprises are more stable: the other permanent crops at.a low level,,.and
milk production, which has been running at about 15% below the Community average
despite the introduction of the quotas.
A last point is that incomes from traditional meat livestock farming have been steadily
deteriorating, a trend which is related to the deteriorating situation,of.the market.
Capital and borrowing
87. The chart gives a kind of photograph of the assets of farmers used for farming.
For the average Community farm, we may note (Figure 8) that:
(i) land accounts for the lion's share of immobilized assets. The proportion differs
from Member State to Member State on the basis of average size of farms, price
of land and the extent to which farmers can increase their UAA by leasing land.
Such leasing is very common in Belgium;
'off-land' pig and poultry farming , are
fluctuate widely. Income from wine-
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Average commercial farm balance sheet









1 9 .8o/o Borrowing
ASSETS
Source; Estimates based on FADN datä, 1985.
lOO - totaf balance - 18O 464 ECU.
Figure I
(ii) depreciable items represent only 25Y". of total assets..Requirements for building
a{rd equipment vary faidy widely accgrding to..types of production: dairy farrning
i9themostcostlyinthi:-res1|9ct,Peniiane1t,cropscost"leäst;.
(iii) floating assets (stocks, advance payments on crops, funds available) and non-
_ 
breeding livestcick represent 20%" of assets. The variations are due to current
' 
conditions (notably on the market) and the type of production: for example, for
.quality 
wine, stocks in bottles or casks may represent several years' production;'
(iv) the key to any assessment of the financial soundness of a farm is the ratio of
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as a whole, but the situation must be assessed by Member State, as the capital
markets accessible to farmers are still purely national markets, and practices vary
widely from one Member State to another. It seems that the Danish farmers are
the häaviest borrowers while reported borrowing in Greece and Italy is very low;
(v) the farmer's own funds are calculated here as total assets net oJ total debts.^It is
thus the capital of the farm which, fol.simplicity's sake, is attributed to the farm
head. In piactice, the capital may be distributed between persoqal capital and
lenders' capital (Belgium, the NetherlandS),' or' between several partners
(farming gioups, etc.).
88. Observation over time shows that farmers' own capital in real, terms has con-
tractäd sharply (Figure 9). This reflects the general decline in land values and, in some
cases, mounting debt. The phenomenon is ä major one in Ireland, while the United
Kingdom, Belgium and Italy are relatively unaffected, with. France and Germany
somewhere in the middle.
At microeconomic level, profitability is measured as the ratio of the income of the
farmer and his family (IFF) to their own funds. Thismöasures the degree of efficiency
of the farm iri remunerating the'labour.and management of the.farmer from the
personal funds he has tied up in this activity. The main factors influencing this are the
öost of inputs, agricultural structures and the crop and livestock production of th9
farrn. Thöre are'thus wide variations between types of production aod between
Member States.
lV - The common policy in 1987
Measures relating to products
89. With the Community already two years into the slow but sure process of
reforming the common agricultural policy, few people were surprised that the Com-
mission presented, in early February, support price proposals which persevere with
the long-term restrictive price policy. Inevitably, the package of proposals included a
fueeze or a cut in all intervention prices in ECU. Policy on prices is of course only
part of the reform strategy and as before, the. package contairred related proposals
which we will come to later. The Council of Agriculture Ministers, for their part,
r4anaged to find agreement on the price proposals at the end of .June. There'were
.sofne-very 
slight'changes in the size of some of the päce cuts, but the essentials qf the
price policy were confirmed again and remain the long-term guide which all farmers
rnust.plan by.
90. Tlne European Parliament deliberated long and hard on the package of propo-
sals, and delivered its opinion during the plepary sessign of May. The Parliament's
view ori prices followed that of the Commission, being noticeably motivated by
budgetary considerations and the agricultural surpluses. These were also reiterated in
the Parliament's view on how the reform of the common agr-icultural policy is essential
for the future progress of the Community and of its socialand economic öohesion, all
of which can now be much more clearly anticipated thanks to the single European
Act; a legal instrument which will streamline the work of the Community's institutions.
Price policy
91. As was said already, the price poticy is not the only instrument of reform. It has
to be appreciated in the context of changes in the structural policy, intervention
purchasing, and more emphasis from the part of the farmers on quality and shared
co-responsibility. Be that as it may, the support prices are powerful tools and to
change any of them, in real terms or in nominal terms, is a step which is not taken in
isolation if one is to maintain coherence and credibility of policy in what is, after all
a very complex and important sector of the economy. So Table A, which just shows
agricultural
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the simple price decisions as such, should be read in conjunction with what follows
below.
TABLE A
The Council's decisions on prices in ECU and in national currencies for the main products
Weighted average change
in price in national
currency t 1987/88
on 1986/87 (Vo)


















































Average of all products + 3.30
rVA: The figDres for the ceBls do tro1 include the elfect of the co-responsibility lcvy and changps to iateilmtion rul€s (s€€ lert)' particularly for
cereals, oils€cds' mill md beef.
r.Common prices in-ECU conv€rted into mtioiut ffii6 al the gm rates rcsulting from the 1987/88 dcisions.
-
92. Given the market situation it was only to be expected that after the December
L986 agreements which made significant changes to the rules of intervention for dairy
products and meat, special attention'fuould now be directed onto the cereals sector.
This was not expressäd in a straight price cut, but again by changes to the rules for
intervention buying. Cereals intervention buying, which is limited to the period from
October to May, will no longer take place until the market pricel fall-b.elow the
announced 'intervention' price. Nor, under these circumstances, will the full 'interven-
tion' price be paid over, but only 94% of it. An apparent standstill on institutional
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prices can still have, therefore, an important effect in the markets if the accompanying
measures are so designed.
93. Important changes were also made in other sectors, and which may have an
effect on prices. For soya and for olive oil, a system of maximum guaranteed quantities
was introduced. These schemes generally have the effect of causing a drop in prices
whenever production is excessive. In the case of oilseeds and sunflower, where such
schemes already existed, the maximum size of such a potential drop was doubled. In
the case of peas, beans, and lupins, the minimum prices were set 10% lower than for
the previous season.
These prices changes, which were calculated in ECU terms, look rather different
when they are converted into national currencies at the agricultural or green rates of
exchange. This is a consequence of the changeable currency alignments within the
European Monetary System and also of the more frequent decisions taken for the
agrimonetary system. They can be appreciated by comparing the'columns in Table A.
The next chapters go into the agrimonetary situation, and more of the measures which
accompanied the price decisions, in greater detail. Spain and Portugal often have to
be considered separately, because the development of their agricultural support
schemes was programmed beforehand, as part of their Treaties of Accession when
they joined the Community.
94. To really appreciate how the restrictive price policy affects the agricultural sector
in the different Member States, we need to compare the extent to which the changes
expressed in national currency compensate for local inflation rates. It is also interesting
to know the effect of the price decisions on the budgetary expenditure on the common
agricultural policy. The effect can only be estimated, because the amount of spending
depends very much on market conditions; but, all things being equal, the effects of
the Council's decisions should mean a saving of 250 to 350 million ECU in 1987, and
slightly more in 1988.
Agrimonetary measures
95. 1987 was another important year for agrimonetary affairs. In February, the
Commission reported to the Council on the working of the agrimonetary system since
1984, the beginning of the 'switch-over' system for avoiding the creation of positive
monetary compensatory amounts. The conclusions of the Commission's report were
that there should be a gradual return to coherence with the general non-agricultural
monetary system. This must be complete by L992, the accomplishment of the single
internal market in the Community.
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These conclusions are reflected in the agrimonetary measures which were taken on
the occasion of the adoption of the agricultural prices for the 1987/88 marketing year.
They cope with all three aspects, which is to say what is to be done with newly arising
MCAs, ihe existing MCAs, and the differential amounts which play an analogous role
for products where there is no intervention buying. Some of the decisions were of a
technical nature, giving the Commission more management flexibility. Particularly
important were those which signal departure from the established range of neutral
margins; another was to install a way of systematically avoiding the creation of MCAs
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96. For newly arising MCAs, one distinguishes the'artificial'MCAs which are only
caused by the switch-over system, and MCAs which are caused by the devaluation of
a currency. The dismantling of both will henceforth be automatic, and is predeter-
mined. For the artificial ones, one quarter goes at the beginning of the next season,
half of the rest at the beginning of the following one, and all the remainder in the
third. The consequent first-year price rises will be counterbalanced by cuts in institu-
tional prices, but not the second or third-year effects. The re-valuing country, alone,
may give compensation for such cuts. For the natural MCAs caused by devaluations,
the dismantling will be done in three steps. Thirty percent goes straight away when
the currency moves, and the rest goes in equal steps at the start of the next two seasons.
For existing negative MCAs the decisions are shown in Table B, givingthe dismantling
in points of the actual monetary gap.
Other measures
97. As before, the price proposals package illustrates a policy in which restrictive
pricing is just one necessary aspect. Other important aspects of the policy are to be
seen in changes to the system of intervention, in the concept of co-responsibility, and
in emphasis on the marketability of the farmer's produce. The price package contained
related measures in all these areas; in fact, a simple restrictive price policy cannot
stand alone without them. Soon after the package of measures was adopted, the
Commission also put out proposals for budget stabilizers which, as an adjunct to this
overall policy are designed to give the Commission the necessary management scope
to see that it is adhered to without budgetary over"runs.
To return to the measures adopted along with the prices, some of the decisions on
cereals and oilseeds have already been mentioned for as much as they have a direct
effect on the prices received by farmers in general. To the extent that the related
measures affect co-responsibility, intervention, and marketability of produce, they
need some further explanation. Also, independently of the Community's structural
policy, it has been necessary to take into account the situation of certain disadvantaged
groups of farmers when implementing the measures.
98. The notion of the co-responsibility of producers wäs strengthened and also
extended to soya production where it had not been used before. In this caseo it was
done by deciding on maximum quantities for which Community support can be
guaranteed. If production exceeds these limits, the producers bear thg responsibility
by having to accept a markedly lower level of support, in fact a reduction which is
proportional to the extent by which the limit is exceeded. In the case of sugar, where
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full co-responsibility already exists in the sense that this sector is self-financing in the
long term, the notion of co-responsibility was further strengthened by making it bite
sooner: the financial shortfall from the 1986187 season was paid by December 15th by
introducing a special extra levy. In the cases of rapeseed and of sunflowers, the
potential loss of support which would result from excessive production, was doubled.
These measures illustrate the importance which producers must attach to knowing the
risks and responsibilities that they are taking on if they plan to sell into a difficult
market.
99. Intervention buying should no longer be thought of as an alternative outlet for
produce which operates like a parallel market. It is being returned to its original role
to act only as a safety net, a buyer of absolutely last resort. So there is little reason
why intervention buying should be available at all times, or even at predetermined
times. Accordingly, cereals intervention will only open when the prices on certain
Community markets fall to the level of the 1986187 intervention price, and as before
it will not open in any case during the harvest months.
100. The marketability of a farrner's produce depends on its inherent quality, which
will depend on the crop variety or pedigree of animal that he uses, and also on the
preseniation of the product. Both aspects came in for scrutiny on a wide range of
products during the discussions on the price package. In the case of quality this was
most evident for the different varieties of hops that can be grown, and different
varieties of tobacco and of qualities of wine. For presentation, decisions can be taken
on, for example, the moisture content of crop products. This was also done, specifi-
cally for the cases of sunflower and for wheat. The Community classification system
for pork and for beef was also adopted as the determinant of quality for intervention
buying.
101. Finally it is clear that a more market-oriented policy can pose special problems
for small farmers who, maybe for structural reasons, have less scope to adapt to the
new situation which faces them all. So three further important decisions were taken.
For producers of hard wheat which is a traditional occupation in some regions and
which attracts an aid, half of the effect of the price decisions is compensated with an
increase in aid. For small producers of cereals in general, the Council decided to
continue paying a special aid, started in 1986, which is designed to protect their
revenue fiom the effects of the cereals co-responsibility levy. No such exceptions are
made on quality requirements, which are necessary ftrr the market-orientation of
small and large producers alike. These exceptions are only to help them face the
difficulty of making a viable margin from unbalanced markets. Lastly, the distinction
between the small and the large producers of olive oil was also underlined by a
difference in the support which they get.
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Harmonization of national laws
102. Whilst the Single European Act is expected to facilitate the work of completing
the internal market, its entry into application on 1 July 1987 has raised a number of
initial problems of interpretation, particularly concerning the appropriate legal basing
of certain measures in the field of harmonization of legislation, which have delayed
the examination and adoption by the Council of a number of important proposals in
the veterinary, plant health and seeds sectors.l
Veterinaty and animal husbandry legislation
103. As regards animal health, it is the Community's task to assist in the elimination
of the main diseases with a view to the establishment of a proper internal market.
In this connection, the Council adopted on 16 December 1986 two decisions intro-
ducing Community financial schemes for the eradication of African swine fever in
Spain and Portugal.2 The Community is renewing its financial support to these
member countries in order to enable the work being carried out on the elimination
of this disease in the Iberian peninsula to be continued.
104. For classical swine fever (CSF), the Council, wishing to avoid any hiatus in the
work, in the first instance renewed for a year the present arrangements.3 A
supplementary four-year CSF eradication scheme was eventually approved.a In addi-
tion to this work enjoying Community financial support,s CSF control arrangements
were tightened up,6 and the rules relating to trade in pigs and pigmeatT were renewed
until 31 December 199L. On 19 January 1987,the Council also renewed arrangements
relating to the designation and operation of a liaison laboratory for CSF.8









OJ C 356, 3r.r2.I985, p. 37.
OJ  C212 ,9 .9 .1976 ,p .3 .
OJ C 186, 13.7.1984, p. 6.
OJ L 382, 31.L2.I986, pp. 5 and 9 - Decisions 86lU9tEEC and 86/650/EEC, t6.12.L986.
OJ L 99, L1.4.L987 , p.-16 - Decision 8f,230ß.FC,7 .4.1987 .
OJ L 280, 3.10.1987, p.2[ - Directive of 22.9.1987.
OJ L 280, 3.10.1987, i. Z0 - Decision of 22.9.t987.
oJ L 280, 3.I0.I987,i. Zt - Directive of 22.9.!987.
OJ L 280, 3.10.1987, b. 28 - Directive of.22.9.1987.
OJ L34, 5.2.29f37, p. 54 - Decision 87l65tEEC, t9.L.t987.
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leucosis. On 22 December 1986, the Council approved a supplementary three-year
Community scheme with a view to completing äradication of these diseases.l
105. Drawing on experience gained on the basis of progress made with regard to
scientific knowledge and meat technology, the Council approved new treatment for
the preparation of pigmeat products in the Member States in which African swine
fever is present.2 The inclusion of this treatment will facilitate freedom of movement
while ensuring that safety requirements are complied with.
As regards livestock farming, the Council supplemented the harmonization rules by
adopting, on 18 June, a directive on the acceptance for breeding purposes of pure-bred
breeding animals of the bovine species.3
The Commission sent to the Council a number of proposals. For egg products, a
proposal submitted4 concerns the elimination of health protection obstacles to trade
while ensuring that the products are completely safe as regards human health. Here,
again, the creation of a proper internal market is one of the objectives.
106. The Commission also laid before the Council a proposal for a decision on a
system for health control of imports from non-member countries at frontier inspection
posts (Shift project),s a proposal for a directive designed to spell out the requirements
that must be met for derogations for trade in breeding animals and in breeding animals
no longer to be used for this purpose, and for their meat, where such animals have
undergone special therapeutic or obstetric treatment with authorized hormonal sub-
stances,6 a propgsal for a decision recognizing certain French, Dutch and Greek
regions as officially free, or free, of classical swine fever, and a proposal for a decision
concerning the conclusion of the European Convention on the protection of animals
for slaughter.
107. A number of disease outbreaks obliged the Commission to adopt safeguard
measures and to approve eradication schemes and arrangements ganting special
status to certain regions or Member States.
1 OJ L 24, 27 .L.L987 , p. 51 - Decision 87/58/EEC, 27 .L.1987 .2 OJ L 279, 2.L0.I987 , p. 27 - Directive of 22.9.1987 .3 OJ L L67,26.6.L987, p. 54 - Decision 87/328tE8C,26.6.1987.
4 OJ C 67,14.3.1987,, p. 9 - Proposal of I3.2.L987
s OJ C 153, LL.6.1987, p. 6 - Proposal of 25.5.1987.
6 COM(87) 6L.
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As regards foot-and-mouth disease, the situation in Italy improved substantially. As
a result, the Commission relaxed the protection measures to be implemented for
trade.l Because of outbreaks of exotic foot-and-mouth disease in certain areas of
Zmbdbwe, restri.ctive measures were adopted.2 There were outbreaks of classical
swine fever in Belgium. Restrictions on trade were applied on a regional basis3.
108. The following eradication plans presented by Spain and Portugal were endorsed
by the Commission: plans for African swine fever,4 plans for classical swine fever,s
and plans for bovine brucellosis and tuberculosis.6 The Commission also endorsed
bovine leucosis eradication plans submitted by SpainT and France.
As part of the work being carried out on the eradication of classical swine fever, the
Commission recognized certain parts of France,8 Greecee and the Netherlandsl0 as
officially free or free. The officially free status of Luxembourg was maintained.ll On
the other hand, the officially free status of Unterfranken, a region of Germany, was
withdrawn.12
As regards financial aspects., the Commission approved Community participation in
action to ensure protection against foot-and-mouth disease taken by France.13
109. As regards public health, the Commission approved the methods to be used for
detecting residues of substances having a hormonal effect and of substances of thyro-
static effect,r4 recognized as of equivalent effect the scheme for medical surveillance
of staff submitted by the Netherlands,l5 and granted this Member State a derogation
by Setting equivalent health protection conditions to be complied with for the cutting
of fresh meat.16
1 OJ L 283, 6.10.1987 , p. 17 - Decision of 18.9 .1987 .2 OJ L L33 , 22.5 .t987 , p . 43 - Decis ion 87 127 4|EEC, 13 .5 .1987 .3 OJ L 238, 2L.8.L987 , p. 31 - Decision 871435/EEC , 28.7 .L987 .4 OJ L I32,2L.5.1987, p.24 - /Spair/ - Decision 87l276tEEC, tL.5.1987.
s OJ L L33, 22.5 .1987 , p. 45 /Spair/ - Decision 87 l276tEEC, 15.5 .1987 .6 OJ L '/.,46,6.6.1987, p. 65 /Spair/ - Decision87l292lEEC, L5.5 .L987
OJ L L32, 21.5.L987 , p. 25 /PortugaV - Decision 871270/EEC, L2.5.I987 .
7 OJ L L32, 2I.5.1987, p. 23 - Decision 87 1268/EEC, 11.5 .L987 .
8 OJ L I94, 15.7.L987, p. 31 - Decision 87/3IIIEF,C of 26.6.1987.
e OJ L L94, L5.7 .1987 , p. 33 - Decision 87/362|EEC of.26.6.L987 .10 OJ L 283,6.10. L987 , p. 12 - Decision 87l492tEEC of. t7 .9.L987 .11 OJ L I33 , 22.5 .1987 ,, p . 44 - Decision 87 127 I|EEC of L5 .5 .L987 .
rz OJ L 80, 24.3 .t987 , p. 34 - Decision 87 l204lEEC of. 24.3 .1987 .13 OJ L 224, L2.8 .1987: p . 20 - Decis ion 87 l4I3lF,F,C of 20 .7 .1987 .
Lt OJ L 223, 11.8.1987 , p. 18 - Decision 871410/EEC of. L4.7 .1987 .ls OJ L 126, 15 .5 .1987 , p . 20 - Decision 87 l2ß6lEF,C of 8 .5 .1987 .16 OJ L t23, L2.5.L987, p. 8 - Decision87|260/EEC of 28.4.L987.
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Veterinary inspec{ion
110. In 1987, the Commission continued its work on the introduction of the Com-
munity health protection arrangements applicable to imports of meat from non-
member countries by the adoption:
(D of routine decisions consisting in updating the existing arrangements as regards
public health and animal health (alterations to the lists of establishments
approved for the export of fresh meat to the Community and amendments of
animal health decisions laying down conditions as regards health control of such
imports);
(ü) new decisions, concerning public health and animal health, in respect of non-
member countries which were not so far subject, or qntirely subject, to the Com-
munity health protection arrangments (including Canada and the United States,
for which the first lists of approved establishments were prepared).
Also, lists of establishments approved for the import of meat products into the Com-
munity were established or updated for a number of non-member countries.
111. As for work within the Community, the Commission inspected fresh meat
producing establishments in all member countries as part of its work on verifying the
uniform application of Community legislation in this field.
Plant health legislation
112. In December 1986, the Council adopted a Directive amending the Community
plant health regime, established by DirectiveTT|93|EEC, to give a Community char-
acter, on a temporary basis, to various existing national prohibitionsl affecting certain
third country products. Also in December 1986, the Council adopted amendments2
with the effect of integrating Spain and Portugal into the regime from 1 March 1987.
In March 1987, the Council adopted model Community plant health certificates,3 in
standardized lay-outs and in conformity with those approved under the International
Plant Protection Convention, for use by all Member States. The Commission trans-
mitted to the Council on 10 March 1987 a Communication4 setting out its new plant
health strategy on completing the internal market.
I OJ L 323, 18.1.1986, p. 2L.
2 OJ L 382,3L.12.1986, p. 13.
3 OJ L 15L, LI.6.1987, p. 1.
4 COM(87) 97 final.
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With regard to plant protection products, the Council adopted amendmentsl to the
annexes of DirectivesTglLLTlEEC having the effect of prohibiting the marketing and
use of products containing nitrofen, EDB and EDC due to possible danger to human
health and, in certain cases, to the environment.
Seeds and propagating materials
113. During the year, the Commission adopted two Directives2 in order to update
the detailed technical provisions of the Community seed regimes relating to beet,
forage crops, cereals, oil and fibre crops and vegetables. In October 1987, the Council
decided in respect of seven third countries to extend the validity of the seed equiva-
lence regime, which establishes the condition under which they may export seeds to
the Community, by a further period of one year to permit the resolution of certain
problems still outstanding.
Through the mechanism of the Common Catalogue of Agricultural Plant Species,3
the Commission was able during the year to accelerate, with effect from 1 January
1987, the free circulation of Spanish varieties admitted in the remainder of the Com-
munitv and vice versa.
Aninal feedingstuffs
114. On 16 February 1987 the Council adopteda guidelines for the evaluation of
feedingstuffs additives in the context of the Community procedure for their authoriza-
tion established by Directive 70l524tEEC. The guidelines set out the tests to be carried
out by applicants to ensure safety and efficacy.
For its part, the Commission adopted during the year a series of directivess adapting
to the development of scientific and technical knowledge the annexes of Directives
1 OJ L7L, L4.3.L987, p. 33.
2 OJ L 49, L8.2.I987 ,, p. 39.
3 OJ C 336,3L.I2.1986, p. 1.
4 OJ L 64,7.3.1987, p. 19.
s OJ L LL0, 25.4.L981 , p.25,34 and 35; OJ L L02, 1,4.4.L987, p. 31 and 34.
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7Ol524lEEC,87l238lEEC,87234EEC and 87l235tEEC concerningrespectively addi-
tives, undesirable substances and products, straight feedingstuffs and compound
feedingstuffs.
On 19 October 1987, the Council finally adopted provisions fixing maximum permitted
levels for pesticide residues in feedingstuffs, first proposed by the Comrnission inL977 .
Special measures benefiting consumers
Beef
115. The scheme authorizing reduced price sales of beef from intervention store to
certain social or charitable organizations has been in force since 1979. Member States
can authorize organizations situated on their territory to buy intervention beef at a
special price which is fixed in advance. The organization has to undertake not to pass
the beef on to individuals outside its own establishment. These sales take priority over









This scheme is open to all Member States except Portugal (it will be applicable in
Portugal at the end of its five-year transitional period) but only the four Member
States above have taken advantage of the scheme, and only Italy to any significant
extent.
Fruit and vegetables
116. One of the possible outlets for fruit and vegetables 'withdrawn'from the market
is free distribution to charitable foundations, the needy (as defined by their Member
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elderly. The distribution is undertaken by the Member State and over the years (since
1967) most Member States have taken advantage of the possibilities afforded themby
Community regulations in this domain.
Milk products
117. Since 1972 butter from intervention store has been available at + 50o/o f the
intervention price for non-profit-making organizations and for the armed forces.
Member States may also subsidize butter for social security cases. Added to this is the
scheme for school milk where the Community contributes financially to national
schemes.
Measures under the milk co-responsibility regime continued in 1987 subsidized butter
for use in pastry products, ice-cream and sugar confectionery. A scheme for butter
sold for cooking was introduced in 1985 and continued into 1986 and 1987.
Emergency action following cold spell
118. In January 1987, following the particularly harsh meteorological conditions
over most of the Community's Member States the Commission took measures to
provide assistance to the needy whose plight was made more difficult by the exception-
ally cold weather.
For those sectors where the Commission already had the power to act independently
(butter, beef, fruit and vegetables and olive oil) a decision was taken leading to the
fee distribution of olive oil, butter and beef from intervention store to the neediest
consumers using as intermediaries charitable organizations selected by the Member
States.
For those sectors where the Commission did not have the power to act (flour, sugar,
other milk products) a Council decision was taken on 26 Jänuary to provide for free
distribution of these products. Flat rate payments were made for transformation costs,
packaging and transport. Cheeses, whole milk and semi-skimmed milk were added to
the list of products by special Commission regulations.
The response to the offer of free food for the
figures (correct in July 1987) concerning the
following table.
poorest consumers was impressive. The
whole operation are to be found in the
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Refom of the CAP and the consumer
119. The consumer organizations at European and national level have been
demanding a more restrictive approach to agricultural policies and in particular price
restraint and reform of the intervention system. A feature of recent Council decisions
has been a general lowering of producer prices and a tightening up of the intervention
system (milk, beef, cereals) reducing it to a safety net rather than a major outlet for
agricultural production. It is hoped that consumer prices will reflect these cut-backs.
Agricultural structures
120. In its communication on the implementation of the Single European Act
entitled 'A new frontier for Europe',1 the Commission outlines the measures it intends
to take or maintain to encourage and direct the reform of the agricultural sector.
Aware that the requisite adjustments to the CAP are set against a background of
extremely diverse agricultural situations in the individual Member States resulting
from the great differences in natural and structural conditions affecting farming, the
Commission has concentrated on the most sensitive regions.
In order to meet the need to improve the situation of farmers without increasing
production in sectors already in surplus, the Commission, in L986, proposed additional
structural schemes aimed primarily at the conversion and extensification of agricul-
tural production and greater compensation for natural handicaps in mountain and
less-favoured areas where farming is essential for safeguarding the environment or for
regional development. These measures supplement and reinforce the instruments
already in force in this field.
121. The proposal presented by the Commission to the Council on 22 April 1986 for
adjustments to the agricultural structures policy2led to the adoption, on L5 June 1987,
of a Regulation3 amending the Regulation on improving the efficiency of agricultural
structures.4
1 COM(87) 100 final, 15.2.1987.
2 Twentieth General Report, points 614 and 615; 1986 Report on the Agriculnral Siaation in the Com-
munity pnblished in conjunction with the Twentieth General Report, point I40 et seq.3 oJLi67-26.6.rs87.
4 0J L 93. 30.3.1985.
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The amendments contained in the Regulation involve:
(i) the introduction of financial aids designed to encourage conversion and extensifi-
cation of production;
(ii) the removal of the ceiling on strictly national investment aids for the protection
and improvement of the environment;
(iii) extension of the compensatory allowance scheme for
areas by an increase in the maximum allowance and
include certain crop enterprises;
farmers in less-favoured
extension of eligibility to
(iv) the introduction of an annual premium per hectare, reimbursable by the
EAGGF, for farniers applyrng farming practiees compatible with the protection
of the environment:
(v) the granting of additional aids for agricultural vocational training where this is
geared to reorientation of production, protection of the environment and the
management of woodlands.
122: The Regulation adopted on 15 June also enables agricultural organizations to
undertake the training of advisers pursuant to the Regulation on agricultural advisory
services in Italyt and to grant special aids for organic farming under the Regulation
on producer groups2 and the Regulation on the processing and marketing of agricul-
tural products.3
The amendments proposed by the Commission for the introduction of an early retire-
ment scheme4 are the subject of a new proposal presented together with proposals
concerning income aids for farmers.s
123. The new structure policy introduced by Regulation (EEC) No 797185 and the
amendments thereto has been in force for a relatively short time. For this reason,
there is as yet no precise information about its application. On the other hand, details
are available concerning the implementation of the basic directives dating froml972
and the specific regional measures added to them and introduced since then.
OJ L 38, 14.2.L976, p. 6.
öi L üä:;;.;.1ö;'8:;. t.
oJ L 51, 23.2.1977, i. t.
Twentieth 9g1".gl Iteport, points 614 and 615; 1986 Report on the Agricultural Situation in the Com-
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For practical r€asons, the results of the three 1972 socio-structural Directives are
presented as a single item.
Modenization of famrs, cessation of fanning and vocationat haining
124. The three 1972 socio-structural Directives, i.e. Directive 72lL59tEEC on the
modernization of farms,l Directive 7AIffißEC concerning measures to encourage
the cessation of farming and the reallocation of utilized agricultural area for the
purposes of structural improvement2 and Directive TzlI6ItBBcconcerning the provi-
sion of socio-economic guidance and the acquisition of occupational skills by persons
engaged in agriculture3 ceased to be applicable for applications submitted after
30 September L985.
125. By the end of L985, some 230 000 farm development plans had been approved
in the Community of Ten under Directive 72ll59lEEC.
The number of plans approved per year gradually increased in the early years: from
11 300 in1974to29 300 int978. Then it started to decrease: 14 000 in 1983 and L2 0W
in 1985.
This decline probably reflects the impact of the restrictive pricing policy and the entry
into force of Regulation (EEC) No 797185, which superseded theI9T2socio-structural
Directives and introduced a more flexible system of plans for the material improve-
ment of agricultural holdings.
126. Directive 72lt60tE1chad a limited impact on land mobility. During the refer-
ence period (1985), about 4 500 farmers ceased farming under this Directive, thereby
releasing some 55 000 hectares of land.
In all, about 125 000 holdings ceased farming, releasing about 1 550 000 hectares of
land.
Generally speaking, this Directive, which was applied mainly in France and Germany,
had only minimal effects on land mobility for structural reform purposes.
127. While it was in force, Directive T2II6IIEEC was the basis for training, further
training and the recruitment of hundreds of socio-economic advisers in the Commrrn-
ity. Tens of thousands of farmers took basic, further and specialized training courses.
1 OJ L96,23.4.L972,  p.  1.
2 OJ L 96,23.4.1972, p. 9.
3 OJ L 96,23.4.1972, p. 15.
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Application of this Directive did not meet with the same success in all the Member
States. The number of participants in training courses averaged 5"Ä of. all farmers a
year in France and Belgium,I"Ä in Denmark and Ireland and a lot less in the other
Member States.
Since 1 October 1985, DirectivesT2ltlgtBEC and TALflEEC have been superseded
by Regulation (EEC) No 797185 on improving the efficiency of agricultural struc-
tures,l while the types of measure provided for in Directive 72l1.60tEEC are the
subject of a proposal currently under discussion in the Council.2
Processing and marketing of agricultural products
128. The Commission has so far approved 62 specific programmes in application of
Regulation (EEC) No 355/77 on common measures to improve the conditions under
which agricultural products are processed and marketed.3
Most of the prograrnmes follow on earlier programmes. They represent a total invest-
ment of 8 760 million ECU.
It should be noted that Spain and Portugal have submitted a series of programmes
covering the main lines of agricultural production.
It should also be pointed out that programmes are increasingly taking account of the
prospects offered by new lines of production.
hoducer groups
129. The common measure introduced by Regulation (EEC) No 1360/78 on pro-
ducer groups and associations thereof,a which had expired has been extended until
31 December 1991.5
At the same time, this scheme has been reinforced in so far as the system of aid for
the creation of groups has been aligned on the more favourable arrangements already
introduced in Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72 on the common organization of the
I  OJ L93,30.3.1985, p. 1.2 OJ L 236,2.9.L987, p. 10.
3 OJ L 51,23.3.1977, p. 1.
4 0J L L66,23.6.L979.
s oJ L 167 ,26.6.1997.
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market for fruit and vegetables and concerning in particular producer groups in the
fruit and vegetables sector.l
In addition, the application of this scheme has been centred on groups aiming to
supply quality products, and stricter requirements have been imposed on associations
of producer groups to enable therr to fulfil their function as regards regulating quality
products.
Ireland, where this common measure does not apply, has asked to be eligible in
respect of beef, sheepmeat, cereals and potatoes. As far as Spain and Portugal are
concerned, the measure is fully applicable for all agricultural products, and the
minimum requirements to be met by producer gloups and associations of such groups
will be laid down by the end of the year.
Less-favoured areas
130. In 1985, the number of holdings receiving the compensatory allowance in the
Community totalled 690 9I9, i.e. 27Yo of all holdings situated in the less-favoured
areas. The average allowance per farm was 795 ECU.
Following the accession of Spain and Portugal in 1986, the Council approved the
delimitation of the Community list of less-favoured farming areas in these countries.2
During the same year the Council also approved an extension of the less-favoured
areas in Germany.2 The less-favoured areas now represent 52.3% of the UAA of the
Community.
On the basis of Article L8 of Regulation (EEC) No 797185,3 three regions have bene-
fited from special measures by virtue of Regulations (EEC) Nos 1400, t40l and 14021
86.4 These measures relate to the Massif Central in France, certain areas of northern
Italy and the islands off the northern and western coasts of Scotland respectively.
Specilic regional measures
131. Since 1975, there has been provision under the agricultural structures policy for
specific schemes to assist rural regions facing difficulties.
I OJ L 119, 20.5.1972.
2 ()J L 273,24.9.1996.
3 0J L 93, 30.3.1995.
4 0J L tzg, L4.5.19g6.
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These provisions were added to the general measures which had proved inadequate
given the scale of the structural and infrastructural handicaps in these regions. Such
regional aids also provide compensation for the low level of aids in the form of price
support resulting from the low productivity in these disadvantaged regions.
The main results of these measures so far are as follows:
Ireland
132. Application of the common measure for the stimulation of agricultural develop-
ment in the less-favoured areas of the west of Ireland has been very satisfactory.l
By the end of 1986, the field drainage work had been completed on 141 561 ha (target
150 000 ha) under the programme measures for the acceleration of drainage in the
west of lreland.2
A special emergency measure to assist the less-favoured areas of the west of Ireland
provided support for agricultural incomes in the region.3
Ireland and Northern lreland
133. The drainage programme for the
land was approved in L983. The scheme
Northern Ireland
border regions of Ireland and Northern Ire-
ended on 31, December L986.4
134. The programme for the stimulation of agricultural development in the less:
favoured areas of Northern Ireland has been under way since January 1982. So far
there has been far more work done on the parts of the programme concerning land
improvement and farm roads than on the orientation of production.s
The Federal Republic of Germany
135. The measure for the acceleration of the improvement of infrastructure in certain
less-favoured agricultural areas was extended until 23 Jlly 1987 so that schemes could
be completed.6
1 0J L93, 30.3.1995.
2 C)J L L29,L4.5.1995.
3 0J L 335, 18.11.1996.
4 OJ L 43, 20.2.L979, p. 23.
s oJ L L97,20.7.1991.
6 OJ L L97,20.7.1981, p. 1.
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France
The finalization of the programme for the protection of the Hdrault valley against.
flooding took longer than gxpected. Work began in 1985; it is to be completed by a
diversion channel to prevent flooding in the commune of Agde.1
Implementation of the programme for the development of agriculture in the French
overseasdepartmentshasprogressedwell;bytheendof 1986,itwas90% completed.2
Itelv
136. By mid-1987, almost all of the eight regional programmes for the improvement
of cattle, sheep and goat farming had been approvöd and were being implemented.3
Programmes for olive growers damaged by frost in four regions of Italy were approved
by the Commission.a
Greece
137. The acceleration of agricultural development is under way. Apart from the land
improvement, rural infrastructure and forestry improvement schemes, this pro-
gramme is behind schedule.s
The Regulation on cotton producer groups has enabled harvesting to be mechanized.
Two thirds of the work scheduled has been carried out.6
Work has started on the restructuring of vineyards.T
Italy, France and Greece
138. Work has been delayed somewhat on the programme for the improvement of
the production and marketing of citrus fruit. Efforts therefore need to be made to
speed up implementation where necessary in order to achieve the objectives envis-
aged.8
1 0J L 38, 1,4.2.1979.
2 OJ L L97,20.7.1981,  p.  38.
3 0J L r97,20.7.1991.
4 0J L r45,30.5.1996.
s oJ L 2r4,27 .7 .L982.
6 0J L 5t,23.2.L992.
7 0J L 97, 4.4.L985.
8 0J L '1.40,20.5.1982.
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Portugal
139. The development of agriculture in Portugal is continuing. A special scheme was
launched at the end of 1985, lasting 10 years and costing a total of 700 million ECU,
to bring Portuguese agriculture into line with the economic realities of Community
membership. The scheme covers agricultural structures, agricultural advisory services,
land improvement and forestry. So far, six implementing programmes have been
adopted by the Commission.l
Integrated development programmes
140. The programme for the western isles of Scotland is in full swing in all fields.
There has been good coordination of all the funds concerned and impressive results
have been produced.3
The programme in the department of Lozöre in France is being fully implemented in
all sectors. More than one farmer in two has benefited from the programme. The
results are remarkable. A two-year extension is envisaged.2
Implementation of the IDP in the less-favoured areas of Belgium began in January
1985. It currently includes the establishment of an infrastructure for spelt production:
the production of cheese from ewes' milk; the creation of a centre experimenting with
species suitable for permanent grassland, etc. The programme is already proving
fruitful.2
Integrated Mediterranean programmes
141. Adopted on 23 July 1985, the purpose of Regulation (EEC) No 2088/85 con-
cerning the integrated Mediterranean programmes3 is to improve the socio-economic
structures of the Mediterranean regions of France, Italy and Greece to enable them
to adapt as smoothly as possible to the new situation resulting from the accession of
Spain and Portugal. In this context, agriculture is a particularly important area. By
the end of 1986, all the beneficiary regions had submitted proposals and the Commis-
sion pursued its scrutiny of the files during 1987, as all the French and Greek pro-
grammes and one Italian programme had to be approved by the end of the year.
1 0J L 372,3r.12.1995.
2 0J L I97 ,20.7.1991.3 OJ L 197,27.7.1985, p. 1.
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In general, the agricultural measures approved in these programmes relate to two
separate but compleme\tary approaches:
(i) in lowland areas, intervention is concerned mainly with activities affected by the
enlargement and with Mediterranean products for which marketing is not easy.
Special attention among these products is given to fruit and vegetables and wine.
The schemes approved are designed to adapt this kind of production in the
interest of improved competitiveness, the emphasis being on better quality and
lower production costs, the final result to be achieved without any increase in
actual production. Also, schemes have been approved ensuring diversification
in sensitive sectors towards products for which there is a reasonable prospect of
sale in the Community or locally. The latter include seeds, ornamental horticul-
ture, medicinal and perfume plants, small fruit, certain types of fattened fowl,
bright tobacco, specific oilseeds and protein plants, fodder crops and dried fruit;
(ii) in the less-favoured areas (within the meaning of Directive 75l268tEEC), also
called internal areas, the measures approved are designed to facilitate rural
development by mobilizing the various available budgetary sources, the general
objective being to ensure that a minimum number of people at least go on living
in the countryside. Action to promote agriculture is designed also to help farmers
branch out into other types of work: the schemes for sectors for which there are
no marketing problems because of their nature (forestry, sheep-farming, goat-
farming) or their quality (sheepmeat, beeflveal, sheep milk) are underpinned by
schemes to promote tourism, small and one-man craft-type firms and smallindus-
try. In these areas, the IMPs also have the objective of improving living condi-
tions and basic infrastructure and boosting the economy.
At the end of the year, progress can be summarized as follows:
(i) in France, Commission decisions have been taken for seven programmes for the
following regions: Aquitaine, Midi-Pyr6ndes, Languedoc-Roussillon, Provence-
Alpes-Cöte d'Azvr, Corsica and for the departments of Dröme and Ardöche.
The planning for the first three-year phase (1986-88) involves Community con-
tributions in an amount of 360 million ECU, of which more than half will go to
changes in farming, rural development in internal areas and forestry;
(ii) in Greece, Commission decisions have also been taken on seven programmes.
Six of these are regional in character and concern Crete, northern Greece,
western Greece and the Peloponnese, the centre-east of Greece, the islands in
the Aegean and Attica. A programme in respect of an individual industry con-
cerns the development of computer technology. The IMP for Crete, which had
already been approved in 1986, is already yielding results. The seven IMPs have
been approved for a seven-year period and the corresponding Community con-
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tribution is assessed at 1 830 million ECU. Agriculture, as a proportion of the
total costs of the regional IMPs, averages about 307o;
(üi) the only programme approved for Italy concerns Molise. The Community con-
tribution planned at this stage is 43 million ECU for seven years. The schemes
for rural development in internal areas represent 63Y" of. the programrne as a
whole.
Protection of the environrnent
142. The new structures policy attaches particular importance to environmental
issues in agriculture.
Article 19 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 797185,1 as it stood before the recent
amendment, authorized Member States to introduce national aid scheme in environ-
mentally sensitive areas to encourage the introduction or maintenance of farming
practices compatible with the requirements of conserving natural resources and
ensuring an adequate income for farmers.
By the end of July 1987 the Commission had approved 2L prograrnmes submitted
under these rules. Of these, 17 were submitted by Germany, one by Italy, one by
Denmark and two by the United Kingdom.
The majority of these programmes are aimed at protecting nature, and more particu-
larly flora and fauna, from the effects of intensive agriculture. As a rule, the pro-
grammes enable the farmer, on the basis of an agreement with the public authorities,
to undertake to reduce the use of fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides or to limit his
stocking density in order to safeguard the environment. National aids are granted to
meet the additional expenditure and to offset the loss of income that may result from
such practices.
Forestry
143. Forest covers about 20o/o of the land of the Community. There is currently a
renewed interest in forestry at Community level. Not only do woodlands represent a
part of the socio-cultural heritage to which people are very attached, they also offer
an effective means of protecting the environment, thus attracting public attention. As
a source of renewable raw materials essential to the economy, forests form the basis
I  OJ L93,30.3.1985, p. 1.
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of a set of activities (forestry and forest-based industries) which contribute to the
economic growth of the Community.
As a complementary activity to agriculture, a sector with which it often overlaps,
forestry is also a determining factor for the future of rural communities.
144. In this context favourable to forestry, the Commission, in 1987, significantly
developed its forestry activities along the lines advocated in its 1986 woodlands
rüemorandum.l In the light of the results of the extensive consultation to which the
memorandum gave rise, it has concentrated its action in five main directions:
(il the development of forestry in conjunction with agriculture;(ü) forestry protection;
(iii) internal and international cooperation in the field of forestry;
(iv) forestry research;
(v) the establishment of a forestry action prograrnme for the Community.
145. As regards the development of forestry, the Commission has put a proposal to
the Council for broadening the afforestation and forest improvement schemes tarted
in 1980 in the Mediterranean regions (Regulation (EEC) No 269179),2 which are now
being continued under the integrated Mediterranean programmes3 and which have
been supplemented by various regulations on regional agricultural development in
recent years.a
In this connection, the Commission has proposed that similar measures be developed
in Spain, the only southern Member State where there is as yet no Community scheme
in the forestry sector.5
It has also proposed that the Community's financial contribution towards the forestry
schemes in force in some countries, such as Portugal, be increased.
As far as the protection of forests is concerned, measures relate primarily to atmos-
pheric pollution and fire.
1 COM(85) 792 final; COM(86) 26 final.
2 Regulation No269179; OJ L 38, L4.2.L979.
Regulation No 2119183; OJ L 205, 29.7 .1983.
Regulation No 763185; OJ L 86,27 .3.1985.
Regulation No 1975182; OJ L 21,4,22.7 .L982.
Regulation No 619184; OJ L 68, 10.3.1984.
3 Regulation No 2088/85; OJ L I97 ,27 .7 .1985.4 Regulation No 3828/85; OJ L 372,3I.12.1985.
Regulation No 2224186; OJ L I94, 17 .7 .1986.
s coM(87) 368.
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146. The Community scheme for the protection of forests against atmospheric pollu-
tion includes the establishment, on the basis of common methods, of a periodic Com-
munity inventory of damage caused to forests, the drawing up by the Member States
of a periodic forest health report and a financial contribution by the Communiq
towards pilot and demonstratiön projects. In this context, a Community network of
some 2 000 observation points has been established covering the Community's main
wooded areas, and the first systematic observations of damage were carried out during
the summer of L987.
The Community scheme for the protection of forests against fire consists primarily of
preventive measures and in partiöular encouragement for forestry operations designed
to reduce the risk of fire and for the purchase of brush-clearance equipment; the
provision of forest roads, fire belts and water supplies; the installation of fixed or
mobile look-out structures; the organization of information campaigns and assistance
in establishing interdisciplinary data-gathering centres. In addition to these measures,
assistance is available foi the training of highly specialized personnel, the harmoniza-
tion of techniques and equipment and the coordination of research.
The Commission applied itself to the task of getting the two Council regulations
embodying these two protection schemes brought into force with effect from l January
1987. With the assistänce of the Committee on Forest Protection, it has adopted
several implementing regulations,l laying down, among other things, the detailed
rules for tlie granting and payment of the financial aid provided tbr. A first series of
programmes and projects submitted by the Member States has been approved, rypre-
ientlng a total cost of 24.3 million ECU and a Community financial contribution of
6.4 million ECU.
147. Cooperation on forestry at both Community and international level has been
developed in several ways:
(i) by the work of several committees (the Committee on Coordination of Forestry
Policies, the Advisory Committee on Community Policy regarding Forestry and
Forest-based Industries), which the Commission has consulted extensively;
(ii) by more contact and exchanges of view with the trade organizations concerned
with forestry issues;
(iii) by the launching of a study of forestry policies in collaboration with the FAO;
(iv) by the active participation of the Commission in the implementation of the agree-
ment on the International Tropic Timber Organization;
I OJ L 53, 2L.2.I987; OJ L L6'/.,,22.6.L987.
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(v) by a reinforcement of action on forestry in connection with development pro-
grammes, particularly in the ACP countries.
148. The various aspects of forestry, and also wood as a resourqe - and more recently
cork - have been the subject of a particular Community research effort under several
programmes (agronömy, wood as a renewable resource, environment and recycling
of waste, renewable energy, biotechnology and FAST (forecasting and assessment in
the field of science and technology). The diversity of the approaches adopted, which
indeed reflects the multiple functions of the forest and the cornplexity of the problems
facing the sectors concerned, is evidence of a distinct development in forestry research
in the Community. The variety in the schemes on the subject called for better coordi-
nation of the programmes in question. This coordination is currently being studied in
the context of the implementation of the Community's framework programme for
research recently adopted by the Council.
149. As it had committed itself to doing, the Commission has drafted a forestry
action programme aimed at reinforcing and coordinating all the increasing number,of
diverse forestry schemes in which the Community is involved. This programme con-
sists of a series of proposals under three main headings: protection, development and
adding value to the Community's forests.
It includes, among other things, a reinforcement of the above-mentioned protection
measures, new measures to encourage the afforestation of farm land which has
become available and the development of forestry and forest-based industries in rural
areas; various accompanying measures essential to the suocess of the programme as
a whole are also envisaged.
Research and development
150. Under Council Decision 83l641tEEC of 12 December 19831 a maximum of
30 million ECU, less than half the 65 million ECU proposed by the Commission, was
allocated tö the agricultural research programme for the period 1984-88. As a result,
heavy cuts had to be made in some of the individual programmes. When the Decision
expired, the Council had to review the programme as a whole, including its financial
aspects, in the light of a Commission report. On the strength of the review, an increase
of 20 million ECU for agricultural research during the next five-year period was
granted by Council Decision S7DLS|EF,C of 19 March L987.2
I OJ L 359, 22.L2.1993.2 0J L 95, 29.3 .Lgg7.
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The additional amount will be used not only to reinforce the current programme but
to finance in 1988 a preparatory phase for the new programme of agricultural research
in 1989-93, which will concern research to find acceptable solutions to the problem of
farm surpluses.
151 . Essentially, the problem consists in reconciling the objective of matching supply
more closely to market demand with the need to maintain a fair level of income for
farmers. Research must therefore be directed towards:
(i) identifying crop and livestock products for which there are existing or potential
market outlets;
(ii) adding more value to agricultural products by improving quality and preparation
for the market;
(üi) maintaining farm incomes, in cases where any increase in production is undesir-
able, by rationalizing inputs and reducing costs.
152. At the same time, the problem of the harm certain modern farming practices
may do to the environment is arousing increasing concern and there are moves to
impose limits on agricultural production, especially in environmentally-sensitive
areas.
To ensure that farmers are able to adjust flexibly and efficiently to the new situation
that will result from changes in the common agricultural policy, it is of the highest
importance that research findings in the abovementioned fields be disseminated as
prömptly and effectively as possible to agricultural advisory services and the farmers
ihemielves. This is a speciiic objective of the current Community programme of
agricultural research coordination, which will be reinforced under the new prograrnme(1e8e-e3).
153. During 1987, a total sum of.3.97 million ECU was committed for 17 contracts
signed under the various agricultural research programmes. Spanish and Portuguese
inititutes and laboratories were particularly well represented. Under the heading of
research coordination, some 100 meetings (groups of experts, seminars, workshops,
etc.) were organized and attended by more than2 000 scientists and research workers
from Community countries.
An additional amount of 500 000 ECU, to increase the amounts allocated to the
action on developing the culture of bitter lupins, was granted in the framework of
Council Decision 83l64LtEEC of L2 December 1983.1
1 0J L 358, 22.12.1983.
V . Financing of the(cAP) common agricultural pol icy
The EAGGF and its financial resources
154. The EAGGF'(European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund) has two
sections: the Guarantee Section, from which expenditure incurred under the market
organizations is financed, and the Guidance Section, from which expenditure on
improving farm structures is financed. The EAGGF also contributes to the finaneing
of expenditure incurred under the fisheries market organization and in connection
with the policy on fisheries structures.
155. The EAGGF is not really a separate 'fund', but a set of appropriations in the
Community's general budget, and the relevant appropriations arelpprbved according
to the normal budgetary procedure, as for other Community expenditure
The CAP generates revenue as well as expenditure, these being the ordinary levies
charged on imports into the Community of agricultural products coming under market
organizations and the special levies charged under the sugar market organization.
These funds accrue to the Community as its own resources.
Also, dairy farmers have been paylng since L977 a financial contribution known as
the 'co-responsibility levy', ando since 1984, an additional levy on production quota
overruns. The proceeds of the levy, which do not rank as the Community's own
resources, are classified as forming part of the intervention operations designed to
stabilize the agricultural markets. The funds serve to finance special schemes and
contribute, in particular, to the cost of disposing of dairy surpluses. In 1986, the
contribution from dairy farmers came to 717.I million ECU, and, by 30 June 1987,
the total for 1987 was about 303 million ECU.
In'connection with the L986187 price review, the Council introduced
responsibility levy for cereals as well
This levy, comparable to the milk levy, also ranks as intervention and
go to financing expenditure on cereals. In 1986, the contribution from
totalled 56 million ECU and, by 30 June L987,231 million ECLJ.
in 1986 a co-
the proceeds
grain farmers
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Flnancing of the CAP in 1987
156. The main problem as regards the financing of the CAP in 1987 was the very
difficult budgetary situation the Community had to contend with as regards agricul-
ture.
This was caused by the widening gap between the limits set on funds appropriated to
the EAGGF Guarantee Section and the actual volume of agricultural expenditure.
1987 budget
157. The main considerätion when the 1987 budget was being prepared was the need
to keep within the limits set by the decision on the Community's new own resources
applicable from 1 January L986 onwards and the absolute requirement to comply with
the budgetary discipline agreement following the European Councils held in Brussels
and Fontainebleu in 1984. A very considerable effort was therefore indispensable if
the t.4Yo VAT rate was to be respected.
As a result, the 1987 budget, adopted on 19 February t987,r became a revenue budget
and not an expenditure budget, as had previously been the case. As a result, the 1987
appropriations, which correspond to the amounts calculated pursuant to the'financial
guidelines' approved under the arangements to implement budgetary discipline, soon
proved insufficient to meet real requirements.
In a resolution adopted on 19 February, Parliament stressed its view that the budget
submitted was insufficient to cover the Comm-unity's foreseeable needs for the year.
The budget adopted appropriated, to cover EAGGF Guarantee expenditure, a total
of 23 003.5 million ECU, including the fisheries rnarket organization (42.7 million
ECU).
Amending and supplementtary budget No 1
158. To cover the Community's non-agricultural deficit, an amending and
supplementary budget was adopted on 17 July.z Although not affecting directly the
sectors coming under the Guarantee Section proper, this budget did make a reduction
of 15 million ECU in the appropriations granted to the fisheries market organization
- frorn 42.7 to 27.7 million ECU - in view of estimates of this market organization's
oJ L 86, 30.3 .1997.
o{ L 21'.1., 3.9 .rgg7 .
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real requirements. Also, because of recent short-term developments, the authorities
had to adapt the Community's own resources of agricultural origin; thus, the ordinary
levies (Chapter 10) were reduced by 314.5 million ECU, while the levies charged
under the sugar market organization (Chapter 11) were increased by 219.9 million
ECU.
Accordingly, after adoption of the amending budget, the Guarantee appropriations
totalled 22 988.5 million ECU, including fisheries, for 1987.
Covering the agricultural deficit
15g. Because of some 700 million ECU in expenditure which could not be effected
in 1986 and which had to be charged in 1987, of short-term unpredicted developments,
of the decline in the exchange raie for the US dollar entailing increases in refunds and
subsidies governed by world prices expressed in dollars, and of the impact of the price
decisions for 1987/88, the agricultural deficit in respect of the Guarantee Section was
estimated, in mid-July, at about 4 300 million ECU.
The gravity of this situation was stressed by the Commission, notably in February and
in May, on the occasion of the submission and discussion of its communication
'Making a success of the Single Act - A new frontier for Europe', when it pointed out
that all the expenditure for 1987 could not be financed under the current system of
own resources.
160. Among the proposals coming under this communication, and more particularly
those relating to the future financing of the Community, the Commission laid before
the Council on 30 April a proposal for the amendment of Regulation (EEC) No 729f70
on the financing of the cornmon agricultural policy,l including the definitive conver-
sion of the system of EAGGF Guarantee advance payments to the Member States
for the support of the agricultural markets into a system of reimbursement to be made
within two months (COM(87) 2L2 tinal),2 thus inserting a time-lag of about two
months between the financing of expenditure by the Member States and its reimburse-
ment by the Commission.
However, on an interim basis, pending a decision on the Commission's proposal of
30 April, the European Council decided, when it met on 29 and 30 June in Brussels,
that compliance with the Guarantee budgetary aggregate for 1987, and consequently,
the coverage of the agricultural deficit, would be ensured by an adjustment in the
advance payment system.
oJ L 94,29.4.1970.
oJ c t37 , 22.5.L997 .
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161. For this purpose, the Commission laid before the Council early in May a pro-
posal for a regulation establishing special rules relating to the financing of the common
agricultural policy (COM(87) 365 final).t The purpose of this proposal is to institute
a system which should enable the problem of the shortage of EAGGF Guarantee
appropriations in 1,987 to be solved without entailing an additional burden for 1988
and subsequent years corresponding to more than twelve months' expenditure.
The arrangements contemplated entail a proposal for a temporary adjustment of the
advance payments arrangements involving an appropriate time-lag in the remittance
of these sums to the Member States.
The arrangements proposed should therefore meet the following requirements:
(i) they must enter into force as soon as Guarantee appropriations in the 1987
budget run out, probably in early November;
(ii) their entry into force must automatically entail an obligation incumbent upon the
Member States to finance in advance eligible Guarantee expenditure, which
means that the Member States will have to mobilize funds to covei requirements
for November and December. i.e. about 4 300 million ECU;
(iii) the Commission's payments can begin again only early in 1988 as soon as appro-
priations from the Community budget are once again available, and on a monthly
basis.
To ease the financial burden represented for the Member States by the mobilization
of national resources to finance in advance the expenditure of their paying agencies,
the Commission is also proposing that the Member States be granted qompensation
in the form of charging some of the relevant interest costs to the Community budget.
Erpenditure and revenue
162. The table below traces EAGGF expenditure over six years and also gives net
CAP expenditure, i.e. after deduction of ordinary levies and sugar levies. It shows
that net EAGGF expenditure has been rising steadily since 1983 and may be expected
to reach about 25 200 million ECU in 1988.
I OJ C 262, 1.10.lggT .
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Ndi l9E3-85 = EUR 10.
1986-88 = EUR 12.
I N-c-t of expcnditw disllowd in amuls clmce drisions (25.5 million ECU in 1984, 99.2 million ECU in 1985 ud 55.3 ni|Iion ECU in
r986).
2 Eudget adopred on 19 Fcbruary I98J_(OJ L 86) md mending and supplementary budget No I adopred on l? July l9E7 (OJ L 2l l), includiDg
fisberies (Chapter rl0, 27.7 million ECU).
I Pr,climinary draft budget in 1988.
163. Various aspects of the Community's policy on external trade, not directly linked
with the CAP, also have budgetary implications which are not shown under headings
separate from those directly linked to the CAP.
These include:
(i) sugar imports (about 1 300 000 tonnes per year) under preferential agreements
under the Lom6 Convention and a special agreement with India;
(ü) imports of olive oil (46 000 tonnes) from Tunisiar under agreements which the
Conrmunity is to negotiate following its enlargement;
(iä) reduced-levy imports of butter from New Zealand (77 0M tonnes in 1987);
(iv) imports under reduced duties or duty-free of beef/veal (400 000 tonnes) and
grain substitutes (mainly manioc and corn gluten feed).
These reduced-duty or duty-free imports from certain member countries have been
negotiated under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and in many
cases constitute concessions offsetting concessions obtained by the Community.
164. The share of EAGGF gross expenditure in the whole budget has changed as
follows over the vears:
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il8; 1983-85 = EUR 10.
1986-88 - EUR 12.
t Burdget and supplementary budget.
I heliminary draft budget for 1988.
The EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure accounts for a large share of the budget,
which is restricted because of the limit set to the Community's own resourceS. Revenue
figures from year to year for the whole budget are given below.
Community revenue from 1983 to 1988
ivB: lgg3,g5 = EUR l0
19g6-gg: EUR 12. 
.
t Budget and supplementary and amending budget.
I pnetiminary 
_dä?t 
lgSS bridget on the Uaiis of-an effective VAT rate of l% plus supplementary basis (0.43%).
r Uniform rate, before corrections to temper budgetary disequilibria.
The EAGGF Guarantee Section
165. The Guarantee Section finances the expenditure incurred under the EEC
market organizations - refunds on exports to non-member countries and the cost of
intervention to stabilize the markets. Depending on the product, intervention may
take the form of production aids or production premiums, price compensation aids,
compensation for withdrawal of products from the market, or storage aids.
EAGGF Guarantee expenditure is, for the time being, still financed by monthly
advance payments made by the Commission to the Member States (sie above,
(million ECU)
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points 160' 161); the Member States distribute these funds among their paying agen-
cies, which process the beneficiaries' applications. Subsequenttg ttre päyinentsänd
thd accounts of the paying agencies are audited by thg Community authorities under
a procedure known as 'clearance of accounts', with a view to final andoisement by
the Community.
As Table 3.4.5 shows, public stocks in 1986 again showed an incrqasg over the previous
\?ar_.-Fy the end of i986,r their book value was L1 360 million ECU, compared with10 580 million ECU for L985, an increase of nearlv 8%. The increment wasäccounted
for mainly by milk products, olive oil, and to a lesser extent, tobacco; it is, however,
offset. to some extent by a decline in stocks of cereals and beef. In 1986, pigmeat stocks
were down almost to iero, but stocks of sunflower were started for the frst time and
new stocks of sugar and rapeseed had to be bought in.
166. In 1987, the regulations concerning the EAGGF Guarantee Section directly
were adapted on a nuqber of occasions. .
Apart from the replacement of the system of advance payments to Member States by
a systgm of reintbursement, which is not yetfinally adopted, the fo.llowing adjustmOnts
were made to current legislation: the Guarantee ,Se'ction finances, on a uniform
interest'rate basis of 7l/"., interest costs for national funds used to buy in agricultural
products. However, with'.interest rates. declining in Germany and the Netherlands,
the Commission, using powers conferred on it, reduced the rate to 60/o on 1 December
L986 for both these Member States (Regulation (EEC) No 331/87);2 4 move that will
yield a saving of about 40 million F,CIJ for L987.
167. 'Further to its decisions of L6 December 1986 designed to improve control of
milk production and to its-additional butter dispösal programme, the Council adopted,
g" 19 March, on a Commission proposal, Regulation (efC; No g01/g7)l amending
4g l:q"t.9tion of 2 August 1984r laying down general rules on rhe financing olEAGGF Gu4rantee Seclion.interventi,ons. .
This regulation authorizes gpgcial disposal of butter from public stocks; in view of the
situation, as regards availability of Community funds, thä coist tö the budget of this
dippo,sal operaJion has been staggered over foui years from 1989 onwardJ, in eq-pal
tranches.'  ,  j
1 At 
.30 November, pursuant2 0I L: 32,3.2,L997.
3 0J L 79,21,.3.1997.
4 OJ L 2L6,5.9, Lg7g.
to the provisions of Regulation (EEC) No 3184183.
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168. Because of the cold snap earlier in the year, the Commission organized an
emergency operation for the supply of food to those suffering most from the cold. In
this connectiön, it adopted regulätions, determining, in particular, uniform flat rates
for the Community for the finäncing by the Guarantee Section of expenditure on free
distribution underihis operation. The products concerned were milk products (mainly
butter), beef, sugar, ceräah, fruit and vegetables and fish. Expenditure came to nearly
170 million ECU.
169. The Commission is still making every effort to catch up with Guarantee Section
accounts clearance work, i.e. the endorsement of expenditure effected by the Member
States under the Community regulations, after verification of vouch9rs' records and
details of the operations. In Junä, August and October, it cleared the 1983, 1984 and
1985 accounts,in respect of a total of SZ O0O million ECU.
1986 is now being audited and conclusions can probably be reached in the second half
of 1,988.
170. During the first half of L987, the national authorities notified thä Commission
of.202 cases of irregularities to the detriment of Community funds, covering a total
of 33 545 440 ECU. of which I72 037 ECU have been recovered. The cases concern
mainly milk non-marketing and dairy herd conversion premiums (23%), fruit and
vegetables (23"/") and olive oil (28%).
Agdcultural regulations with financial implications
171. As in previous years, adaptation of some of the regulations entailed financial
implications,^the mosf importanf of which were. the following:
. :
Cereals
172. To ensure improved management of the market, the Commission amended in
Jaquary Regulation iEEC) No fgiOlSZ laying down procedures and colcütions for the
sale of tereäls held bi iqtervention ag"o"iesl In the new regulation, the Commission
adjusts the rules relating to sales of iniervention stocks whether on the internal market
or for export by stipuiating that the decision to resell must always be subject to
Managem-ent Committee vote and by adjusting the rules for resale of stocks early in
the marketing year for the internal market.
I OJ L 202, 9.7 .1982.
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The co-responsibility levy, introduced in 1986, has been retairied, with some adap-
tations; for example, at the request of a Member State, the Commission can authoriZe
that State to charge the levy at the first sale (collection) stage. The scheme for direct
aid in an amount of.t20 million ECU to small grain farmers has also been renewed.
For rice, adaptations similar to those for cereals have been made to the intervention
arrangements; also, an acreage aid is paid for certain varieties of rice as an incentive
to growers.
Sugar
173. When the prices were reviewed for 1987/88, a special 'elimination' levy was
introduced to account in its entirety for.that part of the global loss recorded for t986187
not covered by production levies chargeable in that marketing year..
Oils and fats
174. When the prices were reviewed for 1987/88, it was decided:
Rapeseed and sunflower seed
In addition to the changes in the intervention system described in the chapter con-
cerning the markets, to introduce a production aid for sunflower seed grown and
processed in Portugal.
Soya beans
To introduce a maximum guaranteed quantity system with reduction in the unit
amount of the aid where this quantity is exceeded.
OHve oil
To adjust the production aid scheme in connection with the.establishment öf a
maximum guaranteed quantity.
Fibre planß
175. In July, the co-responsibility arrangements for co-tton were altered by alignment
on those for oilseeds; the resulting reduction in the aitl is linked to overruns of the
guaranteed maximum quantity and to the norm price.
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Fruit and vegetables
176. In connection with the review of agricultural prices for 198788, the following
adjustments to regulations were made:
C) .extension to new varieties.ofthe processing aid for oranges;
(ii) granti ng of a2"/o premium to tomato processors making contiacts with ptoducers'
groups;
(iii) in cases of wi.thdrawals of fresh tömatoes, establishment of a 390 O0O-tonneri
intervention threshold beyond which the buying-in price for the following mar-
keting year will be reducäd in proportion with the overmns (I% reduction by
10 000-tonne tranche of overrun).
Wine
i : '
177. In connection'with arrangenients to eliminate wine surpluses by compulsqry .
. distillation, an operation of this kind, relating to a total volume of 2.8 million hec-
tolitres, was approved in February. With the. same objective, the type of distillation
following the special price. support guaiantee for long-tierm storage contract holders
(originally A.rticle 
.1.2 of Regulation (EEC) No 327179) was curtailed, for the third year
running, by a reduction in eligible quantities.
In March L987, the Council consolidated the basic wine regulation because of the large
number of.amendnents since 1979, The Commission also adopted procedures to
.permitthecreationoftheCopmunrtyvi1ey31dregrster:
Milk products and beef
!7.8. The changes made in the intervention systems for these two sectors were
created in the market chapter.
An additional butter disposal programme has already been mentioned at point 167,
second paragraph.
Sheep- and goatmeat
17g. In March 1987, the basic rtf,ulation on the sheepmeat and goatmeat market
organization *as adopt-ed. This inciudes, for Spain and Portugal, payment of an addi-
tional amount perewe andfemale goatcalculated accordingto specifiedprocedtires.
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Agri-monetar;r measures
180. On the occasion of a currency realignment on 11 January 1987, the positive
MCAs were directly'converted intö.negaliue MCAs (Switch äver'), purzuarrt to
Article 6 of Regulation (EEC) No 1677185.
In its decision on prices and related measures for 1987/88, the Council decided to
eliminate some of the MCAs, both positive (Ger,many and Nötherlands) and negatiye.
Alsoj it approved arrangements fro.viding for.autömatic dismantlement of.Tutwe
MCAs created as a result of fu1ure realignments.
Expenditure
General trend (Tables 3.4.3 and 3.4.4)
181. The original appropriations in the 1987 budget for the Guarantee Section (in-
eluding fish.eries) totalled, as indicated above,'23 003.5 million ECU. 
.
The rate of utilization of appropriations in the first six months of 1987 came to 2 457
million ECU. pei month, i.l-. a good deal higher than the monthly average of budget
appropriations (1 9L7 million F,CLI). But it must be borne in mind that dppropriations
are generally drawn down more heavily in the very early months of the year because
certain payments are seasonal (e.g. for prgcessed fruit and vegetables and tobacco).
Also, because appropriations plaped at. the disposal of the Member States',payrng
agencieB in respect of 1986 fell short of äeeds, the agencies had to suspend payments
in the last foitnight of the year; the amounis unpaid, whibh came to about 700 million
ECU, had to be covered from 1987 appropriations; and as a result" also swelled
expenditure in the early months of that year.
152. Comparison of original appropriations in thö 1987 budget with total expenditure
and expenditure estimates until the end of September 1987 shows that, for most
product groups, utilization of appropriations outstripped the amounts entered under
the relevant budget headings. This was particularly true for the monetary compen-
satory amouRts, for cereals and rice, for oilseeds and protein plants., for tobacco, for
sugar, for eggs and poultry, and for sheepmeat and goatmeat.
For dairy products taken as a whole, for most of the year until the time of writing,
expenditure matched appropriations. 
:
On the other hand, spending on certain product groripsfell short of the appropriations,
including the followirig:
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(i) pigmeati because export failed to match forecasts. However, as the refund rates
have had to be increased, expenditure on this product group was expected to rise
in the last months of the vear:
(äi) wine: because there were no sales of alcohol deriving from compulsory distillation
operations.
Expenditure according to the economic nature of the schemes ftnanced
183. Examination (on the basis of estimates) of the economic nature of the expendi-
ture at the end of 1987 (Table 3.4.4\, with reference to the L987 budget supplemented
by the amending budget, shows that export refunds should account for nearly 40Y" of.
the L987 appropriations, a percentage higher than that for 1986 (iust under 34o/o).
This increase in foreseeable expenditure on refunds concerns mainly cereals and, to
a lesser extent, milk products, beeflveal and pigmeat, and olive oil.
184. As for intervention expenditure, the largest item under this heading remained
price compensation aids, which are aids granted on the Community internal market
to ensure that prices charged to the consumer are lower than the farmga.te price and
competitive with imports from non-member countries.
The share of expenditure planned for this type of aid shows a slight increase,
accounting for nearly 397q ofthe 1987 appropriations, as against 37 .!% of 1986 expen-
diture.
(ii) fibre plants: for products in
begins only in August; as a
half of the year;
In L987, the product groups attracting this
products, oilseeds, olive oil, protein plants,
sheepmeat and goatmeat.
this group, in particular cotton, the marketing year
result, expenditure was concentrated in the second
type of intervention were mainly milk
tobacco, fruit and vegetables, wine and
The EAGGF Guidance Section
185. The EAGGF Guidance Section finances
view to the achievement of the objectives set
including adjustments to structure; needed to
common market.
'common measures' apptoved with a
out in Article 39(1)(a) of the Treaty
ensure the proper operation of the
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Its financial resources are established under a five-year financial framework deter-
mined by Regulation (EEC) No729170.r The amouniforthe 1985-89 periodwas 5 250
million ECU, but was increased, by Regulation (EEC) No 3769185,2 to 6 350 million
ECU to cover new requirements resulting from the accession of Spain and Portuga!.
186. Within this framework, the Guidance Section has been expanded in recent
years both in terms of the number of schemes financed and in terms of annual expen-
diture, although the appropriations earmarked annually under the budget procedure
still fall far short of the Guarantee appropriations.
The Section acts on the basis of specific legal instruments (Council regulations, direc-
tives and decisions) in respecl of each of the operations financed. However, from the
point of view of management, two types of scheme may be distinguished:
(i) 'direct measures', for which the Commission grants Guidance Section subsidies
. directly to beneficiaries applying with respect to specific investment projects.
The decision granting assistance thusforges a direct link between the Community
and the beneficiary, the aid being aid to the beneficiary and not the Member
State, and
(ii) ' 'indirect r.neasures', for which the Sebtion reimbu.rses to the Mernber Sfates part
of the eligible expenditure effected in accordance with Community rules, and,
*19T" appropriate, with nationalirnplementing provisions endorsed by the Com-
mlssron.
Flnancing
187. Guidance Section expenditure breaks down as shown in the table overleaf,
accordin$ to relevant field.
As the table overleaf shows, the scheme for the improvement of the conditions under
whiah agricultural products aie processed and marketed (Regulation (EEC) No 3551
7772 *^ again in L987, as in previous years, the most important measure in terms of
appropriations committed.
Directive 75l268tEEC,4 on mountain and hill farming and farming in certain less-
favoured areas, ranks second in financial importance, and this is an upward trend.
1 c)J L 94,28.4.L970.
2 c)J L 362,31,.12.1985.
3 OJ L 5L,23.2.L977,  p.  L.
4 OJ L t28,19.5.L975,  p.  1.
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For 1986, the Merr-ber States have been implementing this scheme - in declining order
o{ scale - as fo[ows: Italy, Greece, Ireland, the United Kingdom and France.
The third largest scheme in financial terms was that under Directive TzllsgtüF;Cr
concerning tht modernization of farms. The leading beneficiary is still Germany,
ahead of France and the United Kingdom, follqwed, at some distance, by the Nether-
lands, Denmark and Belgium
188. Market-related schemes include:
(l) heavy expenditure for various measures, with regard to wine, including expend_i-
ture bn rästructuring arr-d conversion (Regulations (EEC) Nos 456/8012-,7771853
and 45g/g0a and Directive 781627l[p6s) of 55.8 million ECU;
(ii) expenditure for the part financed by the Guidance Section of the milk non-mar-
keting and dairy herd conversion premiums (Regulation (EEC) No 1078/776),
an operation which is near completion (6.3 million ECU).
Outlook for the Guidance Section
189. The general difficulties with the Community budget, which necessitated, in
1985 an 1986, appropriations too small to cover all payment applications on time,
continued in 1987.
The areas in which expenditure increased substantially in 1987, requiring increased
appropriatioRs, were general socio-structural schemes (in particular Regulation
(EEC) No 797185,7 Directive 75l268tEEC8 on the payment of allowances to farmers
in less favoured areas, and the scheme for grubbing up vineyards (Regulation (EEC)
No 777185.3
190. As already, noted in L986, there is a tendency for the Member States to ma-ke
increased use of the opportunities made available by 'blanket' schemes, in particular
Directive 72l268tLBc,'which autorizes the payment of allowances to fanlersworking
1 OJ L36,23 .4 .1972,  p .  1 .
2 OJ L 57,29.2.1980, p. 16.
3 OJ L 88, 28.3.1985, p. 8.
4 0J L 57,29.2.1980,  p,2 '7 .
s OJ L 206, 29.7 .1978, p. L.
6 OJ L L3t,25.5.1977,p. 1.
7 OJ L 93, 30.3.1985, p. 1.
8 OJ L I28,19.5.L975, p. t .
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in less-favoured areas of the Community. This trend must be regarded as a counterpart
to the increasingly rigorous policy on agricultural prices affecting particularly farniers
working in areas where nature is hostile; it must therefore be expected to continue.
The impact of the enlargement of the Community was felt in 1987 as regards invest,
ment projects for which commitment of appropriations precedes actual expenditure.
On the other hand, the socio-structural and regional schemes got off to a slow start.
For 1988, in view of the inevitable growth of expenditure on socio-structural and
regional schemes, the Commission, working necessarily within the limited financial
resources of the Community, has proposed, as for 1987, relatively low appropriations
to be assigned to the investment projects financed under Regulation (EEC) No 355/77.
1g1. For subsequent years, the trends outlined above must be expected to continue.
The regional schemes should continue to account for a large share of all expenditure,
in particular because of the implementation of the IMPs, of the Commission's proposal
for a programme for the development of agricultural structures in Spain, and of the
Council's March 1987 decisions strengthening the scheme for the compensatory allow-
ance. Also, socio-structural schemes should gradually assume increased importance
on implementation in the new Member States and as a result of the lextensification'
arrangements also approved in March L987.
Should the proposal for early retirement of farmers ('pre-pension') be adopted, the
financial impact would be felt only from 1989 onwards.
National aids and application of the rules of competition
to agriculture
192. Supervision of national aid schemes, for which the Commission is responsible
under Articles 92 to 94 of the Treaty, is of particular importance: the very great
diversity of European agriculture - to which the enlargement of the Community and
the adaptation of the policy on markets have added new dimensions - is such that the
Community and the Member States may have to take emergency action or operate
special schemes, which must be assessed under the rules on competition.l
The danger for the Community that the Member States may be tempted to take action
of this kind is all the greater in that the present difficulties besetting the agricultural
markets affect the incomes of certain farmers in varying degrees. This problem, which
I Spain and Portugal have been authorized to retain for a limited period national aid schemes that would
otherwise be incompatible with the common market.
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is by no means of negligible importance, must be studied carefully and Community
solutions must be found, as unilateral action would make it even more difficult to
restore inter-regional equilibrium and would hamper any efforts to rationalize and
redeploy proiluction. In short, unilateral action could only lead, in the long term, to
an actual 're-nationalization' of the common agricultural policy.
When the market organizations were set up, the Treaty provisions on competition
were declared also applicable to agricultural production and to trade in agricultural
products. Since then, agriculture, too; has been normally subject to the requirements
of the Treaty on aids granted by the States.r However, the applicability of the Treaty
Articles ori competition is not unconditional. Article 42 of the Treaty stipulates that
it cannot prevail over relevant provisions of secondary agricultural law.
The main principles underlying the application of the rules of competition to agricul-
ture2 are described below.
193. As regards the market organizations, the Commissiön will ensure, as in the
past, that they operate properly, and for this purpose will, in particular, prevent the
grant of national aids having the same objectives as the aids provided for under the
market organizations or which might interfere with the production guidelines set by
the Community.
These include:
(i) operatingalds, which reduce the costs the farm or firm has to bear without lasting
structural improvement in production methods, e.g. aids granted without other
specific conditions, relating to prices, output quantities, or production units
(areas, numbers of fruit trees, numbers of dairy cows etc.);
(ii) aids to the disposal of agricultural products on the Community market and in
non-member countries (export refunds, which may be granted only as market
management operations); an exception is the right the Member States have,
within certain limits, to support advertising (see below, point 198).
1 For a few items not yet covered by market organizations (alcohol and alcohol vinegar, honey, bananas,
fresh pineapple, coffee, chicory roots, cork, horsemeat, potatoes except potatoes tor starch maKlng),
the niles of öompetition apply under Article 4 of Regulation No 26 of 4 April1962, which stipulates,
however, that only 'the piövisions of Article 93(1) and of the first sentence of Article 93(3)_of the
Treaty shall apply to aidi granted for production oi or trade in the products listed in Annex II to the
Treaty'.
2 More'detailed material on this subject is given in a publication in the Green Europe series, 'News of
the common agricultural policy' No 191.
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194. As regards production structures on farms, the Commission's powers have been
fully defined by the Council in Regulation (EEC) No 7971851 on improving the effi-
ciency of agricultural structures: this Regulation contains specific provisions relating
to aids, and the rules of'competition apply within the specific limits set by Articles 8
and 31.
195. As regards processing and marketing, the Community's objective is to develop
and gxpand outlets for agricultural products by concerted action in these areas. Reg-
ulation (EEC) No 355/77 was adopted for this purpose..fn contrast with the rules
under Regulation (EEC) No 797185; Articles 9t2to94remain appücable to the relevant
investments. Criteria worked out in connection with the implementation of this Reg-
ulation must be met if:the Community is to assist in the financing of the relevant
investments executed under programmes established by the Meirber States and
endorsed by the Commission under this Regulation. Thebriteria have been very fully
complied with in cases iir which - e.g. because of the lack of a programme or the lack
of funds at Community level - all the financing is national and in which the criteria
of Artisle 92 are therefore the only ones to be applied. I 
.
The maximum rate of national.aid to investments authorized by the Commission is
normally 35%. However, as regards investments in processing and marketing, further
to Council decisions regarding investments qualifying for Community financing, the
following maximum ratäs have been accepteO Uy itre-Commission foithe assessment
of national aids:
I For thc arcas listed al the s@nd indent oJ Article I 7(2Xa) of Regutation (EEC) No 355/77, as amended by Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No
2224/86(t4 July 1986); OJLl94 17.7.1986,p.4.2 For the areas lisred 8t the first indmt of Arricle 2(2Xa) of tbe me Regulerion.
For sugar and isoglucose, all investment aids
prohibited, with the exception of aids to the
to processing and marketing have been


















I OJ L 93, 30.3.1985, as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1760/87, OJ No L 167, 2O.6.L987.
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Italy. For cow's milk, the Commission has adopted the same principle. However,
some exceptions may be allowed if there is no increase in milk intake capacity.
196. Thus, in addition to the aids qualifying for the exemptions laid down in Article
92(2\ at the Treaty, the following types of aid are allowed:
(i) aids granted in connection with schemes for the protection of the environmenl
or for energy savings;
{ü) aids relating to investments concerning the collectiqn and the vetting of health
protection and taste quality of ntilk; 
.
(iii) aids paid with a view to the rationalization and re-organization of dairies or the
introäuction. of innovations relating to products which are unfamiliar at Com-
rnunity level, provided they do not concern particular$ sensitive produets
(narnely butter and butteroil, milk powder, whey powder, lactose, casein and
caseinates);
(iv) aids paid within the framework and the limits of an investment project which has
been the subject either of a decision granting Community-assistance under Reg-
.ulation (EEC) No.355/77 or of a Commission notification to the effect that the
' project has not received such assistance because of lack of funds. This last possi-
bility is particularly important since, uqder the criteria for the implementation
of Regulation (EEC) No 355/77, regional exceptions (concerning, in particular,
certain regions of Italy, Ir.eland, Greece, Spain and Portugal) to the restrictions
described above mav be made.
1g7. Development of the consumption of agricultural products also entails an
improvement in their quality.
For this reason, the Commission supports national aid policies where their purpose is
an improvement in the quality of crop and livestock products, whether these concern
plant health, veterinary care, or quality control. Such aids include schemes relating
to breeding, such as the purchase of breeding animals, artificial insemination under
advisory prograrnmes in certain regions, safeguarding of genetic assets, and breeding
of disease-resistant plants, and aids relating to the health and quality control of
finished products. The Commission takes the view that under a policy for quality,
production can be tailored more closely to the desiderata of the consumers: there is
ä growing tendency for consumers to prefer agricultural products of good nutritional
and taste quality, notably 'organicl products. Better-quality production would also
,help to curtail the quantitative expansion of output because very often quality entails
lower unit yields, whether of crop or of livestock products.
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198. Given these consideratioris, and also with a view to facilitating the disposal of
products, the Commission has adoptedl detailed rules setting a frameüork for national
aids to the advertising of agricultural products and of certain products not coming
under Annex II to the EEC Treaty. The Commission authorizes national aids for
publicity campaigns conducted Uy ihe Member States using public funds insofar as
they do not interfere with trading conditions to an extent conflicting with the common
interest. Pu-blicity campaigns are deemed to be in line with the lcommon interest'
where they are concerned, in particular, with schemgs not conflicting with Article 30
of the EEC Treaty or where they do not concern only a single firm.
Publicity schemes are also acceptable where they concern operations for the disposal
of surplus products or the encouragement of new products for which there are outlets
within the Community, as are promoting the products of regions among the least
favoured or products of high nutritional or taste quality, and products frorn sectors in
which there are many small undertakings.
1gg. The Commission also supports schemes for the conservation and improvement
of the environment, in particut- Uy encouraging aids offsetting restrictigns and con-
straints against the use of fertilizers (natural or chemical), pesticides, herbicides, and
specific cropping practices, etc. From this angle, national aid schemes have been
authorized in regions which are sensitive from the point of view of the environment
to compensate farmers agreeing not to exploit all of their productivity potential. These
measures contribute to the threefold objective of the new agricultural policy:
(i) control of production;
(ii) conservation of the environment;
(iii) further action as regards mountain and hill and less-favoured areas so as to
underpin the incomes of a class of farm that still has an important role to play,
since such farms constitute a barrier to desertification of certain areas of the
countrvside.
200. Some farmers rnay not find it easy to adjust to the changes now being made to
the agricultural policy. For this reason, the Commission proposed in 1987 the use of
direct aids and the possibility of establishing a framework for such aids at Community
level. This new aspect of the cornmon agricultural policy is described in Chapter 2 of
this Report.
1 0J C272,29.10.1996.
Vl The Community's external relations
Overview
201. Throughout the year world agricultural trade suffered from the effects of an
excess of global supply over commercial demand. This resulted in further escalation
of public subsidies to maintain or increase exports of agricultural products and in
continuing, unacceptably high levels of world stocks, in particular in the USA and the
Community.
The imbalances on world markets for agricultural products are indeed a matter of
concern.
In the cereals and sugar sectors, for example, stocks held worldwide are now approxi-
mately double the level of annual world trade, and prices on the international cereals
market are lower than ever. In fact, price levels are particularly low not only for these
products but also for others such as oilseeds.
The fall in the prices of agricultural raw materials has had budgetary implications for
the Community, particularly as at the same time the dollar has declined markedly in
value against the ECU. The result has been a big increase in export refunds and in
compensatory aids for certain ways of using agricultural produce.
The structural imbalances were reflected in various difficulties in EC-US bilateral
trade relations. Some disputes carried over from previous years were nevertheless
settled (EC exports of pasta, consequences of Spain's and Portugal's accession to the
Community), but new problems emerged, in particular in connection with Community
rules for the protection of consumers (hormones and the third country veterinary
directive).
202. An important step was made to address the fundamental causes of the global
structural imbalances by the adoption of a declaration by the OECD ministerial
mgeting in May on the problem of agriculture. By this declaration governrnents of
OECD countries agreed that the problems of surplus stocks, increasing budget expen-
ditures on agriculture and the subsidy competition on export markets can be addressed
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only through a concerted reform of the domestic agricultural policies of the indus-
trialized countries. The Ministers also agreed on, a sei of basic principles to gqide this
refolm. The implementation of these principles will, to a large extent, be t[e subject
of negotiations.ln the GAT, in the framework o.f the Uruguay- Round,:
The conclusions set out in the OECD Counciljs communiqud were later reaffirmed at
the Venice Summit of western Heads of Government.
203. 
. 
T\e negotiations under the Uruguay Round continued in accordance with the
time-table: agreed, and'practical proposals for the reform of the'rules on trade in
a€ricultural products weie submitttd by the United States, the EEC, Canada and the
Cairns Group.
As regards two hilateral disputes concerning trade in agricultural products (that
between the EEC and Canada concerning charges on beeflveal, and thät between the
EEC and Japan concerning charges on wine and liqueurs), the Comrnunity has elicited
support in GAT{. The report on the charges on wine and liqueurs has been adopted
by the GATT Council, while the report on beeflveal is still with the Subsidies Commit-
tee.
The United States of America
204. The recent growth in the US trade deficit, from below USD 10 000 million in
L982 to about USD 150 000 million in 1986. and the failure of the US administration
to control it, have intensified and broadened the congressional debate on trade. The
various proposals for legislation were introduced in the Congress to deal with what
the US authorities consider as unfair competition and to provide protectionist meas.
ures for domestic industry. Agricultural provisions withiniome of ttre proposals have
included extension and expansion of export promotion programmes, increasing the
powers of the Internationäl Trade Commission, automätic triggering of marketing
loans for major products and so on. Throughout, the Community has [ept a watchfu-l
eye on this ongoing process and has informed the US authorities of any provisions
which it felt would exacerbate the trade conflicts between the Community and the US.
'
205. Following intensive negotiations, two issues of significance have been resolved
within the last 12 months. Firstly, following the accession of Spain and Portugal to
the Community, the US claimed'that the introduction of EC levies on imports of
cereals (namely maize and sorghum) would lead to the loss of the Spanishmarket for
US exporters. ,A. solution to this conflict was reachedo under GATT Article XXIV.6,
in January L987
The Agreement provides, inter alia, access
million tonnes of maize and 3m 000 tonnes
to Spain for an annual minimum of. 2
of sorghum at a reduced levy until 1990
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or, if necessary, for the direct purchase on the world market of the said quantities.
During 1990, a review of the operation of thb agreement is due to take place in the
light of trade developments.between the FC and the US after enlargementi:and of
the progress in the nägotiations on agriculture in the Uruguay Round.
206. The second issue concerned a loose end to the Agreement reached in August
1986 on citrus/pasta in which the US had recognized the importance of the Com-
munity's preferential agreements with the Mediterranean.countriös and both the US
and the Community had agreed to reduce import duties on specified products of
interest to each other. On pasta, however, the Agreement had only made provision
for both parties to 'proceed in good faith in seeking a.solution to the dispute overlhe
Community's use of export refunds', In August 1987 the dispute was settled by the
Community coming to an understanding with the US to export 50% of its pasta to the
US under an inward processing relief arrangement with compensation for export of
Community pasta to the US for which there would be no refund payable; the corres-
ponding import of durum wheat would enter the Community free of levy. The
remaining quantities would be exported to the US with a refund initial$ reduced by
27 .5"/o, this reduction to be revised in the light of the success of the inward processing
arrangement.
207. Bilateral consultations with the US have so far failed to provide the equivalence
guarantees sought in Council Directive 851&9|EF,C prohibiting the use of hormones
in the production of meat.
The US raised the hormones directive in the GATT's Committee on Technical Bar-
riers to Trade (TBT) in March, and following the failure to resolve the differences
bilaterally in April, the US resubmitted its request to the Chairman (TBT) for an
investigation of the case. In essence, the US contention is that by adopting the direc-
tive the Community is creating an 'unnecessary' trade obstacle and thereby circum-
venting the Agreement on TBT. The Community's position is that prohibition of the
use of hormones affords the system most able to guarantee reassurance for the con-
sumer, who remains largely hostile to hormone treatment in meat production. '
Also in the domain of meat production, and follorring protracted consgltatio-ls-on a
technical and political level between the Community and the US, the US Trade Rep-
resentative agräed to initiate an investigation, at therequest of the US meatinduslry?
under section 301 of the US Trade Agreements Act on the Community's Third
Country Meat birective (Council Direötive 72t462lEEC amended by'83l9LfEEC)
which subjects meat im-ports into the Community to regulatory requirements on staq.
dards in äbattoirs anomeat processing and packing establishments' The US'atso
initiated consultations with the:Community on this matter under Article XXIII of the
GATT.
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208. Bilateral discussions with the US have also focused on clarifying domestic policy
proposals and decisions. For example, one of the key elements thatlhe Commission
had proposed to the Council was an oil and fats stabilization mechanism. The proposed
measure came under fire, particularly from soybean lobby groups in the US. Similarly,
the Community remained concerned about the maintenance and expansion of US
export promotion schemes. Originally, in May 1985, the schemes covered cereals
only. Now, however, the products assisted under the various export subsidy or assis-
tance schemes include dairy animals and products, animal feed, poultry, eggs and
vegetable oils, and targeted export assistance funds will be used, for example to
promote the consumption of US grapes in the Community.
Other bilateral consultations covered specialized areas such as cooperation in the
assessment of high technology in the area of agriculture and biotechnology and matters
related to production and trade in wine and spirituous beverages.
Canada
209. In May the Canadian Trade Minister came to Brussels to meet the Member of
the Commission with special responsibility for external relations to discuss bilateral
affairs between the Community and Canada. It was the first time that Canada-EC
bilateral concerns had been given such prominence at a ministerial-level meeting and
was indicative of the importance both sides attached to what has generally been
considered as a mutually satisfactory relationship. There remain, however, a number
of irritants. These were raised at the May meeting and were subsequently addressed
in high level consultations in Ottawa in June. One of the more significant conflicts for
agriculture had been the Canadian Import Tribunal's decision to impose a counter-
vailing duty on Community exports to Canada of boneless manufacturing beef. The
Tribunal had found there was a 'threat of injury'. The Communityfelt that the decision
was not in conformity with certain basic principles of Article VI GATI Code on
Subsidies and Countervailing Measures, so a panel was established, at the Com-
munity's request, in 1987.
The GATT panel recommended that Canada terminate the outstanding counter-
vailing dgty order on manufacturing beef from the Community and that it refund any
duties collected under the order. At the time of writing, the GATT Subsidies Com-
mittee has not taken a position on the adoption of the panel's report.
210. Also raised in the bilateral consultations were the global import quota of cheese
reserved for the Community and its increase to accommodate the entry into the
Community of Greece and Portugal, traditional cheese suppliers to Canada; the dis-
criminatory pricing applied by the Canadian Provincial Liquor Boards on imported
alcoholic drinks; a possible multiannual arrangement for Canada's exports of seed
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potatoes to the Community; and problems relating to trade in untreated timber and
risks of pinewood nematode infestation. The consultations also provide a forum to
explore views on the Uruguay Round.
Japan
211. Japan is a major market for Community agricultural exports. However, the
current level of exports qould have been much higher if the Japanese Government
had answered the requests which the EEC has been making for the last L0 years for
Japan to open up its market further.
In 1986 Japan did, however, decide to redüce customs duties on bottled wines and
spirituous beverages, but not on bulk wine and beer, by about 30% as from 1 April
1987. This still leaves the Japanese tariff on these products at a far higher level than
the equivalent tariffs in the EEC and the United States, and the taxation, labelling
and distribution system is still disctiminatory. For these reasons the Community has
opened a GATT proceeding against Japan.
The Community also repeated its request for Japan to increase its import quotas and
reduce its tariffs on dairy products, products of the agri-foodstuffs industry (meat
preparations, checolates, sweets, cakes, etc.), amend its legislation on plant health
and take measures to eliminate unfair competition concerning imports of fresh and
chilled meat. In order to eliminate this last problem, on 1 April Japan reduced the
minimum import price of the product by t5"/".
Australia and New Zealand
212. Consultations or exchanges of views were held with Australia and New Zealand
on the market situation for various agricultural products, the application of the direc-
tives covering regulatory requirements for abattoirs and meat processing and packing
establishments in third countries (Council Directive 72l462lEEC amended by 83l9ll
EEC) and the prohibition of the use of hormones (Council Directive 85l649lEEC),
the orderly trade of dairy products and the adjustment of minimum prices in the
International Dairy Arrangernent. The Commission also conferred with Australia and
New Zealand within the framework of consultations held with southern hemisphere
suppliers of fresh apples to the Community.
The Community was unable to avert a decision adopted by the Australian Govern-
ment which introduced a tariff quota on certain cheeses in May. The original proposal
by Australia was released in October L986 and led to lengthy consultations with the
Community. The final decision taken by the Australian authorities to go ahead and
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introduce the.tariff quota was regrettable and the Commission, gn behalf of the
Cornmunity, registered its concern with the Minister for Primary Industry immediately
following the announcöment of the meas-ure.
213. In February the Community concluded a second complementary agrepment to
the 1980 Agreement on the trade in sheepmeat, by setting limits on the quantities
New Zealand would export to'certain Community markets considered as sensitive
areas for 1987 and lgS8llewzeaiand expressed its views on possible amendments
to the Community sheepmeat regimq, provided a summary of its analysis pf the
Spanish and Portuguese markets andwith Commission officials reviewöd the develop-
ment of the sheepmeat trade in the Consultative Committee set up under the 1980
Agreement
German Democratic Republic
214. Negotiations begun many years ago finally came to fruition in February when
agreement was reached with the German Democratic Republic on the voluntary
restraint of its exports of sheepmeat and goatmeat to the Community. Under this
Agreement, the Community undertook to set a ceiling of t0"/" advalo.remfot the levy
applicable, and the German Democratic Republic undertook to limit its exports to
2 4O0 tonnes of live animals a year.
Ausfüa
E E C - Aus tri.a A greement' o n che es e
215. The temporary arrangements concerning concerted discipline on trade in
cheese between Austria and the Community have been replaced by an Agreement
which has been concluded for an unlimited period, but which contains a review and
denunciation clause. The new Agreement embodies substantial improvements which
will enable it to be adapted more closely to actual market requirements andwill make
it easier to manage.
Agreement on the control and protection of quatity wines
216. The 1981 Agreements between the Community and Austria on the coqtrol and
reciprocalp.rotectioq of quality wines has been revised to take account in particular of:
(i) developments in Austrian and Community legislation on wine;
(ü) the accession of Spain and Portugal to the Community;
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(iii) the need to profit from experience acquired to strengthen cooperation between
thq aulhorities responsible for prevention of fraud in the wine sectol,
Agreement o! th, reciprocl! establßihment of nffi guotas for quality wines,in bottles
217. An Agreement in the form of an exchange of letters has been concluded with
Austria concerning the reciprocal establishment of zero-duty tariff quotas for certairi
quality wines i1r bottles. This Agreement follows'the spirit of Article 15 of the 
_Free
Trade Agreement between the Community and Austria.and is intended mainl5l to
encourage bilateral trade while at the same time improving the competitive position
of quality wines. vis-ä-vß ordinary:wines and thus dis0otiraging unfair competition in
the wine trade.
Finland
Agreement cencerntng trqde in ertain.wines and spirituous beverages
218. The Community and Finland have signed an Agreement in the form of an
exchange of letters concerning trade in certain wines and spirituous beverages.
The discussi,ons concerning this Agreement lasted four years and a compromise finally
had to be reached betweerithe neäd for reciprocity in the mutual conceisions between
Finland and the Community and the specific interests attaching to certain Community
products. The Agreement enables the Community to export certain wines and
spirituous beverages (white wine, whisky and brandy in bottles) to Finland on advan-
tageous tariff terms and Finland has also undertaken to import certain brands of
'weinbrand'.
In return, exports to the Community of Finnish vodka will be subject to a much
reduced tariff.
By enabling the Community and Finland to promote increased mutual trade, this new
Agreement may be regarded as contributingto the irnplementation of the Joint Decla-
ration adopted on 9 April 1984 by the Ministers of the Community and the EFIA
countries (Luxembourg Declaration).
Activities within GATT
219. Community activities within GATT have been dominated by the initial stage
of the new round of multilateral trade negotiations (Uruguay Round). Thefirst meetj
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ings were devoted to identifying the major problems affecting trade in agricultural
proifucts and their causes; various Contracting Parties explained the basic principles
which they believed Should regulate international trade in agricultural products. The
first overall ploposals for the conduct of the negotiations were put forward in July.
Australia was one of the first to explain the principles which it believed should in
future regulate international agricultural trade: export subsidies should be eliminated,
national markets should be subject to the direct influence of the world market price
and agriculture should be subject to ordinary GATT rules; in the short term, Australia
pressed for a reduction in the difference between internal prices and world prices and
the introduction.with immediate effect of 'ceasefire' measures.
Argentina called on the countries responsible to restore a link between internal prices
and international prices and to undertake multilaterally to liberalize trade in agricul-
tural products.
The United States put forward a proposal for the removal over a period of L0 years
of all agricultural subsidies affecting trade of production and all import restrictions.
The Community also submitted its proposal for agricultural negotiations. It defended
a realistic position based on the principles agreed at Punta del Este, in the OECD and
at the Venice summit of western powers, stressing the need for both short-term and
long-term action. This position takes account of the present and future situation of
agriculture and of world agricultural markets, with particular reference to the struc-
tural imbalance between supply and demand for the main products and excessive
support measures which distort competition
220. The Community has also continued with the negotiations under Article XXIV.6
of the GATT. These negotiations are aimed at providing compensation for disadvan-
tages suffered by one or other party following alterations in the tariff bindings of the
new Member States as a result of their accession to the European Communities.
Agreement was reached with the United States on 30 January and with Argentina on
20 October. The Community made countenrailing concessions to Argentina relating
inter alia to cereals and treeflveal. The negotiations with the other contracting parties
continue.
Relations with developing countries
Mediterranean
22!. The entry of Spain and Portugal into the Community has had consequences for
the traditional agricultural trade between EUR 10 and the Mediterranean countries
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with which the Cornmunity has cooperation agreements. Since Spain, in particular, is
a substantial and expanding produöer of many of the agriculturäl produits exported
from Mediterranean countries, these nations are concerned that their exports to the
Community might be reduced as a result of Spain's entry. This trade often represents
a substantial part of these countries' export earnings.
Since, in general, the Community has a substantial favourable balance of trade with
these countries, it is important to maintain their possibilities of export trade, particu-
larly for agricultural products, in the interest of preserving their overall trade relations
with the Community. Given, however, that their trade deficits include considerable
imports of agricultural products, there is a need for domestic agricultural development
to stabilize their economies.
As a result, on 25 November 1985 the Council agreed negotiating directives allowing
the Commission to open negotiations with the Mediterranean countries having such
cooperation agreements with the particular object of maintaining their traditional
trade with the Community, while encouraging diversification of their agricultural
production and greater self-sufficiency. Following preliminary negotiations with these
countries, the Council drew up revised directives on 2I October L986, taking into
account the concerns expressed by the Community's negotiating partners.
222. Under the terms of the revised directives, adapted trade and aid agreements
have been initialled with nine Mediterranean countries (Algeria, Cyprus, EgWt,
Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Tunisia, Turkey, Yugoslavia). These are expected to come
into force during late L987 and the beginning of 1988.
Negotiations are still open with the three remaining Mediterranean countries having
cooperation or association agreements with the Community (Morocco, Syria, Malta).
Libya and Albania do not at present have agreements with the EEC.
EFC agricultural imports from the Mediterranean countries consist largely of fruit
and vegetables, wines, early potatoes, olive oil, cotton and cut flowers. Agricultural
exports to the Mediterranean countries involve cereals, poultry, beef, milk products
and sugar.
ACP States
223. Following the entry of Spain and Portugal into the EEC, the Commrrnity started
negotiations with the ACP countries to work out a protocol of accession of the new
Member States to the third Lomd Convention.
Pending the conclusion and entry into force of the protocol, the Community adopted
transitional arrangements to enable Spain and Portugal to take part immediately in
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the Convention and to enable the ACP States to improve the conditions of access for
t h e i r p r o d u c t 1 t o t h e m . a r k e t s o f t h e t w o n e w M e m b e r S t a t e ' : - . .
Further, the ACP States were concerned that their traditisnal agricultural trade with
the Community could.suffer from competition frorn Spain and Portugal after enlarge-
mett. For this reason, as for the Mediterranean countries,, the Council drew up
negotiating directives on 25 November 1985 allowing the Commission to open negoti-
ations with,the ACP countries to modify the provisions of the Lomd Convention with
the object of maintaining their traditional trade.
224. Following subsequent negotiations, the Council arrived at an agreement
initialled:with the ACP countries on tr4l15 July 1987, on the adaptations to be rnade
to the Lom6 Conventions as a consequence of enlargement. While awaiting conclusion
of the agreement, the measures concerned were applied unilaterally by the Com-
munity from L July 1987.
This involved the amendments of Regulation (EFC) No 486/85 covering the regime
applied to agricultural products and processed agricultural products originating in the
ACP States and the overseas countries and territories.
EEC agricultural imports from the ACP States largely consist of sugar, rum, bananas,
tropical fruit and vegetables, cut flowers, beef and rice. EEC agricultural exports to
the ACP States largely consist of cereals, wheat flour, milk products, beef and sugar.
The EEC has an overall deficit trade with the ACP in agricultural products (1985:
4.755 million ECU).
Overseas countries and territories (OCTsl
225. The Comrnunity's overseas regions are constituted by the French overseas
departments (OD), the Canary Islands, Ceuta and MeliJla, the Azores and Madeira.
EAGGF participation in structural spending on agricultural projects in these regions











Their products have tariff exemptiron
from the same general provisions as
They are covered by Part IV of the Rome Treaty.
on entri into the Community, and they benefit
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the ACP States. Consequently, in the context of enlargement, the Community
adopted similar measur€s for imports from the OCTs as were agreed with the ACP
countries to preserve their traditional trade.
226. On24 September L986 the Commission set up an 'OD, OCT, Canary Islands,
Ceuta and Melilla, Azores and Madeira' Interservices Group to study ther overall
situation of the peripheral territories of the EEC. Following receipt by the Commis-
sion of a French Government memorandum on the better insertion of the French
overseas departments in the EEC, the Group is preparing a reply, stressing in par-
ticular the development of agricultural structures in these regions. Structural develop-
ment was further emphasized by a special conference on the OD organized by the
Commission'on 4 and 5 June. The Interservices Group has also been instructed to
prepare analytical reports on the Canary Islands, the Azores and Madeira, including
development of their agriclltural slructures.
227. Structural spending by the EDF on the agricultural sector and rural production
in the OCTs since 1979 amounted to approximately 19 million ECU. ' '
Agfcultural trade between the OCTs and the metropolitan Community in 1986
amounted to:
Exports to the Community: 243 million ECU;
Imports from the Cornmunity: 263 million ECU.
Generalized system of preferences (GSPI
228, . On the basis of a Commission proposal, the Councii. adoptedlimproveme4tq i1
the agricultural sector of the GSP for 1987. Ten preferential margins were improred
and raw coffee and carnations were included. Grape juice was also added to the list
of products for the. least-developed countries.
Thailand
229. Negotiations took place during the year between the Community and Thailand
in accordance with Article XXVIII of the GATT with a view to modifying the Com-
munity's tariff.concession for sweet pgtatoes. They came'to an end with the initialling
of a draft agreement on 15:September. Under this Tliailand agreed to the withdrawal
by the Community of its.binding of the rate of duty of 6"Ä for sweet potatoes, for
other than human consumption, against compensation in the form of:
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(0 a GATT bowd (erga omnes)tariff quota of 5 000 tonnes of sweet potatoes, other
than for human consumption, at a zero rate of duty; and
(ii) GATI bound (erga omnes) tariff quotas amounting to 10 000 tonnes of manioc
starch, intended for processing into certain food products and medicaments, at
a rate of duty of L50 ECU/tonne.
China
230 . As a result of consultation which took place between the Community and China
in 1986, agreement was reached.whereby the latter would-limit its annual exports of
manioc to the Community to 350 000 tonnes in1987. (and in 1988 and .1989) at arate
of duty not exceeding6"Ä. ,
World Food Gouncil WFC)
231. On 5 and 6 January, at the invitation of the Commission, the Bureau of the
WFC met in Brussels for an in-depth exchange of views with certain Members of the
Commission on problems affecting the agricultüral economy of the developing coun-
tries.
The WFC held its 13th ministerial session in Beijing (China) from 8 to LL June. During
the session it carried out the statutory election of the new Bureau; for the next two
years the Western countries will be represented by the Swedish Minister for Agricul-
ture, Mr Mats Hellström.
Major world agricultural issues were discussed, and particular stress wa3 placed on
issues affecting the Third World and international trade in agricultural food products.
Food and Agriculture Organization
232, T)he FAO Council and Committees met in Rome.to study the problem of
hunger in the world - there has been a significant fall in the number of countries
affected - and to propose solutiqns to the main problems affe-cting the agricultural
economy of Third World countries and international trade in agricultural and food
products.
Three questions connected with the running of the FAO received particular attention:
1. the organization's financial situation in view of the possibility that the largest con-
tributor to the FAO budget (25Vo) may not be able to pay its contribution;
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2. the organization's internal structure and working methods;
3. the election for a period of six years of the Director-General.
These three questions were considered by the Council and the biennial Conference
of Member States held in November 1.987.
Food aid
233. On 10 March 1987 the Commission approved a'Decision fixing the overall
quaniities of food aid and establishing a list of piöducts to be supplied as aid for 1987.
The quantities of food aid made available under this Decision are as follows:
1 160 000 tonnes of cereals (which includes the Community's contribution under the
L986 Food Aid Convention, a maximum of 94 000 tonnes of milk powder, a maximum
of 27 000 tonnes of butteroil, a maximum of 11 000 tonnes of sugar, a maximum of
34 000 tonnes of vegetable oil, other products (e.g. beans, pulses, dried fish, etc.)
correSponding to not more than 279 600 tonnes of cereal equivalent and, in addition,
products intended to cover exceptional food shortages, corresponding to not more
than 160 000 tonnes of cereal equivalent.
234. In Regulation (EEC) No 1420187 of 21 May 1987 the Council specified the
countries and organizations which were eligible to be recipients of Community food
aid, without prejudice to emergency actions.
As a result of Commission Regulation (EEC).No 2200187, which lays down general
rules for the mobilization in the Community of products to be'supplied as Community
food aid, new procedures for mobilizing food aid were b.rought into operation. These
have the effect, inter alia, of making the Commission itself responsible for calling for
and approving tenders instead of Mömber States' iqtervention agencies as was the
case previously.
International agreements on agricultural commodities
235. .The Community and other majol members of the International Sugar Agree-
ment, unabli: to agree on the negotiation of a new Agreement with economic provi-
sions, decided to replaöe the present administrative agteement, renewable annually,
with a similar one on a longer-term basis. Negotiations were completed, and the text
of the 1987 International Sugar Agreement established, on 1.1 September at.a United
Nations Conference in London.
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This Agreement should run initially for three years from 1 January 1988. Apart from
changes in the financing of the International Sugar Organization,.the Agteement
extends the latter's statistical and study work to cover all aspects of the market in
sugar and other sweeteners.
236, T\e Community participated actively as a major member of the 1986 Interna-
tional Wheat Agreernent, attending all meetings of thö International.Wheat Coüncil





ftg fqSO Inteinational Olive OilAgreement came iqtoforce on 1 Janua.'ry 1987, with
five membels: Algeria, Morocqo, Ttrnisia, Turkey and the'Europeal Economic Com-
.munity. Thö major agtivity during the year has concerned the setting-up of an appro.
priale administrative structure to perinit the Secretariat of the International Olive
Council to fulfill its new tasks undei the Agreement. These concgrn, in particular, the
iräprovement of production techniques so as to make olive oil more competitive with
other oil$, a4d the promotion of consumption in specific markets such as the United
States and Saudi Arabia.
Vll - Agricultural development
Statistical information
ffB For practical reasons the following pages employ the Continental representation ofnumbers, i.e. oni thousand two
hundred and thirty-four point five is represented as | 234,5 rather than the more conventional.1,234.5. .

Foreword
Codification of the tables
The choices made for the revision of the tables are reflected in ä new codification,
established on the basis of the same principle for all the tables. Each of them has been
given a code with four digits, the first of which designates the subject to which the table




4. Tables on agricultural markets.
The second and third digits refer to specific aspects of the field concerned and their
significance varies from one field to an-other.
For the tables concerning the agricultural markets (Tables 4) a standard codification for
all the products has been used for these two digits:
(i) the second digit of the code designates the agricultural product concerned,
(ii) the third digit räfers to the nature ofthe statistic presented:
-.-.0.- livestock numbers,





-.-.5.- prices (producer's prices, market prices, consumer prices),
-.-.6.- market management,
-.-.9.- various.
For certain sectors, all the possibilities are used (e.g. cereals). For other products only
some are used (e.g. potatoes), either because the data needed are not available or because
the features of these sectors in the Community do not justify such an exhaustive presen-
tation in a general document such as this, which, for considerations of space, can provide
only the most important information.
T/4 FOREWORD
Geographic coverage of the fables
All the tabies have, in general, been established for the Community of Twelve ; they
cover, according to case, the 12 Member States and the Community of Twelve, or only
the.Cqmmunity total for the 12 countries; In the former case, the data for the Commu-
nity of.Ten häve also been given to allow of historical analyses covering the Community
before its last enlargement
The figures for Spain and Portugal are normally from the same sources as those for the
other Member States: the Statistical Office of the European Communities (Eurostat) or
the Difectorate-General for Agriculture of the Commi.ssion.of the European Commüni-
ties. Where this information was not available, data prepared specially for this edition of
the Report by the responsible agencies of the new Member States (Ministries of Agricul-
ture and National Statistical Institutes) have been used. For this first edition of the
Report referring to the enlarged Community, some data are still, despite all efforts, not
available for one or other of the two new Me,mber States; however, most of'the tables
have been presented for the Corirmunity and its 12 Member States.
In the felv cases in which the data presented for Spain and/or Portugi are not enfirely
comparable with those,of the otherMember-States, this is statedin the table.and no total
for the Community of Twelve has been calculated. Similarly, where it has not been
posgible to calgulate a total for the Community of Twelve and the tatle concernsOnly lhe
Cdmmuniiy as a whole, without breakdown by Member.State, the table baS been.cön-
structed for the Community of Ten as a temporary measure. In later editions of the
Report; these tables for the Community of Ten will be replaced by tables for the Com-
munity of Twelve as soon as comparable data are available for all the Member States.
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ha Hectare
UAA Utiliz€d agricultural area
LU Liv€stock unit
ESU European size unit
FU Fodder unit
AWU Annual work unit
TF Type of farming
Geographical abbreviations
EC European Communities
EUR 9 Total of the Member States of the EC (1980)
EUR 10 Total of the Member States of the EC (1981)
EUR 12 All EC Member States (1986)
UEBUBLEU Belgo-LuxembourgEconomic Union
DOM French overseas departments
ACP African Caribbean and Pacifrc countries party to the Lom6 Convenlion
PTOM Countries and overseas territories of, Member States of the EC
Sources
Eurostat Statistical Ollice of the European Comm'nities
SITC Standardinternationaltradeclassification(Eurostat)
Nimexe Nomenclature of produce for the Community's extemal trade statistics and trade between its
Member States @urostat)
ESA European system ofintegrated economic accounts (Eurostat)
FADN Farm accountancy data network (Commission of the European Communities, Directorate-
General for Agriculture)
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
UNRWA United Nations Relief and Works Agency
IMF Intemational Monetary Fund
GATT General Agreement on Tarifrs and Trade
Fefac EuropeanFederationofManüfacturersofCompoundFeedingstuffs
Fediol Federation of Secd Crushers and Oil Processors in the EEC
AIMA In&rvention Agency for üg Agricultural Markets (Italy)
USDA United States Department of Agriculture
T/14 CURRENCY UNITS USED
Currency units used in this report
ll European Monetary System (EMS) - ECLI
The EMS came into force on 13 March 1979 @egulations (EEC) No 3180/78 and No 318l/78 of l8 December
1978). With this system, the ECU was introduced as the sole unit of account for the Community. The definition
ofthe ECU is identical to that ofthe EUA @uropean unit ofaccount, defined by Regulation (EEC) No 250/75
of2l April 1975) except for a review clause allowing ofchanges in its composition. The ECU is a currency unit
of the'basket'type made up of specified amounts of the currenciös of the Member States determined mainly
on the basis of the size of the economy of each State. Neither the drachma, the peseta nor the escudo are
included in the calculation ofthe value ofthe ECU and sterling has only a national central rate. The central
rates used in the system are rates fxed by the central banks around which the market rates of the EMS
currencies may fluctuate within margins not exceeding 2,25010 (6% for the Italian lira) at any given time.
2. The ECIJ in the common agricultural policy
- Before 9 April 1979, the unit of account used in the agricultural sector was the unit of account (u.a.) as
defined by Regulation (EEC) No 129/62 and the representative rates Green rates) were fixed by the Coun-
cil.
- On 9 April, the ECU was also introduced into the CAP (Regulation (EEQ No 652/79) and its use was
subsequently renewed by Regulations (EEC) No 1264/79, No 1011/80, No 1523180 aod No 876/81. The
agricultural prices and the common amounts are expressed in ECU. The conversion rates (representative
rates) of the common amounts are expressed in ECU. The conversion rates (representative rates) of the
common prices into national currencies are, as before, fixed by the Council.
- At the time of changeover from the u.a. to the ECU, on 9 April 1979, the common agricultural prices and
amounts expressed in u.a. and converted into ECU were adjusted by a coeffrcient of 1,208953. Conversely,
the green rates wene adjusted by a reciprocal coelfrcient of l/1,208953, leaving actual price levels unchanged.
For example, 100 u.a. x 3,40 = DM 340 becomes l2l ECU x 2,81 : DM 340.
- For the recording ofworld market prices, olfer prices are converted at the market rates.
According to context, different curency units have been used in this publication. The statistical series in terms of
value are also calculated:
- at constant exchange rates, i.e. at the exchange rates obtaining during a specific period (e.g. 1980). These rates
are used to eliminate the influences of exchange-rate changes on a time series;
- at current exchange rates (notably for external trade).
To assist the user of this publication wishing to convert units of account into national currencies and conversely,
Tables 1.0.1, 1.0.2 and 1.0.3 give the rates to be used. Fuller information is given in specialüed publications ofthe
Commission of the European Communities.
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Observations on statistical method
A - Statistics on external ftade - explanatory note
Council Regulation @EC) No 1736/75, of 24 June 1975, on the external trade statistics of the Community and
statistics of trade between Member States, includes provisions to ensur€ that data are not recorded twice:
(i) when goods from a non-member country are first brought into a Member State, that Member State must record
the import according to the origin of the goods;
(ii) if the goods are then subject to a legal operation (for example clearance for consumption) and subsequently
imported into another Member State, the liatter must record the goods according to the Member State from
which they were received.
However, to satisfi national requirements, the Member States may, if they wish, operate in parallel with the above
system the arrangements they applied previously; this means that a Member State's national data may be sub-
stantially different from the data supplied by Community sources;
For the calculation of the intra-Community trade of the Community as a whole in the supply balances, there were
two possibilities: the sum of the Member States' intra-Community exports (calculation on the basis of goods
leaving) or the sum of the Member States' intra-Community imports (calculation on the basis of entries). Eurostat
has chosen the second alternative. Also, exports to.non-member countries in the supply balances of the Commu-
nity as a whole are calculated by deducting intra-Community trade from Member States' total exports.
As a result, there may be discrepancies between the external trade data given in the supply balances and those
given in the specific external trade tablei.
Users must also allow for a break in the series of Community external trade statistics in 1977 , the date on which
Regulation @EC) No 1736/75 entered into force.
A last point is that, while the data relating to the external trade of the Community of Twelve from reference year
1985 use the same source for all the Member States (Community statistics), those which refer to a previous period
may have been obtained from the Community statistics for the Community of Ten and from other sources for the
new Member Stateb.
B - Annual rate of change (o/o TAV)
l. The annual rate ofchange (symbol: % TAD is used throughout this report for the calculation over periods of
time of changes in a given aggregLte. It measures the compound annual average increase or reduction, as a
p€rcentage, of the variable concerned from a base year (f in the following equations).
2. The annual rate ofchange is calculated as follows:
Where the annual rate of change is calculated over only two successive years, N = I and the formula
becomes:
l-satistic for vear T+ I I
100 x | ---------------- | - 100 = % TAv
[_ statirtic for ycar T I




tatistic for year T
statistic for year(: ) - * l -  l o o - o / o r A v) l
T/16 OBSERVATIONS ON STATISTICAL METHOD
3. The following series illustrates the use of this formula:
r970

















CLASSIFICATION OF EUROSTAT PUBLICATIONS T/17
Most of the statistics in the tables have been provided by the Statistical Office of the European Communities
(Eurostat). For longer and more detailed series, the user should refer to the following Eurostat publications:
Classification of Eurostat publications
Theme
l. General statistics (midnight blue)
2. Economy and finance (violet)
3. Population and social conditions (yellow)
4. Energy and industry @lue)
5. Agriculture, forestry and fisheries (green)
6. Foreign trade (red)





C Accounts, surveys and statistics




1.0. I Indicative currency parities ( t;
(r) Simple arithmetic means (rounded). NC national currency.
1z; Offer prices on the world market are calculated by meani of market rates approximately corresponding to these figures.(l) Range for the marketing years of the 'green rates' for the main products.(r) Figures calculated from ECU values.
1986
C-entral rates
I ECU : ..... NC
1986
I ECU = ..... NC
Average market
rate (2)
Green rates (l) used for the
conversion of common prices
and amounts
1985-1986
l ECU - ..... NC
1986
I USD : ..... NC (4)
Average market rate


























8,6235 l / 9,54064/9, 5 g I 63
2,385 | 6 / 2,397 92/ 2,41047
116,673/ l17 ,079/130,67 4
145,796/ 147 ,209/ 147 ,ß96/
I  5 l ,906
7,09967 / ,20131/7 ,2077l/
7,31249/ 7,54539 / 7,59229
0,7 8247 g/0, g I 7 7 56 /0,921 639
I 5 39,00/ I 5 5 4,00/ | 5 62,00
2,687 49 /2,7 0 17 g / 2,7 l 620
151,812/162,102
























USD XX 0,984167 X 1,00000
| .0.2 Conversion rates ( t )
Source: Eurostat.
1t) Annual average of daily rates.



















I 000 BFR _ ECU
I OOO DKR _ ECU
I 000 DM _ ECU
I 000 DR _ ECU
1 OOO PTA _ ECU
I 000 FF _ ECU
I OOO IRL _ ECU
I OOO LIT _ ECU
I OOO LFR _ ECU
I OOO HFL _ ECU
I OOO ESC _ ECU
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2.0.1 Basic data - key figures for agriculture in the EC (1986)
Source: Eurostat and EC Comrnission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.




(5) EUR I l.
Features EUR 12 Beleique/Belgiö Danmark lR Deutschland
I 2 3 4 5
Total area (kmz;
Population (1985) (l 000 inhabitants)
GDP/inhabitants (1985) (purchasing power standard - pps)
Inflation (1986) (t)
Unemployrnent rate (1986)
(70 of civilian working population)

























Utilized agricultural area (l 000 ha) (1986)
EmBloyment in the agriculture, forestry, hunting and fishing sector
(1e86)
- number ( I 000 persons)
- share in ernployed civilian working population (o/o)
Number of holdings (19S5) (l 000 holdings)
UAA per holding (1985) (ha)
Final production of agriculture (1935) (Mio ECU)
Share of agriculture in the GDP (GVA/GDP) (1985) (0/o)
Share of agriculture in total gross fixed capital formation (1985) (o/o)
Share of imports of food and agricultural products in import of all products
( l e86) e/o)
Share of exports of food and agricultural products in exports of all products
(1986) (o/o)
External trade balance in food and agricultural products (1936) (Mio
ECU)
Share of household consumption expenditure devoted to food, beverages


















































Ellas Espafra France Ireland Italia Luxembourg Nederland Portugal Unitd Kiagdom EUR IO
6 7 8 9 l0 l l t2 l 3 l 4 l 5
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7,5









































































T/22 THE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY
3.1.1 Shares of individual products in final agricultural production (f986)
Source: Eurostat - Agricultural accounts and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1r; These are products listed in Annex II of Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72.
1z; Oried pulses, citrus fruit.
1r; r985.
EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark BRDeutschland
I 2 3 4 5
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06)
Ellas EsPafra (r)tlt; France Ireland Italia Luxembourg Nederland Portugal United Kingdom EUR IO





































































































































































































































T/24 THE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY
3.1.2 Individual Member States' shares in final agricultural production (1986)
Soarce: Eurostat - Agricultural accounts and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Th€se are products listed in Annex II of Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72.
121 Dried pulses, citrus fruit.
Belgique/Belgiö Danmark BR Deutschland Ellas
I 2 3 4 5

























Other fruit and vegetables (z;
Subtotal
Subtotal






































































































5,1 5,9 19,0 2r7
3,4 4rl 17,3 4,4
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EUR l0 - 100
(%)
Espafra France Ireland Italia Luxembourg Nederland Portugal United Kingdom







































































































































24,8 3,6 18,9 0,1 913 I 1 , 6
26,9 2,3 2r,8 0,1 8,8 10,9
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3.1.5 Final agricultural production, crop production and livestock production
1986, current prices % TAV 1' ;





I 2 3 4 5 6















24r t60 5 507
51 933 6 545
58 683 27 58r
969 621 7 052
29r 996 4294r
2 698 3 676
50 893 (2) 34 8t9
7 536 t72
33 924 t4 t33
l l 709 t7 420
l ,  I  4,4
2 ,5  -  1 ,4




2 ,2  - 2 ,1




1,4 -  0,3
x 159 846 6,9 1 ,7















82 506 I 884
15 875 2  001
19 338 9 089
670 582 4 877
150 496 22 r3r
326 444
30 638 (2) 20 962
|  372 31








1 ,0  -  8 ,7
0,8 (4) 3,6




x 73 505 9,3 216















158  657  3623
36 058 4 544
39 337 l8 488
299 039 2 t7s
143 086 21 042
2 372 3 232




1,  1  5 ,2
1 ,9  2 ,6




2,3 1,  I





x 86 170 5,4 l , l
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3. I .5 (cont.)
1986, current prices % TAV( ' )

























5 52r 2 595
r02 446 745
50 018 7 356
r25 r70
5 3Zt 1z; 3 s46
368 8
526 2r9






4,0 (3)  9,9
2,2 -  r2,7
3,6 (4) 8,0
-0,9 - 17,3
-  0 ,1  13 ,0
X X
5,1  2 ,7




















9 724 4 570
35 366 257
44 457 6 538
| 027 l 399
5 l l 0 1 z ;  3 4 9 6
| 962 45
3 519 |  466
r 467 2 182
1,7 3,6
-0,2 5,8
1 ,7  4 ,7
-3,6 - 0,1
X X
t ,7 (3)  0,3
L,7 0,0
0,5 (o) 2,7
1 ,6  1 ,8
1 ,6  5 ,3
X X
-  l , l  -  12,7
x 21 667 5,4 0,6
















t2 492 I 574
15 905 7 475
90287 6s7
51 35 t  7  556
955 l 301
5 894 (2) 4 033
3  518  80
9 064 3 776












l , l  1 , 3
x 31 238 1,25,2
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1986, current prices % TAV ( t )





I 2 3 4 5 6















4 944 l 128
t4 541 I 833
t0 222 4 804
43  051  3 r3
17 305 2545
t44 t96
3t ßt 121 2 t87
6 l l  1 4







0,9  (3 )  1 ,5
- 0,4 4,7





























4 016 (2)  2747
7 3 2
2 518 l  049













x  l l  003 6,5 t, '7
3.1.5 (cont.)
,'orlca,' Ercslat - Agriq{tunl ruts and rc Commisiotr" Dimrmte{acml for Alrioltw.
(r) The changF e salcularcd q thc besis ofsries at @nstant 1980 pri6 for the 1973 to 1986 pcriod, For tbe Memb€r States, the charyes e e.lculatcd on thc
bßis of fig|G in mtioml c|Jmcy ud for EUR l0 ud EUR 12 on rhe bosis of figws @vertcd into ECU. For Spain, charges arc elculated on the buis of
si6 at @stant 1970 pri6,
(!) In thoü$nd milliotr lirc.
(t) t986/1977.
(1) ,1986/1980.
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3.1.6 Final agricultural production, consumption of inputs and gross value-added (at market prices):
changes bY volume 
's8o=r*)
r973 t982 1983 l 984 1985 1986













































l l l ,2








1 1 8 , 7
l 0 l , l
I 1 3 , 5
I  15 ,3
I 1 3 , 8




I 1 0 , 3
I10 ,8
I  16 ,8
101 ,4
I  I  1 ,0
I  16 ,3
109,8





l l l ,2
114,4
103,0
I 1 4 , 8
121,9
109,6








































































I  l 3 , l
104,9





52,7* 99,6 100,8 100,9 102,1 102,6



























I  15 ,5
106,6
97,8




l l l ,2








































I 1 8 , 2
40,4* I 10 ,6 109,1 114,9 r12,9 I 1 5 , 8
Source: Eurostat.
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3.1.7 Final production index prices:
- value/volume (nominal)
- value/volume, deflated by GDP deflator (real)
(1980= IM)
Source: Eurostat.
( r )  1975.
(2\ t977.
(3) 1980.
r973 r982 1983 1984 1985 1986
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101 ,9
132,6 (t)

























































9 1 , 1
90,3
84,9
141,0 95,6 91 ,5 87,8 82,9 76,7
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r973 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986



































I 1 3 , 3
l 1 6 . 6
I  3 1 , 5
138,4

























































































































t22,8 97,5 95,3 93,4 87,8 78,7
3.1.8 Consumption of index inputs:
value/volume (nominal)
value/volume, deflated by GDP deflator (real)
Source: Eurostat.
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3.1.9 The'cost-price squeeze' (t): the ratio of producer prices to input prices
So{rcer Ewtat ild EC Commision, DElontc-Gffnl for Agricultue.
(t) The '6t-prie sq|Ire' ir elcdared by dividing changG in the d€llated index pri6 of thc valw of iml agricultunl production by chang€i itr the deflar€d
inda pries of thc valuc of inputs.(rl 1975.
(1980 = IN)
r973 r982 1983 r984 1985 1986















































































I14 ,8 98,0 96,Ct 94,0 94,3 97,4
THE AGRICTJLTURAL ECONOMY T/37
3.I.l0 Gross lixedcafitat fonnation and gross value-added in agriculture at fac.tor cost(t) 
ow=r00)
Source: Eurostat - Agricultural accounts ang EC Commission, Directoratd-General for Agricuhure.
(t) At cuffent prices: the series is based on figures exclusive of vAT.(2)  t977.
(3) t980.
r973 r982 r983 1984 1985 1986
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3.1.12 'Net value-added at faator cost per.maninwer employment unit, in real teims: index numbers(r)
. (tßo=tb)
&r@.'Ewtat
(r) Thcrd Elucrddcd rt factor@st is elcular€d ar c||tmr prie! in utionaf mic* dctlaEd by the indq pri6 of thc CDP of @h Membq State. Th€
cmploym4t unit is the nmbcr of uits mploy€d in thc agriculrre, foBtry, hütiot ud filhing Gton in ech Memb6 State.(11 1977.
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J.2.1 The farm accountancy data network - Explanatory nste
The farm accountancy data network (FADN) collccts accountancy data from a sample ofagricultural holdings in the
Conr,munity. The FADN ftbH ofsurvey r€la.ties to 'commercial' fams, i.e. fifnis which sell tbe bulk of their produclior orr
the market and which ail,iür or exceed a minimurn level of economic activity defined in terms of economic size (see tlre
definition of the European size unit below).
In the 1984./85 accounting year there were mor€ than 43000 holdings (Community of Ten) representative of commercial
farms in the FADN sample.
The terms used in the tables relate to the following definitions.
BASIC FADN TERMS
Accounting year
The accounting'year is a l2-month period starting between
State to another.
Economic size and European size unit (ESU)
The European size ünit (ESLD is a unit of measurement of the economic size of the agricuhural holding. A färlt has an
economic size of I SSLI if ils standard g;ross margin is I 000 ECU. The standard gross margin for each enterprise cores-
ponds to the average value, over a three-year period and in a given r.egion, of produetion minus specific costs. In the
Community typology for agricultural holdings (Decision 78/463/EEC) tbere are six classes ofeconomic size, the limits of
which are: 2,4,8, 16 and 40 ESU.
Type of farming (TF)
The type of farrning (TF) of a holding is determined by the relative share in the holding's standard gross margin of each of
the enterprises ofthe holding. A description is given in Table 3.2.2. The results given in the following tables relate to nine
groups aggregated from the 17 principal types offarming in the Community farm typology (Decision 78/463/EEC).
FA.DN divisian
The FADN results may be established at the level of the Community, the Member States and the FADN divisions. The
divisions are gsographical entities corresponding either to the entire country (8, DK, IRL, L, NL), to the regions of kvel II
of the nomenclature of territorial statistical units (NUTS) (D, E, R I) or to specific regional breakdowns (GR, P, UK).
Current weighting a,nd, nuntber of holdings reptesenled
The holdingp in the FADN sample are selected in such a way as to be representative, foi each division, of the holdings
belonging o' each cell fonned by the combination of TF and economic size class.. The populations to be r€presented are
derived from the Community farm structure surveys, which may be extrapolated to correspond to the accounting year in
question.
The results presented are weigbted averages. Each holding in the FADN sample is attributed a weight proportional to the
number of holdings belonging to the same type of farrning and the same economic size elass in the division.
The number of holdings represented is the sum of the weights of the holdings in the sample.. Some cells (division - TF -
economic size class) may have no holdings in the sample, either because very high selectiön rates would be necessary or
because there are technical difliculties in selecting holdings.
STRUCTURAL DATA
UAA: utilized agricultural area (in hecrares).
I January and I July, the exact dale varying from one Member
T/46 FADN
3.2.1 (suite)
Annual work unit (AIUU)
This r€pr€senls the agriculturat work done by one fult-time worker in one year. Part-time and seasonal wort are fractions of
an AWU.
AVERAGE RESULTS PER HOLDING
Total output
This is the value of total production during the accounting yeai. Included arr off-farm sales, home-grown feed and seed,
falmhouse consumption and benefta in kind, as well as changes in rh9 value of livestock and stocks of ctop products.
I ntermediate consümption
' anä includeshome-grow1 feed
and seed but excludes fi4acial charges, labour cost$ rent and depreciation. .
Depreciation
This is the annual provision designed to replace the fixed components of working capital at the erld of their life Ouilditrgs,
rnachinery, equipmant, etc.). It is calgulated on tlie basis of replacement value.
Farm net value-added (FNVA)
Total output les$ intermediate consumption and depreciation, adjusted to take account oftaxes, gFants and sribsidies linked
to production.
Family farm income
This corlesponds tö farm net value-addtid, less other rcal costs it th€ a&ounting year: interest anA financial charges, wages
and, social security cosls paid and rynt
FARM INCOME
Fmm net value-added per agriatltaral work unit (FNVA/AWU)
This is an indicaror of the economic performance of the hol.ling. Itrcnumerates gmily and hired labour, own and borrowed
capital and the management of the holding.
Family farm income per unit unpaid labour
This indicator gives an idea of the agric'ulturql remirneration of labour composed 6f thi hrmer and his ftmity, aad of own
capital.
The resutts for Spaia and Portugal for the accounting yean presented were supptied by the national networls. They are not
iteighted and are therefore not in line with those of the other Member Srab$ I! is for rhis reäson rlat results pei ioco-e
class have not been included for the two new Member States. EUR 12 results have not b€en included for the same
rcason.
FADN T/47
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FADN T/49
Average results per holding in I 000 ECU (current)
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FADN T/51
Average results per holdirrg in I 000 ECU (culrent)
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I-aboui(Awr.J)In the FADNfield In thesamples
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5263M 5,14 988 8 901 8,141 27,5 27,4 1,82 1,77
' S!.i! üd Foft{8[:. Rill6 tw ndioul'slme ret hmoriad with rhe ComEuity FADN. EUR 12 riot sysilablb.
* Rculto iom gmup havi!8 16r thü l0 holdiq! e lot mtidercd rcprrshtive üd thcrcfore not iDclud€d in the tsble
Soure (*€pt ftEin üd lbrtwal) : Fr{DN, wighlrd otr ihc bo!i! of the trubir of üoldingp ir thc 8crualizcd field, classifiqlion @rding ro DEision 7U43/EFß.
3tandard gmr mryhr 1972-74.
FADN last utdating Sptsmber 1987. R6ulb fü 1985/86 e prcvfuional üd 6 b slightly nodificd
FADN T/:33
Average results per holding 1000 ECU (current)
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3.3.2 Producer prices for agricultural products in the Community (excluding VAT) EUR 10
Nominal index
1980 = 100 % TAV
Real index
1980= 100 96 TAV
t975 19861985 1985 | 1986
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Source: Eurostat.
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PRICES AND PRODUCTION COSTS T/75
(1980:100)





















































































































































































































































I1 ,8  -  1 ,0
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67.1 92,8 ll2,l 125,0 133,6 139,5 143,9 L45,9 7,9 1,4
3.3.6 Agricultural wages, input prices (t) and producer prices (excl. VAT)
Source j Emtat (.purchas pric of inputs' üd 'Prcdus p!i6 fü agricultunl produqls- ffi hmonired indi6, whe6'Fam wagcs' rcmitr heterogmmu
mtioml indie!).
(r) Thc EC idex of fm hput pri6 tu s Irspcy6 indcr, uhe@ tbc deflated prie sics (s Table 3.1.8) is d Paashe iodex. The diffiparci€s betwn the
figm in th€ two tables re mainly a mtter of lhe differing ildex fomule'
C) Indi6 of th€ pri€s of goods üd wi6 of mt aSricultunl @o8uptiotr.
(t) Amusl indi6 include fruit ed v€gprablG.
(4) Portugal not inclüded.
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PRICES AND PRODUCTION COSTS T/79





































116.13  r r9 .34
10187 173 ,81  :
515.05 605.61






























































(t) Converted at constant exchange rates (1984).
(2) Biannual surveys in 1975, 1977, 1979, 1981, 1983 and 1985. Eurostat estimate for the intermediate years.
(3) 1964 survey, updating using a national accounts indicator (Insee).
(a) Prices for all kinds of land.
1s1 Most of this land is inipted.
T/80 PRICES AND PRoDUCTIoN CoSTS
3.3.10 Averageannualinterestrate(o/o)(t)(notincludinginterest-ratesubsidies)payableonloansforfarm
investments (f973-87)
Source: EC Commission, DG for Agriculture.
(r) National definitions.
(z) Operating loans to farmers.
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Wine must, beverages, services
AIl products
Products used for animal feed, excluding wine:
- Not processed on the holding
- Processed on the holding
Wine
All products not used for human or animal consumption:
- Not processed on the holding
- Processed on the holding
All plant products except wine
Wine
All livestock products
Products sold through a producers' group:
- fruit, vegetables and wine
- pigs, eggs and poultry
Live cattle, sheep, pigs
Other livestock including poultry and fish, carcasses, raw wool, horsehair, bristles, feathers, hides and
skins, non-edible horticultural produce
Other agricultural products excluding live animals
Cereals (except seeds and paddy rice)
Paddy rice, fresh and dried vegetables, potatoes, fresh and dried fruit, oilseeds for edible oil, olive oil,







Most products and services
Flowers, ornamental plants, bulbs and nursery products
Other products
All agricultural products
Products generally used for human and animal consumption (including seeds, seedlings and animals)




7,0 (4) 13,0 (5)















































3.3.1I Value-added tax (VAT) rates: producer prices (t)
at I January 1987
Sirci EtstaL
(t) Thc fig|m arc for agrioltre iD the stdct $N, excluding fomtry. The most important ploducts e givm only s mpl6
e) The tlat-nle shem6 appli@ble to agrieltw e a[ dsigned to offst on a gurcnl ralesrclated basfu tbe vAT paid otr pwhas of agriolrunl
inpuls,
(!) HoM havc b€n exempt sin€ 3.9.19?3.
(.) With etlwt frcm 1.7.19E4, aSricültunl UodwE subject to the odimry VAT system have bcfl cntitled, by wy of inome los ompenstiotr, to dedud 5%
from VAT payable (in addition to the deductiblc VAT).
(5) For lhc purposs of in@me los comlpstion, the VAT flat mt€ w Biscd, with €ff€t ftom 1.7.1984 by 5 points to 1396 for m6t prcducts.
(6) Winetrcwm @vercd by the tlat-nte sheme add tax at the Bre of 14% to fheir ilvoiq but Erain only 8 , th€ ordinary lLt-ntc, to olfrct the tax they have
paid on th€ir inputs. As a rcsult of the dimtlemetrt of the monetrry ompostory amouts thay have b@n entitlcd, sin@ 1.7.1984, to a 5.j6 rcdrctiol o
the me basis as plodum subjtrt to rhe tlat-nte sysüem. Thu, siae 1.7.1984, thcy hrve hÄd to pay the rar aulhoritia only l% compar€d with 6(,5
prcviously.
(7) Rate applis ro thc VAT-inclusivc pric.
(8) VAT on floww sold by auction is invoic€d at 1996. Grcw @vercd by the llat-nlc $heme ffiive only the nomal tlat-mte of 696, the rcmaidng 130/6
being payablc to the cntnl ld authoriry by the pwhag.
T/82 PRICES AND PRODUCTION COSTS
3.3.12 Value-added tax (VAT) rates: input prices,

























































Purchase and tenancy of land
Animal feedingstufß, seeds, fertilizers, agricultural s€rvices, coal (solid fuel)
Construction and maintenance of farm buildings
Electricity, farm equipment, pesticides
Road diesel fuel, petrol, liquefied petroleum gas for non-agricultural purposes
Diesel fuel for agricultural purposes, light fuel oil, natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas
Purchase of land and buildings
All products
Purchase and tenancy of farmland
Inputs of agricultural origin (animal feedingstuffs, seeds and propagating material, breeding stock)
Inputs of industrial origin (fertilizers, pesticides, fuel and power, buildings and machinery, building materials and
accessories), non-agricultural services
Purchase and tenancy of land
Seed animal feedingstufß, breeding stock, fertilizers, pesticides.
Most färm equipment, maintenance and repair of machinery, installations and buildings, electricity, lubricants and
liquid gas
Motor fuels
Inputs of agricultural origin: medicines
Inputs of industrial origin
Most services
Purchase and tenancy ofagricultural land
Non-processed agricultural products (including breeding stock), work under contract
Fertilizers, animal feedingstuffs, pesticides
Motor fuel (50 % deductible), certain building work and services provided by persons eligible for the special deduction,
purchase and maintenance of farm equipment, construction and maintenance of farm buildings
Animal feedingstuffs, fertilizers (put up in quantities of l0 kg or more), cereals, beet, hay, cake, etc., seeds and propa-
gating material of products used for food, veterinary products for oral administration, electricity
Most services, machinery repairs
Fertilizers (quantities less than l0 kg), pesticides, disinfectants and detergents, veterinary products for injection and
veterinary equipment, farm equipment including tractors, building materials, second-hand goods, petrol and lubricants,
motor vehicle and motorcycles, other services (transport, storage, hiring of equipment)
Solid fuels, diesel fuel for heating, diesel fuel for tractors, gas for heating and lighting
Agricultural loans, rural leases, veterinary services
Animal feedingstuffs of vegetable origin, fertilizers
Animal feedingstufß of animal origin, agricultural work under contract, seeds, breeding stock, pesticides
Fuels and lubricants, pharmaceuticals
Equipment and machinery, gas and electricity, building materials, most services
Animal feedingstuffs, fertilizers, seeds, breeding stock, electricity, water, some services (cultivation and harvesting
veterinary services)
Agricultural equipment, pesticides, construction and maintenance of farm buildings, some services (transport), power
and other fuels
Veterinary services telecommunications, indemnity insurance, purchase, renting and tenancy of immovable property
Sätt#iJJtlTlrlitfr hothouses, animal feedingstufß, breeding stock, some services, pesticides, pharmaceuticals,
work under contract, equipment
Motor fuels and öther fuels (except petrol and electricity), structural work, maintenance and repair of farm buildings,
machinery, tractors and equipment, small items of equipment and accessories, transport services, petrol
Fertilizers and crop protection products, animal feedingstufß and seeds, live animals, machinery, equipment and trac-
tors, veterinary services
Electricity, fuels and gas
Other goods and services
Interest reliefgrants on purchase and renting of land, insurance, financial costs
Most products generally used for human consumption and animal consumption, including seeds, propagating material
and animals reared for the purpose. Construction of farm buildings and most civil engineering work (excluding repair
äild maintenance). Power fuels and other fuels (except road diesel fuel and petrol), electricity and water
Road diesel fuel, lubricants, petrol, fertilizers, chemicals, purchase and maintenance of agricultural machinery, other
goods and services not specified
Purchase of motor vehicles (special non-deductible l0% tax)
RNANCIAL ASPECTS T/83
3.4.1 EAGGF expenditure
Unit 1983 1984 1985 1986 r987 r988





























































































Source : EC Commission Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Budget and supplementary budget No l.
1z) Preliminary draft budget for 1988.
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Oils and fats, of which:
- rape seed, sunflower
- soya beans and flax seed
Protein products, of which:
- p€äs, broad beans and field beans
- dried lbdder
Textile plants, of which:














































































































21597,5 7 239,2 5 555,2 761,3 7 960,1 8 1 , 7
100 % 33,5% 25,7Vo 3,5% 36,9% 0,4%
B - Accession compensatory
amounts in intra-
Community trade 5.8 5,8
C - Monetary compensatory
amounts
- in intra-Comunity trade






22079,2 (t) 7 409,2 5 555,2 761,3 I271,8 8 1 , 7
100 % 33,6% 25,2010 3,40h 37,5% 0,4vo
T/88 FINANCIAL ASPECTS
3.4.4 Breakdown of appropriations by sector according to the economic nature of the measures -
financial year 1986(t) - financial year 1987**(2)
Sosru; EC Conmission, Drclonte-Gmenl for Agricultw.
(l) The cxDcndirurc itms aE taken from Member states' rctms md€ uder the advü@ paymenls systm atrd e charyed to a given limcial yw udrAnicle 97 of rhe Finilcial Regulation.(') Budgct adoFed on 19.2.1987 (oJ L86, 30.3.1-987)4d sulplemertary md umdiu budgpt No I adoptcd oo l?.?.1987 (oJ L2ll, 3.8.1987).(t) The uout dcs not ircludc a figm of -55,3 Mio EcU rclasd i"ta rne tsrzi@uts rcrc cb;ed md an moui of ll3.t Mio ECü for commur@mpenstron.
(r) Thc amount dG not ircludc a figw of -150,2 Mio ECU Gla!€d whfl the 1983, 1984 atd 1985 @unts rcE cl€r€d.
FINANCIAL ASPECTS T/89
















4 + 5 + 6 + 7
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l4 358,3 22 776,7 9 066,0 3 954,8 882,5 8762,4 l l l , 0 13 710,7
66,5% 100,0% 39,8% 17,4% 3,9% 38,5% 0,5% 60,2%
5,8 38,0 38,0 38,0
,T'' 207,0
I17 ,0 I 1 7 . 0
20:'0 207,0
l4 670,0 23 138,7 (4) 9 1 8 3 , 0 3 954,8 882,5 9 007,4 l l l , 0 t3 955,7
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l 000 Ecu I OOO ECU I OOO ECU I OOO UA/EUA/ECU





3 1 . 1 2 . 1 9 8 6  ( t )
%
l 2 3 4 5 6
General socio-st ructural
Investment plans (holdings)
(Dir. 72/ LS9/EEC, Reg. (EEC) 797 /85)
Cessation of farming (Dir. 72/160/EEC)
Training and information (Dir. 72/l6l/EEC, Re& (EEC) 797/85)
(Ree. (EEC) 797/8s (Art. 9-12)
Total I
Less-favoured areas
Compensatory allowances (less-favoured regions) (Dir. 7 5/268/EEC)
(Ree. (EEC) 797/85)
Drainage in Ireland (Dir. 78/628/EEC)
Wine-growing in the South of France (Dir. 78/627/EEC)
Grubbing-up of vines in Charentes (Dir. 79/359/EEC)
Irrigation in Corsica (Dir. 79/ 173/EEC)
Drainage in Ireland/Northern Ireland (Dir. 79/ 197 /EEC)
Programme, west of Ireland (Reg. (EEC) 1820/80)
Programme, Greenland (Reg. (EEC) l82ll80)
Advisory services in Italy (Reg. (EEC) 270/79)
Stockfarming, Ireland/Northern Ireland (Reg. (EEC) 1054/81)
Programme, French overseas departments (Dir. 8I/527/EEC)
Programme, Western Isles of Scotland (Reg. (EEC) 1939/81)
Integrated programme, Lozöre (Reg. (EEC) 1940/81)
Programme, Northern lreland (Reg. (EEC) 1942/82)
Programme, Greece (less-favoured regions) (Reg. (EEC) 1975/82)
Stockfarming, Italy (Reg. (EEC) 1944/81)
Advisory services in Greece (Reg. (EEC) 2966/82)
Programme, France (Inundation of Herault valley)
(Dir. 79/r74/EEC)
Total II
lll. Related to EEC market organizations
Milk non-marketing (Reg. (EEC) 1078/77)
Vineyard conversion (Reg. (EEC) 1163/76)
Citrus fruit plan (Reg. (EEC) 25ll/69)
Producers' groups, fruit and vegetables (Reg. (EEC) 1035/72)
Producers' groups, fisheries (Reg. (EEC') 3796/81)
Vineyard abandonment (Reg. (EEC) 456180) (Reg. (EEC) 777/85')
Vineyard restructuring (Reg. (EEC) 458/80)
Producers'groups, cotton (Reg. (EEC) 389/82)
Eradication of bovine brucellosis, tuberculosis, leucosis (Dir. 77/391/EEC)




















tt4 497 102293 107 582 901 089 100



































l l 6 5 l
r25
80
l 3  4 5 1
6 894
731
I  l l 0
l 9  3 5 1
400





































































60 190 60 630 61 699 851 936 100
39s 007 405 009 460 803 2830279
FINANCIAL ASPECTS T/91
3.4.6 Payments made in respect of socio.structural schemes of a general nature, schemes for less-favoured
areas and schemes related to EEC market organizations
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1 r )  1975-77,  u .a .
t978-80, EUA.
l98l onwards, ECU.
1z) Including 2l I 000 ECU under Reg" (EEC) No 797185.
1t) Including 687 000 ECU under Reg. (EEC) No 797185.
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T/96 STRUCTURES
3.5.1.1 Employment in agriculture
Statistical sources and applications
There are several sources of Community statistics enabling employment in agriculture to be measured from
various viewpoints, including employment statistics proper (sample survey of the labour force, annual
employment estimates) and agricultural statistics (structural surveys of agricultural holdings). Methods and
concepts vary from one source to another, and the purpose of this introduction is to help the user to
choose, among the statistics given in the subsequent tables, those which will provide him with the infor-
mation he seeks.
EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURE AND IN THE OTHER SECTORS
One approach to the problem of employment in agriculture consists in considering it as part of overall
employment and comparing it with employment in the other economic sectors. The relevant information
comes from employment statistics; in these figures, the p€rsons employed are assigned to that economic
sector in which they mainly work, and the characteristics of employment are measured according to iden-
tical concepts from one sector to another.
Changes over time in numbers employed in the various sectors, and, in particular, in agriculture, are
measured on the basis of annual employment estimates (Tables 3.5.1.2 and 3.5.1.3). For detailed informa-
tion on the structure of employment in agriculture compared with that of other sectors (breakdown by sex,
by occupational status, by working time, or by age), reference must be made to the sample survey of
manpower, which provides a ' photograph' of employment in any given year (Table 3'5. 1.4.).
EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS
Only the statistics which have just been presented allow a proper comparison of employment in agriculture
with employment in the other sectors. However, they do not cover all persons employed in agriculture: an
important $ature of farming is that so many farmers and farm workers work only part-time and often also
have other jobs. In the employment statistics, such persons are not classified as working in agriculture.
A full measure of employment in agriculture is provided by the surveys on the structure of agricultural
holdings; it should be noted that the information from this source enables employment in agriculture to te
analysid as such but that, as it is established according to specilic definitions, it cannot be compared with
employment data for other sectors.
These surveys cover all persons employed on holdings, whether farming is their main activity or not; they
also record working hours and any other remunerated work outside farming. They thus enable employment
on agricultural holdings to be measured fully, and part-time and combined other employment to be ana-
lysed-. By conversion of the numbers of persons employed into full-time equivalent workers ('annual work
units' - AWIJ), the data on working hours give information on the actual volume of labour devoted to
farming, the only valid measure of the labour contribution to agriculture, in view of the scale of part-time
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3.5.1.3 Employment in agriculture and in the other sectors
EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR Deutsch-
land Ellas Espafia France
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Source: Eurostat, annual employment estimates, by country and OECD.
STRUCTURES T/99
Ireland Italia Luxem-bourg Nederland Portugal
United
Kingdom EUR IO USA Japan
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3.5.1.4 Employment in agriculture and in the other sectors: structures compared (1985)
NB: Figures for Spain and Portugal are from the spring 1985 national surveys.
Source: Sample survey of manopower 1985.
Unit EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR Deutsch.
land
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3.5.1.5 Employment in agriculture: persons working on agricultural holdings (t)
Unit EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR Deutsch
. land
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Total numbel of persons working on
agricultural holdings (t;
Total number of AWU (equivalent full time workers)
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source: Eurostat - Surveys of the structure of agriculeual holdings.
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T/IO4 STRUCTURES
3.5.1.6 Employment in agriculture: working hours and combined other employ'ment of farmers(r)
Unit EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR Deutsch-
land
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Total
Numbers
No other gainful employment
With other main gainful employment















































Working houis : 100%.(2)
Numbers
No other gainful employment
With other main garnful.employment















































Wo*ing hours from 50 to l0Q% (2)
Numben
No other gainful employment
With other main gainful employment















































Working hours of < 50% (2)
Numbers
No other ginful employment .
With other main gainful employment "
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3.5.2.1 Land use in 1986
Source: Eurostat.
1 ' ;  1975.(2) Only grasslands.
EUR 12 BelgiquelBclgrö Danmark
BR Deutsch-r
' land rius
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3.5.2.2 Main crops in 1985
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3  9 1 5 4,0
T/1 10 STRUCTURES
3.5.2.3 Utilized agricultural area, woods and forests
Source: Eurostat.
{t,t t9$6llt974.
Arable land Permanent meadory and pastüre
I 000 ha % of the UAA
of the country I 000 ha
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l 000 % of tstäl % TAV





I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9




















X X X X
















i05,6. 91,2 8?-z 100 100 -2,9 . ' ,- 2rl






1515. ' 12,9 
.1,8
25,1 20,5 l5;4




l0 , l  .  l t ;8  |4 ,1 '  ,
. t '1,9 2,0




129,8 116,3 91,3.. 100 100
' 
-2,2 - '  4,7,








211,7.'  ' -  1.81,3 157,4
.176,r. 177,9 
'. 170,\ ,' 








904,7' 797,4 703,9 100 100






'544,0 (?) 541,:3 491,7
155,2121 
.". 149,9 , 
'. 13.8,8
46,212',1 46,6 5J,[
. l1,3 1z;  .  12,4 18,1
-  















758,0 (z; 7.51,8 706,3 r00 100 -0,2121 .. 1,2












x {  l8,o
x  t  ' .12 ,0






x  ' x
. ' x . X
| 524,0 x  ' .  100 ' X X




> 5 0 .
Total









11 .6  16 ,5
- 1,2 5,0
-2,3 5,8
' ,  
-2,7 4,2
-0,9' ' - 1,6
1 ,5  1 ,3
I 209,0 I 135,0 974,5 100 100 - 1,3 3,0
STRUCTURES T/127
Average size UAA
ha I 000 ha % of total % TAV




l 0 l l t2 t 3 t 4 l 5 l 6 l 7 l 8
X X
X X

















.  .  
. X
X .  X
X X X '  . X
'  
. x  x
X X
' x  
' x
'  
. x  ' x
X X
81,6. 66,7 .59,3
171,3 132,6 I I  l ,  l .
407,1 349,7 302,g.
5 4 8 , 5 .  5 6 6 , 0 .  5 7 0 ; 6
253,8 - 292,0 329,9
5,6 '  -4,3 '





















44,4' '  37,1 5,7
183,4 
. 
150,0' l l3,. l
530,2 447,5 ' 349,6| 290,7 | 249,7 I 133,3
887,1 1202,7 t232,6
'  1,5 .0,2
'6,2
l& l  I  l , g
' 4410 3g,g
30,2 '4314
-  3 ,5 ,  -  112
- 3,9 5,5



















I 301,6 I 096,0 '932,3
' '3 073,8 '  2 635,2 .229t,6
' 
520011 5342,9 5 190,7









. 0 , 5  
" .3,3 3,5











l.3l0,l (2) | 342,A I 2t3,9
. 990,0 (2) | 004,2 93t,7
565,0 (2) 609,0 702,0
292,0127 . 340,9 507,g
94,0121' 133,4 642.7
40,4121 30,4
30,6 1z; : 23.,3
t7,4 121 l7;5 
'
9,7 121 12,7
2 , 9 ( r ) . :  1 6 , 1 .
0,5 1z; 2,0
0,3,(2) -. lJ































X . .  X
X X
. X .  X
15,3 23 376,2 X 100 X X
.  x  . . .  x
X X
. X X
X .  X
' X  X
666,0 620,0 
.471,2.
l '340,0 1215,0 995,2
3 990,0. 3 550,0' 2 936,9 .
I I  200,0 .10 960,0 l0 l3g,l .




38,1 . '  35,6
41,5 49.6
-1 ,4  
.  
- - - 5 ,3
-  1,9 5,9
, '  
- 2 r 3  
-  4 , 4
-0,4 1,5
0,4 ' 2,4








x 1 0 0 0 % of total % TAV





I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9











l5 , l  16 ,0
16,5  15 ,8
31,0 29,0
28,8 30;4






227,9 223,3 220,1 100 100 -0,4 -. 0,3






|  467,6 I  501,1 r ;  l272,8
373;7 377,41t'1 318,1
t79,2 183,8 (4) 168;l





1 ,7  2 ,1
I , l  (4 )  2 ,0
.0,5 0; 2,1
1 ,3  (4 )
2,8 (4) 0,2
1,0 (4) 0,6
2 t4,6 2 t92,0 (4) I 891,8 r00 100 I , l 0 ;  . 1 , 8 (






l , l  0,9 0,8
0,7 0,5 0,4












-4,6,  -  6;3
8,6. 4,6
5,6 4,7 4,0 .100 100 -3,4























143,8 129,0 120,9 100 r00 -2 ,2  1 ,3






























349,5 x  1 0 0 . x X










82,8  81 ,3  8 l , l
t4,3. 12,3
12,5 12,4




-  1,7 0,6
-1 ,7  l , l
-  1 ,5  1 ,2
-0,4 0,0
271,5 249,2 242,5 100 r00 -  1,7 0,5























0 , 8  ' 1 , 6
5 900,0 5 458,0 5 0i7,4 100 100 -  1 ,6  1 ,6
Source: Eurostat: harmonized national data + surveys of the structure of agricultural holdings.
(r) Holdings of I ha UAA or more.
(z) Interpolation between l97l and 1977178 surveys.






ha I 000 ha % of total % TAV



















2 0t5,t 2 037,6 2 037,3| 667,,4 t'670,2 | 674.2
2 ,0 -  2 ,0
5,6 5,2
20,0 lg,5
39,7 . '  40,9
32,9 33,5
-0,4 0,3
- 1,5 '--: 0,3
-0,8 










3 4t3,6 3 512,9 (4) 2907,2
2 570,1 ' 2 572,6 (4) 2 t97,5
2 436,7 2 495,3 (4) 2 2g7,3
2 559,4 2 73g,g r; 2794,5





1 5 , 0 '  l 5 , l
15,8 l g,4
32,2 32,9
1,4 (4) 2,3 1i;
0,1 (4) 2,0 (5)
1,0.(4)  1,61s1
3,5 (4). 0,31s1
-2,4 gS 0; t 1s1








15,2 10, | 7,7
75,4 6l,g 46J
33,1 51,7 66,6
2 ,1  1 ,7
3,8 2,3




-  5 ,3  - :  
. 5 , 3
-7,9 r  5,3
- 3,9 5,4
9,3 5,2





















0 ,8  l , l
3,3 3,6









































l l2,g 'g2,g 90,7
247,0 230,0 222,1
629,9 591,4 545,9
2 369,9 2 229,9 2 094,2
14 093,9 t3 ggg,2 13 993,6
0,6 0,5






-  1 ,6  1 ,3
-1,2 r  1,2
-0 ,1











6 630,6 6 053,7 5 459,6
7 3t9,0 6 534,9 5 924,1
t3 296,0 '  tzl l5,g t0 713,2
26 397,0 26 290,7 25 456,1








-  1,8 2,4
- 0,1 0,6
0,6 1,2
15,3 r7,4 90 448,0 gg 978,0 g7 633,5 100 100 -o,4 0,3
T/I3O STRUCTURES





l 000 % of total % TAV





I . 2 3 . 4 5 6 7 8 9














X '  X
X X
X X
X .  . X
X X
X X X x
Belgique/Belgiö


















- t l ;3 - '  i i ,7
9 , 9  
.  
- ' 3 , 1




137,2  114,5  , '97 ,6 100 r00
Danmark
2 - < . 4
4-< 8





1 7 , 4 ,  l l , 3  5 , 5














7,0 - '  5,3
35,2 6,0
132,2 ' t22,7' 9?,3 100 100
BR Deutschland










I I0,7 206,7 193,0
13,3 48,5 79,Q












'3,5 '- '  4,3
. ' 13 ,3  1 ,4
29,5 10,2
907,7 ' 850,0 740,5 100 100 1.,3 - 2,7
Ellas < , 2
) :q  4
4:< 8











X  . X
. X  X
X X
X X
. X  X
. X X
X X




990,0 X X X X
EsPafra (2.) - <  2 .
2 -<  4
4-< 8 -

































I  818 ,2 X 100 X X
France < . 2 .
2 . 1  4
4-<  8

















2 ,7  l5 , l
- ' :  6 ,5  8 ,6
5 ,5 .  5 ,5








in ESU x I 000 ESU % of total - .% TAV






l0 l l t2 l 3 l 4 l 5 l 6 t 7 l 8
X X
X X
X ,  \
X X
X  . X
x . .  , ' ,  x
x _  
. x
. x x
X  - X
X  X . -
. x '  
. '  x
X X x  " . x
x . x
. x '  x
X X
"  
x "  ,  x




1J4,0 - 76,5 60,0'
3 6 9 , 1  ,  2 3 7 , 7 . '  1 7 1 , 0
532,4 .966,6 E07,t.









9,4 23,9 | 296,1 ' 2 104,7 . '2 326,5 100 ';100 10,2 2,0
X  - X
X X
> t x
X : . X




1 7 0 , 1  . 1 0 7 , a  g l , 0 _
45t,t 301,1 
'216,a
673,4. I 054,5 921,4
2 7 2 , 4  l 1 6 l , 6  l 7 l g , 0








lz,4 30,9 1 635,5 2 669,6 2 954,9 r,00" 100 10,3 1,4
\ ,  X






; 243,3 773,9" .. 135,6
' 
.454,0 335;7 2:69,9| 075,2 E30,2 
. 
670,1
' 2 2 5 7 , 7  l g 2 l , g .  
. 1 5 4 1 , 3 .
2492,9 5169,0 4997,4
939,3 5201,9 52a4,5
.  3 ,3  L , l ,





8,2 11,3 7 46t ,4 I  I  631,5 
.  
































\ . ,  x '
. x x
- X : X
X X

























































| 604,4 I 029;7. 773,9
3 537,8 3 0tg,l 2229,9
4016;7 8 t7:1,0 
_g 2tg,g
2 622,7 g 373,9 t2 397,6
2,4 0,7







-  5 , 6 '
8,5 
.
3,1 -  5,9
15,3
26,\ 9,2







l 000 96 of total % TAV










































54,9 152,8.  186,6










15,5  1 ,8
22,7 4,1
27,0 7,6


































' 8,2 '0,7 0,0
16,7 7,8 5,3
23,2 15,6 14,7

















162,2 148,7 135,9 r00 100 1,7  -  1 ,8
Portugal f; < 2
2-<  4
4-<  8

































765,8 X 100 x X
United Kingdom < , 2
2-<  4
4-< g


































5 l  1 ,4
108,2
44,Q x




1 ,9  x
X X





5 809,2 X100 x X
Source: FADN (weighted on the basis-of the cunent year).





in ESU x l000ESU % of total % TAV
























































278,2  1551,4  1509,6
447,6 2279,3 2329,0









2,7 -  1,8
4,0 -0,5
9,5 0,4
15,8  1 ,8
23,1 4,3
28,5 I1,0




























- 10,5 - 5,5
10,8 -4,0
66,0 - 1,2













l2, l  l , l  0,1
49,0 24,3 17,3
137,0 91,6 86,6














-46,9 -  38,1
-  13,  |  -6,6
7 ,7  -  l , l
-  12,9 -2,1
3,5 - 4,3
49,1 1,9
























































I 15,0 79,0 57,3
279,8 172,8 152,6
603,2 397,3 345,4







- 9,0 - 9,5
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Source : EC Commission Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1 ' ; 1 9 8 5 .
(2) 1984.
1l; Cows', ewes' and goats' milk.
1r) Finished animals; young cattle not included 68%; store animals not included 42%.
(s) Processed into sugar.
101 Excl. potatoes (seed potatoes,65%; early potatoes and ware potatoes,2S%).
121 15 0lo maize not included in the percentage.
1a; 43 % citrus fruits not included in the percentage.
(e) 1982.
3.5.6.2 Products sold under contracts concluded in advance (1985)
Source : EC Commission Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( r )  1985.
(2\ 1979.
1l) Including producers' group.
1l) Cows', ewes'and goats' milk.
( 5 )  1 9 8 1 .
























































































% breakdown of development plar
Number of MWU Volume of investmentsper MWU
1983 1984 r 985 l - <  2MWU


























2 rr0 2 4r2 2 037
837 603 236
3 051 | 784 23r2
4 8 7 3  6 5 s ;  5 0 2 1
584 | 764 840
5 6 4 : :
92 35 32
899 607 378
l 857 | 337 I 803
56 24 20
70 16  14
2r l :
63 25  12
8 2 1 2 6
3 4 6 0 6
60 24 16
51 23  26
44 26 30
3 9 8 8
: ' : ' :
5 3 3 6 2
5 7  3 l  t 2
41  59
n z a ;
14867 l5 093 12659 256r l 4 5428l 8
source : EC Commission Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; A development plan may cover several types of investment.
3.5'6.4 Results of Directive 72/ü6O/EF;C concerning measures to encourage the cessation of farming and thr
































































t8 t22 12,5 14,0
378 783 40,7 2g,g
r ro2 6[ 
=r,o 
u,,
l 0  784 I1 ,3  2 ,1
4183 0,2 32,2
l0 I 86 2,6 4,9
59 281 32,6 3,4
l : 2 ,28
l : 0 ,21
ti,qg
:
t  ,  O,gl
t27t14 6,3 212 648 l4.l I  583 949 13,5 22,1
STRUCTURES T/137
(1e85):




Type of investment (r)



















5 l  16  22  4
t 4  l l  5 8  1 4
i : i2 :
l l  l l  4 6  2 5
r0  20  56  12
3 3 5 5 6
40 14 41,, 5
















7 3 6 1 2
100 53 28
: r j r :




1 0 0  2 l  l l
82044l 1t 7 24 43 l473988
eallocation of utilized agricultural area for the purposes of structural improvemen! 1975{5
Breakdown of beneficiaries by size category
of holdings transferred (%)
Average area of land transferred to holders with a
development plan and to others (ha)
<  l 0 h a l0-< 20ha > 20ha Holders with plan Other holders
1985 1985 l98s 1985 1985
l 0 l l t2 l 3 l 4
^t,t
21,7









































< 3 0 30-< 40 > 4 0



























































































































t 3  l l
3 0 7
25 24













Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
STRUCTURES T/139
cquisition of occupational skills by persons engaged in agriculture (1983-85)
Iitle II: Attendance of training courses





< 3 0 <40 >40 < 3 0 30-< 40 >- 40











































































































3.5.6.6 Results of Directive 72/268/EEC on mountain and hill farming and farming in certain
less-favoured areas
Compensatory allowances grantd in respcct of less-favourd areas
Number of holdings Amounts of allowancespaid in 1985
Amounts of allowances
per LU









1984 1985 t975 1985













9 s20 9 t93 9 208
75 539 84 002 r2l 760
196 989 195 010 213 350
137 055 137 055 133 608
7t  877 725t5 9 l 605
3 350
41 721** 64 150*f
3 338 3 242
43 558 43 309 s3 996
8 990 616
r04 824 882
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3.5.6.8 hojects financed by the EAGGF Guidance Section classitied by EC region (Ree. 355/77) (1978-S
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
STRUCTURES T/143
(in 1000 ECU)
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r58 379 349 018 246 205 460 028 33 950 1 1 5 0 8 6 186 297
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
STRUCTURES T/145
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T/146 TRADE
3.6.1 World exports and EC external trade in all products, agricultural products(t) EUR 12
and other products
(Mrd USD)
So!rcej: GATT srari$i(s ud Ewtat.
^r,i When compsring statisti€l si6 for tnde cxprcs$d ir valuc tems, it is important to membq th&t, b€qw of exchangc Bte movement& tha w of one
cwcy uit nther lhe atroths mal alts the appoMt tretrd. For ermplq betm l98O ud 1981, the ntio of rhe USb to üe ECU ch;ged by 24,?%,
and, bctw l98l and 1983, by a funh$ 244%.
(f) SITC 0, l,21,22,232,24, 26t to 265+268, 29, 4.(2) Excl, itrtra-Community tnde.
1973 1980 l 9 8 l t982 1983 1984 1985 p 1986 p
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
World exports (2)i
- All products
of which: agricultural products
other products
External EC trade (z):
Exports:
- all products
of which: agricultural products
Imports:
- all products
of which: agricultural products
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3.6.8 Community imports, by product
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; Incl. derived products, except rice.
(2) Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
(3) Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(1) In million ECU; including horticultural products.
1s; Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
1c; In terms of shell weight (from 1977, albumin and its derivatives included).
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3.6.9 Community exports, by product
source: Eurostat and EC commission, Directorate-Generar for Agriculture.
1t) Incl. derived products, except rice.
1:; Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
1r; Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
({) In million ECU; including horticultural products.
1s; Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
1e) In terms of shell weight (from 1977, albumin and its derivatives included).
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3.6.15 Intra-Community trade, by producto incoming merchandise
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1'; Incl. derived products, except rice.
1:) Incl. ,6. srrgar contained in processed products.
1l; Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(r) Million ECU; including horticultural products.
1s; Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
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7 2r9 7 697 8 259
841 | 347 :
589 579 :
8,8 20,2
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5,7
3.6.16 Intra-Community trade, by producto outgoing merchandise
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Incl. derived products, except rice.
1z; Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
1r; Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
1r; Million ECU; including horticultural products.
1s; Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
1r; In tenns of.shell weight (from 1977, albumin and its derivatives included).
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3.7.1 Share of consumer expenditure on food, beverages and tobacco in the final consumption
of households
Source: Eurostat - SEC.
(t) Within the economic territory, and based on curent prices.
( !)  1982.
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4-1.2.1 World production of cereals and production in principal exporting countries
% Mio t % TAV




















































































































1 ,8 .  4 ,4
source: FAo - Production Directory + Monihly Bulletin: Economics and Statistics. Eurostat for community figpres.
1t) Excl. riee.
(2) Common and durum wheat.










7t-,2 lry,q 109,7 100,0 g0,g 100,0 .q,l ?,0 3,9 3:,6 3',t 3',46,3 g,g 3,1 2,,9 2,5 2',9
q,? lQ,o 95,8 100,0 92,4 100,0
??,9 1!,1 rr,2 rr,7 g,g s',518,0 29,0 5,5 5,7 3',6 3',9
tlf,l lQ,g 2M,5 100,0 t83,2 100,0










7t,q lq,0 106,3 100,0 93,0 100,0
6-,1 q,l 15,5 14,6 t6',3 l7:,5
6,2 9,2 15,5 14,6 16',2 l7',4
61,9 100,0 96,4 100,0 g7,g 100,0
3-,7, 5,6 7,5 7,9 9,4 9',6
3,6 5,5 7,5 7,g g,s g',7
t1t-,! 100,0 202,7 100,0 lg0,g 100,0
lg,l 7,2 23,1 ll,4 25,7 lr,s



















































Sources: FAO but Eurostat for Community figures.
1t; Excl. intra-EC trade.
(2) Excl. rice + malt in barley equivalent.
CEREALS T/173
I 000t % TAV
1973/74 (2) 1984/85 1985/86 1984/85-  ( 2 )t973 /74  ' '
r985/86
1984/85
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76 r95 65 909
6 709 84
2 675 2 555
t7 563 13 991
9 758 r r  749
54 598 54 557
23 160 22 306
2 s2r 2 228
869 l 206
910 793
27 r38 28 024






























4.1.4.1 Supply balances - durum wheat
(l August-3l July) - common wheat
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.





4.1.4.2 Suppiy balances barley
(l August-3l July) . rye EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t % TAV


















Human consumption (after processing)
Human consumption (kglhead)













5 543 5 663
835 548

























































Human consumption (after processing)
Human consumption (kglhead)

















































- 1 1 , 0
















Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1r ) Calculated on intra-export basis.
(2) EUR 10.
(3 )  EUR 12.
1000t % TAV
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24 r:t0 22 908
220 217
3 4r5 3 040
r20 r47
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Oats and mixed corn
Usable production
Change in stocks
Imports 1 t I
Exports 1t1






























































4.1.4.3 Supply balances - maize
(1 August-3l July) - oats and mixed summer cereals EUR12
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Calculated on intra-export basis.
(2) EUR 10.
(3) EUR 12.
l  000t % TAV


















- human consumption (glain)



















































































Human consumption (after processing)
Human consumption (kglhead)
Self- sufliciency (o/c)
r07 979 r732s8 160 148
+ I  361 + 12 587 +3 951
13 582 l0 730
29 399 26 096
24 479 26 89r
120 r27 t44 854 140 831
74 692 90 677 87 272
4 494 5 860 s 666
9 746 9 874 9 973
933 206t 1677
30262 36 382 36243






























4.1.4.4 Supply balances - other cereals
(l August-3l July) - total cereals (excl. rice) EUR12
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1r; Calculated on intra-export basis.(2) EUR t0.
(3) EUR 12.
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4.1.5.4 Consumer price indices bread and cereals
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Sources: Eurostat, and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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4-1.6-2 Market prices for cereals as a percentage of the intervention price (r)
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4.2.4.1 Supply balance - rice (t; EUR 12 0;















































































Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Broken rice included.
1z) Calculated on intra-import basis.
(3) Portugal not included.
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4.3.3.1 World supply balanc€ ard international trade in sugar
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4.3.4.1 Sugar supply balance
(October/September)
Sourie : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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1l; Ratio of human consumption to resident.population at I January.
(l; Ratio of total production to domestic use.
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(1 37e) (t 614) (l 600)
l0 660 9 39r 9 540
7 1 0 1 0
93 l  l0  138
l0 560 '9 27r 9 392
39,7 33,9 ' 34,3
90,6 135,4 137,0
X X
-  1 , 1 .  4 ;6
'  15 ,9  6 ,1
1 ,3  -0 ,9
- '1,0 





-  1 , 1  1 , 3
-  1 ,3  1 ,2
2,r 2,2
4.3.5.1 Average world sugar priöes (t)
ECU/ICI kg % TAY (5)




I 2 3 4 5 6
Paris Exchange (2).
London Exchange (l)
New York Exchange (4)
41,45 19,88 17,31
36,85 I 6,40 17,43
33,05 14,03 12,56
- 2,4 - 13,5
0,3 28,2
- l2,g t8,3
Source : EC Commission, Direetorate-General for Agriculture.
(') Arithmetic mean of spot prices (June/July)
1z; White sugai, loaded fob designated European potu, in new bags.
(.r) Raw sugar, 96', cif - United Kingdom, ex. hold.
(r) Ralv sugar, 96', loaded fob Caribbean - Contract No I l.
1s; Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.
T/192 SUGAR
4.3.6.1 Sugar production, by quota
(f 000 t while sugar)
Basic
































































































| 323 l 040
9 516 2 242 | 422 13  108 9 390 2r49 r 341 | 250
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; Incl. French overseas departments.
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OILSEEDS, OILS AND FATS T/195
4.4.4.1 Supplies of rape and colza (seed, oil, cake)
(July/June)
EUR 12
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T/196 OIISEEDS, OII.S AND FATS
4.4.4.2 Supplies of sunflower (seed, oil, cake)
(JulY/June) ( t;
EUR 12






























































































Sources : Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1r; The marketing year runs from August to July.
OILSEEDS, OILS AND FATS T/197
4.4.4.3 Supplies of soya (seed, oil, cake)
(July/June)
fuurces : Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
EUR 12



































































































T/I98 oIISEEDS, oILs AND FATs
4.4.5.1 Prices lixed(t) and market prices on the Bari market for: - olive oil seni-Iine 3'
- lrrmpante grade olive oil 5'
Sources: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture, and Bari Chamber of Commerce.
1r) Calculated prices allow for monthly increments
1z) In 1968/69, the 2,7 ECU/100 kg processing levy chargbd in Italy is allowed for.
XI Xil I II































































































4.4.5.2 Wholesale prices: - on the Bari market for refined olive oil
- on the Milan market for refined olive oil, edible seed oils
NB; The ratio olive oil/seed oils is based on wholesale prices and excludes the consumption aid effective from I April 1979.
Sources: Bari and Milan Chambers of Commerce.
XI XU I u
P I 2 3 4 5 6
Bari - refined olive oil
Milan - refined olive oil





























































OILSEEDS, OILS AND FATS T/199
(ECU/Ia0 kd
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5 , 1 5
6,44
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T/206 FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
4.5.3.1 Intra-EC trade and external trade in fresh fruit and vegetables EURr0
0 un0
Source: Eurostat.
1t; Based on goods entering
(z) Citrus fruit not included.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES T/207
1 0 0 0 t % TAV
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49,1




-  41 ,8
-32 ,6
0,6
4.5.4.1 Supply balance - fresh fruit 1t;
Market balance - fresh apples
Source: Eurostat
(r) Including fruit preserves and juices.
1z) According to the market balance.
(r) Portugal is not included.
EUR r21t1
T/208 FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
I 0001 % TAV
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(t) According to the market balance.
(z) Portugal is not included.
EUR 12 127
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES T/209
I 000t % TAV
1983/84 r 1984/85 * 1985/86 | le94/85t983/84
1985/86
t984/85
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X
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4.5.4.3 Market balance - table grapes
Supply balance * fresh vegetables 1 t;
Source: Eurostat
1t) Including vegetable preserves and juices.
(z) Portugal is not included.
EUR 12121
T/2IO FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
1 0 0 0 t % TAV
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4.5.4.4 Market balance cauliflowers
fresh tomatoes
Source: Eurostat
1t; According to the market balance.
(z) Portugal is not included.
EUR 12 127
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES T/2II
I 0001 % TAV
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1 8 , 1
4.5.4.5 Supply balance - citrus fruit (t)
Market balance - oranges (t)
Source: Eurostat
(t) Including fruit preserves and juices.
(z) Portrrgal is not included.
EUR 12 121

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES T/213



































































































































4.5.4.6 Market balance processed tomatoes
processed peaches
Source: Eurostat
1t; According to the market balance.
EUR 12
T/214 FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
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4.6.3.1 Trade in wine and share in world trade
Source: Eurostat.
(r 0M ht)



























2s 062 27 403 23 578 9,3 - 14,0 38 629 40 548 33 740 5,0 -  16,8 66,4
r9r4  2012 1  876
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-  L,4 4,7
-  1,4 5,9
4.6.4.1 Supply balance - wine
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
EUR 12
T/220 wrNE
4.6.5.1 Producer prices 1t; for table wines
BCT.J 96 TAVIz;
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TyW R III: Red, Portuguese type, hl
Rheinpfalz-Rheinhessen
(Hügelland) 22,245 115,154 
gg,ggg 12,7 -14,1























































TW A II: White, Sylvaner type, hl
Rheinpfalz (Oberhaardg
Rheinhessen (Hägelland)
Luxembourg Moselle wine-growing area










TW A III: White, Riesling type, hl
Mosel/Rheingau





Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t) Weighted average market prices.
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4.7.4.1 Supply balance - potatoes EUR 10
1 0 0 0 t % TAV

































































































Industrial processing for human consumption
% of total production I 000t % TAV



















5 l 1 9 X X
:  15,0
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6,6 13,9 2 643 4978 5 I 19 5,4 2,8
Source: EC Commission, Directorate-General for furiculture, and European Union of Processing Industries.
T/224 TOBACCO
4.8.1. I Area, yield and production of leaf tobacco by groups of varieties
Area
ha % TAV
t s l s l t n t t l n a o ress | 1986
rsß | le85









44 080 40733 x 7,6
541 543 5r2
| 945 | 495 I 555
:  15  510  10869
2A2r2 10450 9844





1 1 , 6  1 1 . 6






109 660 tr6 t76 X 5,9
77 906 88 590 92602
20993 21 070 23 574
l , l  4 ,5
0 ,0  I1 ,9










34 483 30 694 x  -  1 1 , 0
| 667 I 069 l ll4
4892 9926 6429
: 3248 5 180
4 7 0  l 8 l 5  l 8 l 2
t2849 t7 974 15 558



























2 647 3 296
4 830 t9274 16747





12,2 - l3, l
x 0,0






6 582 5 203 x -21,0
5 slo 6 s7s7 5 zo3
X X
1,0 -20,9
5 810 6 582 5 203 I l -20,9





20 42 x 110,0
358
20 29
l 3 I 
45,0
X X











r73 552 224307 22r 343 2,2 1,3
560 543 5r2
3 936 2 988 3 153
82 819 98 680 99 477
15 900 24 404 22260
20682 r49r2 14952
49 136 80977 79035








157 133 198 100 t97 t29 1,9 0,5
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
roBAcco T/225
Yield Production
l00kgAa % TAV t % TAV
r973 tn:t I uoo
1985 I 1986
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13,0 15,2 16,9X 6426 x 146,2
t , ,o 13,4
19,2
x  3 ,1
X X
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16,0 17,6l 8 , l 1,0 2,8 276894 4062n 388 821 3,2 4,3
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l l  9 1 8  8  1 1 3  7  7 9 r
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25700 42085 43292
sr2r3 3s 658 37 766
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17,318,216,0 l , l  5,0 250726 360 171 341 l8l 3,1 5,3
T/226 TOBACCO
4.8.2..1 World production of raw tobacco rDd production in principal exporting countries
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: 1 , 3  8 , 0
I 1,3 7,6
0,6 - 13,5








Source: USDA - Foreign agriculture circular.
4.8.3.1 EC share of world trade (t) in raw tobacco
Sources.'Eurostat and World Tobacco Situation (USDA).
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4.8.3.2 ltaly's exports of raw tobacco - Siluation as at 1.7.87
(t)
Harvest 1973 t977 1978 r979 1980 l98 t 1982 1983 1984p 1985p


















































































































































































































4.8.6.1 Quantities of tobacco bought in
t % of commercial
production
Harvest
1983 1984 1985 1983 1984 1985



































969 I  l l8
| 277 2 r04
408 881
768 437































627r l  I  713 27 723 4,1 3,9 8,9
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
T/228 SEEDS
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(nouvelles variöt6s et autres)
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(basse persistance)







Pisum sativum L. partim
(fodder peas)




Medicago sativa L. (ecotypes)
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4.10.5.1 Market price for hops
50 ks % TAV





I 2 3 4 5 6
EUR 12 (no contract) ECU






X -  3 1 , 5
0,6X


















































EUR l0 (no contract) ECU
EUR l0 (under contracr) ECU
Total ECU
60 1 t ;





3,6  -  31 ,5
5,7 0,6
8 0 1 t ; t57 t45 5,8 - 7,6
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Accounting unit,
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FIBRE, FLA,X, COTTON AND SILKWORMS T/235
4.11.I.3 Output of silkworm cocoons and number of boxes of silkworm eggs used
Quantity % TAV
t973 1985 1986
1985 |  1986
1973 | 1985









464 090 160 528 .152 906 8,5 4,7
11 7ls 50 660 51 300
1 300 3 699 2 s08
451 07s 106 229 99 098
13,0.  r ,4
9,1 -32,2
: l l,4 6,7
464090 160 528 rs2906





t5 958 6 582 5 9:16 7,1 9,2
4+4 2300
62 r77 r20
tS 4SZ .4 105 :  3 956
L4,7 - 13,0
9.1 '  '  -32,2
'10,5 , - '  6 , \
15 95S 6 s82 s 976
Source : EC Commission,' Directorate-General for Agficulture.














48074 43990 46 158
24 972 21 615 
-l8 8-o7 -- -
. 
'-0r] 4,9
:_  - l r2  -13 ,0
73 046 6j 605__. A4 qffi - 0,9 1,0
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agficulture. ' \.'--==.'_




T/236 FIBRE, FLAx, coTToN AND sILKwoRMs
4.11.3.2 Inba-EC tade and external hode in cotton tibre (r) EUR f 2(rN0t)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Cotton, other than rendered absorbent or bleached, plus raw @tton linters.(2) Based on entries.
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FIBRE, FLAX, COTTON AND SILKWORMS Ti237
4.11.5.1 Producer prices for flax seed















Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1r; Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.
4.11.5.2 Flax tow prices
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; Calculated on the basis of prices in national ourrencies.
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FIBRE, FLAX, COTTON AND SILKWORMS T/239
4.11.5.3 Ginned cotton, world prices (t)
(ECU/100 kd
r982 1983 1984 1985 1986 r987




















































































o 1 6 1 , 9 204,7 225,8 173,9 102,6
o/o TAV in relation
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4.13.7.2 Feed requirements expressed in fodder units EIJR TO
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4.13.7.4 Products used for animal feed
Source: Eurostat - Feed supply balances (provisional).
1t; Excl. olive residues - marketing year.
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4.13.7.5 Use of cereals by the compound feedingstuffs industry
source: EC commission, Directoratb-General for furiculture; FEFAG.(t) Greece and Luxembourg not included
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Sources : Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Lucerne meal only.
T/250 FEEDINGSTUFFS
4.13.7.9 Area, yield and production of dry pulses, feed peas and field beans
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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4.13.7.10 Use of cake by the compound feedingstuffs industry
Sources : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture; Fefac.
1t; Greece and Luxembourg not included.
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4.14.1.1 Gross internal production and consumption of meat (r)
Source : EC Commission, Direciorate-General for Agriculture.
1r1 Carcass weight for meat.
f; eUR 12 - estimate.
EUR IO
T/254 MEAT IN GENERAL
4.14.3.1 Net balance of external trade (t) in meat 1z; and self-sufficiency
Source : EC Comrnission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Exports minus imports.
1z) Lncluding live animals,-carcass weight equivalent.
1r;  EUR 12 - est imate. '
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4.14.9.1 Animal disease: number of cases per disease (1986)
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BEEF/VEAL T/255
4.14.9.2 Animal disease : number of animals slaughtered (1936)
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Source: Animal disease notification system (ADNS).
4.15.0.1 Cattle numbers (December of previous year)
Source: Eurostat.
(r)  EUR 9.
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4.15.1.2 Net production of beef/veal (adult bovine animals and calves) (r)
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NB : These ligures do not correspond to gross domestic prduction; for this see Table 4.14.1.1.
Source; Eurostat.
1t; Total slaughterings of animals including those of foreign origin.(z) Carcass weight.
1r; EUR 9.
T/258 BEEF/VEAL
4.15.2.1 World production and production of principat beef/veal producing/exporting counfries(t)
Sources.' FAO and other international organizations.
(t) Net production.
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4.15.4.1 Supply balance - Beef/veal EUR 12
l 0 0 0 t 1 t ; % TAV
1984 (4) 1985 (4) 1986 1985
iql; 
(nl 1986m(n)























































Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Carcass weight.
1z; total tmde, with the exception of live animals.
1r; All trade, including live animals (figures based on imports).
(4) EUR 10"
T/262 BEEF/VEAL
4. I 5.5. I Market prices 1 t; for beef/veal
Source .' EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Representative markets.
trz; Live weight, Q'all classes'.
1:) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.
1n; Weighted Q ECLI/100 kg.
1s; Prices are calculated according to the following basis: 0,69 x 6 yormg bulls + 0,31 x A cows.

























96,87 5 151,234 143,414








































165,072 226,642 225,7 50
208,231 189,672
86,16 | 200,235 193,005
169,014 244,811 243,7 16
148,641 218,818 188,471
180,904 225,426 226,343
164,918 142,205 l4A37 |









15,9  -  I  1 ,5





143,920 205,421 198,577 2,8 3,3
PIGMEAT T/263
4.16.0.1 Pig numbers (December of previous year)
Source: Eurostat
I 000 head % TAV
t974 1986 r987 1986t974
1987
1986








































































7r 393 82 03r 84 907 1,2 3,5
T/264 PIGMEAT
4.16.1.1 Number of pigs slaughtered (t;
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Animals of domestic and foreign origin.
I 000 head % TAV Average carcass
weight in kg % TAV
t973 r985 1986 1985
r973
1986




















l51  366 416X 80, I XX
7 186 8 259 8 617
rr  347 15 203 16 l0 l
30 506 38 732 39 443
| 534 2 227 2 347
: 15 845 15 849
17 203 19 531 I 9 743
2 trr 2 t tg 2 158
7 34r rr239 l l  073
r23 t27 133
9 696 t6 222 17 905
: : 2424





































r02 176 r28867 133 093 2,0 3,3 80,7  81 ,5  81 ,  I 0,1 -0,5
4.16.1.2 Net pigmeat production 1t;
Source: Eurostat.
1t; Animals of domestic and foreign origin.




















669 r2123l l X 3,9
589 7r7 749
769 1083 r r44
2 6s2 3 243 3 335
96 t47 r53
:  l l 5 7  1 1 6 2
| 577 | 662 | 677
r45 139 r27
6 8 9  l l 8 7  t r 7 2
813  1368  1444













8 307 l0 512 l0 790 2,0 2,6
PIGMEAT T/265
4.16.2.1 World production and gross domestic production of principal pigmeat-producing or exporting
counFies
% 1 0 0 0 t % TAV








































































40 644 55 77r 58 r42
7 832 l0 567 l0 730
588 r r92  t r70
130 183 179
8 550 I l 905 12079
9 565 15 r79 17 285
5729 6719 6715
5 150 5927 5 940






629 l0 l0  910






3 ,1  1 ,5
4,3 13,9










l ;8  l , l
413
Sutrce: FAO.





l 0 0 0 t 1 t ; % TAV
1973 1z; 1985 (2) 1986 | i#,', 1986l9E5
I 2 3 4 5 6
Gross internal production
Imports - Live animals












8 307 l l 823 12 r23
n 7 2 0
220 r34 104
29s 386 3s7
l 095 2 495 2 399




x  I  I 1 , 0
x -33,3
x  -  l 3 , l
3,0 2,5




1 ,9  15 ,9




4.16.5.1 Market prices for pigmeat (t)




























I 18,035 140,439 123,227
151,568 184,598 180,786
134,698 179,350 163,630
124,897 154,97 6 136,842
: 233,304 :
I 15,175 152,208 140,444
2,5 -  I  1,8
4,0 -  1 1,5







2,7 - l I ,7
X X
6,1 5,2
130,412 158,227 161,944 2131 ,5
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Representative markets.
(z) Slaugbter weight - Class II.
(3) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.
1r) Weightd g ECU/IWW
1s; Ctass Extra B.
SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT T/267
4.17.0.1 Sheep and goat numbers (preceding December)






















81 803 84 865 X 3,7
8 r r24 r25
s9 s2 69
I 040 | 296 | 34r
8 274 9 989 rr 032
:  16954 L7  177
l0 568 10791 l0 580
2 839 2 774 2 9r7
7 99s rr 293 1 I 659
5 5 4
749 985 985
:  3000 3000












1 ,8  1 ,7




















4 476 5 696 6 200
: 2 584 2925
959 I 005 980
0 0 0
9 5 8  1 1 6 9  r r 9 7
0 l l















6 4 6 1  8 0 0 9  8 5 1 7 2,0 6,3
Source: Eurostat.
T/268 SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT
4.17 .l.l Sheep and goats slaughtered
Source: Eurostat.
1t1 EUR 9 for 1973.
I 000 head 96 TAV Average carcase weight in kg % TAV
r973 1985 l9E6 1985
r973
1986


















EUR l 01 t ;




:  11509  9960
:  12264 12005
7 24r l0 189 9 810
1 740 2 081 3 600
4 268 8 107 7 9s9
388 464 473
:  :  1272

























-  1 ,4  -  1 ,0
x  -2 ,7
x 3,7
-  0,5 -  1,2




-  0,3 -2,1
26 t3l 49 835 48737 5,5 2,2 16,6 15,4 l4,g - 0,6 - 3,3
4.17 .1.2 Gross internal sheepmeat and goatmeat production





























1 6  t 8  t 7













629 743 703 1,4 5,4
Source: Eurostat.
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SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT T/271
4.17.3.3 Imports of sheepmeat (t)
EUR 12
t  (3) % TAV



















200 380 r97 716 193 307
n 347 6 587 7 535
8 284 19 004 17 966
l0 654 t2262 tt 574
2920 3058 3223
6 t92 6 642 6 322
4 944 4 875 3 584
656 54r 2 958
77 96 90
488 653 539










5,1 -  17,5
-  16,8 2,6
248 36s 253 r54 248 774 0,0 1,7
Source: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture and Eurostat - Comext.
1t; Incl. live animals.
1z; Excl. trade between the Federal Republic of Germany and the German Democratic Republic.(3) Tonnes carcass weight.
(4) EUR 10.
4.17.4.1 Supply balance - sheepmeat and goatmeat
Sources: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agricutture.
(r) Carcass weight.
(z) C.arcass weight - All trade with the exception of live anirnals.
1r; All trade in carcass weight, including that of live animals (Iigures based on imports).
EUR T2






I 2 3 4 5 6
Gross internal production
Imports - live animals (t)


































T/272 SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT
4.17.5.1 Market prices for sheepmeat (t)







































































Source: EC Commission, Directorate General for Agriculture.
1t) Belgique/Belgiö: Average price:
l) moutons extra.(carcass weight 30 kg) - schapcn extra (30 kg per stuk).
2) agneaux extra (carcass weight 16 kg) - lirmmcren extra (16 kg pcr stuk).
Danmark: country Q: larrbs lst quality.
Deutschland: country Q:lartbr. carcasses of 'L'-Mastlämmer quality.
Ellas: corlntry A: 76ch arnnos galaktos,
24% amnos.
Espafra:
France: country A fot'carcasses d'agneaux de boucherie'.
Ireland: country A: 70% prime quality.
3096 scond quality.
. Italia: average price:
l) agrelloni (t 20 kg carcass weight) = 36% (country Z).
2) agnelli (t l0 kg carcass weight) : 64% (markets: Cagliari, Rom4 Napoli, Firenze - L'Aquila).
Nederland: country @ 'Yette Lammet€n'.
Portugal:
United Kingdom: Q market prices for sheep qualifrrqg for guaranteed prices (pence/kg net on the hooO.
(z) Slaughter weight.
1l) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currency.
POULTRYMEAT T/273
4.18.0.1 Number of utility chickens of table strains hatched
Source: Eurostat.
( r )  1 9 8 1 .
I 000 head 96 TAV




















70 57r 76 902 80 690 85 818
74990 80 l l8 83 193 82824
2433rs 2n 984 207 559 212223
65 85s (r) 66 624 67 487 67 687
476043 496 248 508 919 468 64r
438074 594999 607 716 622333
23 2r8 27 292 28 58s 32 r92
36822A 289 510 292 165 286 851
288 43r 272298 2t6 364 297 339
: : : 94247












(2239 548) 2 093 l8l 2 t40 026 2 216 867 - 0,6 3,6
4.18.1.1 Gross internal production of poultrymeat
1000t 96 TAV



















5265** 5358tt 5446** 1 1 6X
I  I  I  126 r3l 134
9 0  l r 0  l l 5  1 1 6
281 352 357 377
105 r52 155 145
600 789 815 759**
79t t25t t277 1327**
4t 52 55 62**
796 1020 ,998 1009**
352 410 425 442
: 155** 155** 155**
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r;:; i#,', 1986teI; (')
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Gross internal production
Imports - live birds










3 230 4 32r 4 388 5 446
9 3 3 4
0 4 6 5
24 53 67 72
3 239 4 320 4 385 5 44s
3 8  - 9  - 4
65 75 85 68
r40 366 323 339
267 340 368 434
3 126 4038 4 151 5 r74
I1,8 14,8 15,2 16,0




























































































4.18.5.1 Market prices for chickens (t)
So!@j EC Commi$ioD, DiEiont}Gffil fü AgicaltE.
(t) Dclgiquc/Bclgiö : Poultts 
_t 7096, prü dr gs I lr @ta Kuitcn! ?096, gmtharddsvc*qopprijs. A pütirdc juilct 1982 prix !hü@ fiontiÖrE vüafjüli1982 prüs frrno gru
Danmad( : Kyllirgpr, 7096, rhgtrde lil dctailhrndd
Bl Dcut!.htrnd : SchlachtcEi - Äbgtb€pFi! fsi Enpmn86, 7006 gcftora.
Ella! : Chondrili rimi 70gt (!six dr gs).
E3pafu : Plocio dc mesdo.
I*- * : Pari*Rugir: poubr!, das-A (moyenr), E396, prix de gm d lr mtc.Irdshd : Chic,Lmr, 709t, c/holcsle prie.
ltrli! : Miluo: p{@i d'acquisto dl'ingro6lo, g3gc
Ncdqtld : LEI: Kuit@r 7096 - CrcorhaDdclsvql@ledt;
Ponugrl :PrcCoäprcduCeo.
Ulitcd KinSdom : LDdo!: ChicLcn|' 8396, wholdte prie(r) Slflghtcr wight(r) Calcularcd or tbc bosis of pri6 i! utiout mia(.) Livc wight.
EGGS T/277
4. 19.0. I Laying hens, numbers
I 000 head % TAV





















16 272 l  I  604 l0 854 r0 7r9
5 278 4 185 4026 4 224
66700 51 600 51 300 49700
t6  r57  16715 16784 t6784
: 48 926 49 045 :
66 300 69 400 69 600 :
4 r r2  3291 3246 :
50049 51 046 47 798 :
187 90 90 9l
19 91 1** 40 750** 40 574** :
65  53r  51  608 51  941 55  015
-3,3 - 1,2
-2,2 4,9
-2 ,1  -  3 ,1
0,3 0
X X
0 , 4  ' x
-1 ,9  x
-0,3 x
-  5 ,9  l , l
6,0 x
-  1,9 2,0
308 404** 300 189** 296 Aß** -0,3** x
fuurce: Eurostat.
T/278 EGGS
4.19.0.2 Number of utility chicks hatched from laying hens
Source: Eurostat.
( r )  1 9 8 1 .
I 000 head % TAV




















rr 449 9 622 9 481 8 391
4200 40t6 4058 3843
41 377 38 051 35 380 33 638
3 993 1r; 3 00s 3 008 3 92r
42798 35 616 39 300 35 085
39 025 43 249 42248 38 317| 997 2 rrt | 629 | 749
37 903 20 838 22007 21 28r
24 7 19 30 400 30 I 34 28'237
:  :  :  3914
47 391 343s6 35 351 35 301




-  1,2 -10,7
l , l  9 , 3
-2,8 7,4
-7 ,4  3 ,3
2,9 6,3
X X
- 4,t  0,1
(2rr 42s) 186 143 r84 239 r74 678
4.19.1.1 usable production of eggs in shell (total eggs)
I 000t % TAV



















4 926 4 gl3** 4 933** X 014
24r 184 176 184
73 80 80 8l
896 76t 765 743
104 r23 t22 t23
: 678 683 723**
720 g0g 907 g0g**
37 37 37 36**
601 64t 629 629**
275 666 663** 654**
: 77** 7g** g0**
864 77r 774 772
-2,6 4,5
0,7 1,2
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4.19.4.1 Supply balance - eggs (total eggs)
Source: Eurostat.
(r)  EUR 10..
EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t 96 TAV
r973(r) 1984( r ) 1985( r ) r986 19851;6(') r986I9T; (,)






















l l  l l
1 9 5








4 086 4 84r
2r9 280
l l  l l
5 5
3850 .  4545
l4,l l4,l
101,6 roi,s































4.19.5.1 Market prices for eggs (t)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Belgique/Belgiö : Kruishoutem: prix de gros ä t'achat" franco marchö
groothandelsaankoopprijs, franco markt.
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T/282 MILK AND MTLK PRODUCTS
4.20.0.1 Dairy herds and yields
Dairy cows (t)
I 000 head % TAV





















l  130 913 865
5 393 5 451 5 391
: 219 233
:  1 8 8 5  t 7 B 6
7 75r 6 506 6359
| 406 I 528 | 490
2927 3075 3004
73 70 68
2 2r5 2 333 2 260
3 387 3 257 3 242
-0,4 - 1,3
-  1,8 -  5,3
0 ,1  -  1 ,1
x 6,4
x  _5 ,3






- 0,3 - 0,5























3 642 3 866 4 r20
4 t75 5 379 5 5gg**
3 921 4 5gg 4 934**
: 2946** 3 196**
:  3 3 2 2  :
3 24t 4 l0g 4 304**
2 40t 3 759 3 670**
2946 3449 3467**
3486 4239 4271
4 567 5 150 5 441
3925 4934 4 g5g**
0,5 6,6
2,3 4,1**






l ,g  0 ,9
l , l  5 , 7
X X
1,9 2,6**
4 339** 4 505** x 3,8**
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Decemhr of the previous year.
(z) Production of the year divided by the herd of December of the previous year.(r) During the month of September.
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T/283
4.20.1.1 Production of milk from dairy herds and delivqry of milk to dairies
Source: Eurostat.
1t; Excl. milk for suckling.
1z; Incl. deliveries of cream (milk equivalent).
1r; Excl. deliveries to the Federal Republic of Germany.
Production of milk
from dairy cows (r)
I 0001 0/6 TAV




















3 6 1 1  3 7 9 6  3 9 1 8 * *
4 7 2 9  5 0 9 9  5 1 l l * *
21 266 25 674 26 349**
646 660** 700**
: 6 375** :
24 850 27 790 28 000**
3 566 5 823 5 607**
9 350 10946 l0 660**
239 301 299
9 354 12 550 t2695
: 1 058** :













9t 927 108 646** 109 488** 0,8r ,4
Deliveries of milk
from dairy cows (2)






















4 529 4 899 4 91 1**
l8 812 23 637 24 196
: 461** 465**
: 4 755** 4644**
2r r04 2s 476 26 0t6
3 149 5 682** 5 477**
7 069 g 308** 8 323**
226 255 249
8 891 12 233 12 33r
: I 007** :
13 693 t5 587 15792**











1 , 1  1 , 3
99734** l0l 056** 1,3X
T/284 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.1.2 Deliveries of cows' milk to dairies, as a proportion of production (t;
Source: Eurostat.
1t; Incl. deliveries of cream (milk equivalent).
(Yo)
Deliveries of
cows'milk t973 l98 l r982 r983 1984 1985 1986




























































































92,2 92,6 93,0 92,7 91,8** 92,3
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T/285








I 0001 % TAV






















4 025 5 2t6 5 216
:  331
4 477 (2) 4 569
2 988 4 72t 4 820
3 7 7 : -
2 t30 3 045*t
34 41 43
r 756 t  736 |  75r















of fresh dairy products
(kgAead/year)























































T/286 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.1.4 Production in dairies of butter and cheese
Source: Eurostat.
1t; Incl. butteroil manufactured from cream (butter equivalent).(z) Product weight.
Butter (t)
I 000t % TAV





















146 l l0 l l2**









1 ,8  -  3 ,6




1 ,0  5 ,6
5,5 -  3,9
0,4 3,9
0,0 0,0





I 0001 % TAV



















3 8 4 r :
127 256 254**
563 913 923
: 1 2 5 :
: 1 5 4 :
859 1283 1279


















MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T/287
4.20.1.5 Production in dairies of whole-milk and skimmed-milk powder 1t;
Source: Eurostat.
1r) Product weight.
1z; Milk powder + 1,506 fat.
Whole-milk powder(z)
I 0001 % TAV



























2 3't {, 3**
I  l * ' t  I **
l  18 245 223
22 66 57**
1,7 0,0
7 ,9  1 ,1










455** 830 795** 5 ,1  4 ,2
Skimmed-milk powder



























103 16l**  153**
0 0*r, 0**
1 1  I  L 2
t44 163 181
I 56 24t 268**
0,6 10,7
- 5,9 24,0







1,0 I  1,0
X X
3,7 l l ,2
I 916** 2 107** x 10,0
T/288 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.1.6 hoduction in dairies sf concentrated milk and casein (r;
Sources: (a) Eurostat.
(b) EC Commission, Drectorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Product weight.
(z) Including that of 'chocolaüe cnrmb'.
Conoentratod milk (a) (z)
I  m0r oö TAV





























:  l r *  l * *
288 lg l*r ,  174**
3,8 g, l
- 3,3 12,5
1 ,8  5 l l
X  X '
x 7,6







| 453 | 443** -0 ,1 X
Casein O)
I 000t % TAV



















0  1 5  1 9




















55,r* 145** 147** 1 ,4l l ,4
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T/289
4.20.2.1 Wortd 1t) butter production 1z;
cheese production
casein production
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Product weight.
1z) Including butteroil made from cream Outter equivalent).
96 1 0 0 0 t % TAV
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2082 2001 2130
t 7  1 7  2 9
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10 650 l0 900 I 1 500
3 989 4047 4 100
153 155 160
29 28 33
4 r7r 4230 4293
159 161 r70
r2 l  119  113





2 843 2 815 3 l8 l
2,3 5,5























































T/290 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4'20'2'2 World whole-milk powder and skimmed-mitk powder production 1r;
- concentrated milk production 1r;
% I 000t % TAV






















5 5 t 2
7 5 6
8 1 3  7 8 0  8 1 3
42 47 53
138  138  180
55 54 55
l l  9  l 0
270 2s7 296
180 150 150









1 ,8  l , g




























I1,5 14,2 l3, l
2,9 2,2 2,3
I l,l l2,l 12,6
4 590 4 650 4 750
2 068 | 916 2 r07
27 27 34
3 5 8
2 098 I 950 2 r49








l  014 992






- l 2 , g  - l g , 3
























1 ,6  1 ,4  1 ,3
0,0 0,0 0,0
30,7 30,1 2g,g
1 ,5  1 ,4  1 ,4

























































-  l4 , l  _36,9





burce : EC commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; Product weight.
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T/291
4.20.3.1 World trade in certain milk products EC share (t 0M t)
A. Exports 1980 l 9 8 l r982 1983 g; 1984 1985 r986
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8










































































































































































52** 42** so:ß* 7 l * * 7 5** 89** g6**
T/292 MILK AND MILK PRoDUCTS
4.20.3.1 (cont.)
B. Imports 1980 l98l t982 1983 (4) t984 1985 1986
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8







































































1 8 l 0 l 0 r2 l 8 24 22
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; Food aid included.
(2) Basis, GATT statistics.
(t) Basis, FAO statistics.
(l1 GATT and FAO.information, updated end July 1985.
(s) Since 1979: basis GATT.
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T/293
4.20.4.1 Supply balance 
_ Iäyt* 
products (excl. cream) EUR r0
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1980 l98r 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986




















































































230 279 576 983 6t7 s20 890
T/294 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.4.2 Detailed supply balance (a) - skimmed-milk powder EUR 10
o 000 t)
Source: (a) EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
@) Eurostat.
(t) Including buttermilk powder incorporated directly in animal feed, milk powder for babies.
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T/295
r980 l 98 l 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Opening stock










































2 460 2 3rr 2 363 2 7 t 2 3 057 3 060 3 368
Consumption
at normal prices (2)














































596 530 400 355 408 357 331
Closing stock

















240 t47 306 853 949 I t24 l 403
4.20.4.3 Detailed supply balance (a) butter (t)
Sources: (a) EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture (including butteroil, butter equivalent).
(b) Eurostat.
(r) Product weight. Includes butteroil made from cream (butter equivalent).
1z; Prices currently subsidized by EAGGF in Denmark, Ireland, Luxembourg and the United Kingdom.
(1\ 1977: Reg. No 2370177 (Christmas butter),
1978: Reg. No l90l /78,
1979: Reg. No 1269179.
(a) Comprising (l 0000: 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
-Welfareschemes 6 4 I  5 4 6 5
- Armed forces and non-profit organizations 35 27 36 40 42 44 45
- Butterconcentrate 5 4 3 5 4 15 26
- Sales to food prrcessors 152 135 144 170 183 228 267
1s; Of which 87 physically exported.
EUR 10
(t 000 a
T/296 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.6.1 Intervention in 1986 for buffer and skimmed-milk powder
So/ru j EC Comisiotr, Dimloni€-Gücnl for Agriculrw,
(1) lD a@dare with Rcgd.rim (EEC) No t04/68, Artigh 6.(r) In a@rdrc with Regulation @EC) No 804/68, Adcte 7.
e) rhe drtr for hrV @q !tat! oriSimti!8 i! rhc public wrehorm of rhc orhn M@bq s6t!r, who bare slrsdy irclud.d 6tr qutiri' h üeir fig,*To rvoid @udtg twie, Oe zun t0 toats cxUuae thc dars fü ltdy.
(1 0u t)
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i i ' j* :
4  1 5  2  2 r
1 6 7 2 3
l - l
l l
6 2 3 6 5




























































MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T/297
4.20.6.2 Quotas on milk deliveries
1985/86 1986/87 Quotas
1987/88





















103 907 102 401,803











































































98 968 99 898 902 99 257 100 200'ß*" 93r 97 744,803
fuurce : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1r) Excluding transferred quota of 475 000 t from direct sales to deliveries to purchasers.
121 Deliveries mentiond in footnote I are excluded
1r; After the trans r of quotas according to Article 5c (7) of Regulation (EEC) No 804/68.
(l) Provisional estimates before the adjustment resulting liom the increase in the milk's fat content.
1s) Including the quantities withdrawn temporarily and the Community reserves.
t
T/298 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.6.3 Community buffer and skimmed-milk powder stocks (t) on I April
Soare : rc Commisiotr, Distma4qod for Agricdtw.























x  x  1174489 XX
l5  465 13706 31 344
9 007 16915 18744
l6s 807 408 210 326 690
2s7; 
"r; ,li;*105766 165 160
t 260 I 610
| 625 692 595
41 582 233 933 22t 044
35 2r4 ztt 343 222 8r0




























x x 756 721 XX
34 290 2072 2 602
l8 169 7 338 l0 855
'355 386 585 430 7r9 97r
? g ;
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7  , 7  -  51 ,3
463 739 646 387 764 640 4,9 18,3
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4.22.3.1 Internal and external trade in wood and wood products EUR I2'."
Imports Exports
Deficit
Mio ECUI 0001 Mio ECU(%) r 000r
Mio ECU
(%)
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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Paper and paper board,
articles of.paper pulp,
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The Agricultural Situation in the Community - 1987 Report
Luxembourg : Office for Official Publications of the European Communities
1988 -  425 pp . ,  9  f igs .  -  16 .2x22.9  cm
ES, DA, DE, GR, EN, FR, IT, NL, PT
fsBN 92-825-7684-1
Cataf ogue number: CB-49- 87 -761-EN-C
Price (excluding VAT) in Luxembourg
ECU 25.50  BFR 1  100 tRL 19 .60 UKL 17 .60 usD 28.60
This rep-ort is the thirteenth published version of the annual Repon on lhe Agricultural Situation
in the Community. lt contains anallses and statistics on ihe general situation (economic
environment and world market), the factors of production, the structures and situation of the
markets in the various agricultural products, the obstacles to the common agricultural market,
the position of consumers and producers, and the financial aspects. The genelal prospects and
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